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will attend services
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Waldo, Knox, York, Lincoln, Cumberland and
Sagadahoc, and on the islands of Mount Desert,

after-

and on the islands within the limits of the
town of Isle au Haut, and in the town of
Swan’s Island, ind on Cross and Scotch Islands,
reported that the subject matter of said order
is covered by a general revision bill to be reported, and that the order be placed on file.
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dealers from all over the State have been examined.
After reviewing briefly the conditions at the mines, the committee comes to the
conclusion that the public has been exploited,
but it is unable to fix the blame exactly, although it believes that wholesalers and retailers have shared to some extent in the
peculiar
handling .*f the situation. The committee also
suspects, although it is admitted that evidence
was not secured to prove the
suspicion, that
large dealers outside the State saw fit to place
a large amount oi coai products in the hands
of brokers ro be sold at a premium. As to
Maine, the committee reports that it discovered an association among the dealers whereby
territory is allotted and members protected.
The dealers are also blamed for making the
consumers bear all the added
expense of coal
while taking whatever reduction in price there
may be for their own benefit. In other words,
the committee thinks that when the price goes
up the consumer pays and when it goes down
he pays just the same. Finding that the Maine
law at present is inadequate for preventing
combinations or monopolies, the committee
has recommended a bill which is submitted
with the report and u
eh is the Shennan and
trust law modified to meet local conditions.
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CON ANT

ROAD

BILL.

The new draft of the good roads bill introduced by Senator ConanL of Waldo provides
for the establishment of a State highway commission and for an issue of State highway
bonds. The new diaft was drawn by Senator
Conant of Waldo and Re; resentatives Seates of
Westbrook and Butler of Farmington, a subcommittee appointed for that purpose,and embodies many of the features of both the
Scales and the Holier hill<

irsday
a;

INVESTIGATION.

special joint committee that has been
investigating the price of coal in the State has
completed its work and Chairman Morey submitted its report in the senate March' 13th.
The report is very long, and is accompanied
by
a big bundle of the
stenographic record of the
hearings which have been held, and at which
The

f
.:

Univer-

ur.iing appropriate
In the House Monday Mr. Dunton
special decorations,
ii-ion appropriate for
presented An Act to authorize N.
and others to build a
.■

of Belfast
F. Huston
wharf in tide waters of
the city of Belfast, and it. was referred to the
Judiciary Committee. It was received out of
order. The time limit on such bills expired
Feb. 20.
The new draft of the act to repeal the lawmaking the Roman Catholic Bishop a “corporation sole,” and to provide for the incorporation
of parishes, reported by the judiciary committee, was passed to be engrossed in the
House Tuesday by a vote of bl to six.
It nowThe new draft gives the
goes to the Senate.
right to the bishop, the vicar general and the
parish priests to elect two laymen as trustees
to act with them.
It also gives the parishes
the right to incorporate at any time under
certain restrictions.
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TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
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The

Mess- ge of Light,”
of Faster and the
•‘•'i: be given on Sun-

following

transfers in real estate

were

Waldo County Registry of DeedB
for the week ending March 19, 1913.
Julia A. Thompson, Searsmont, to George E.
recorded in

the First MethoThe committee in
Fn>st and Miss Ruth
in

Thompson, do.; land in Searsmont, two deeds),
Lydia H. Farwell, et als, Thorndike, to WilFarweil, do.; land in Thorndike.
Lydia H. Farwell, et al, Thorndike, to Reuel
S. Ward, Unity; land in Thorndike, (two
liam

next Sunday the
have a meeting at 7
This meeting will be
veryone is invited to
•rung service will be

^
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g..
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i.v

Andrews, Northport, to C. H. Amback,
Auburn; land in Northport.
A. W.

s

Sj

1

|t

E.

Loud

••’••age,”
»ine Brier
■

L of

erick

land in

I*. A. McAllister, B.
<-y; town clerk, D. A.

McAllister; treasurer,
inittee

member

for

r>.
Money appropri■ghways, $875; support

urposes, $2879,97.
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^
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town meeting was
b'th, and the following
O. B. Keene;
-selectmen and assessors,

Moderator,

:;

ford, B. E. Cunningham;
Whittaker; tax colDillard Whittaker. Ap!
eposes, $500; roads and
'Or.ools, $400; free High
M r..tied by town for free
of school houses, $50;
!’Pa*rs
il1"
road, $300; special for
i ard

i

®^tfc

d/1

annual town meeting,
'g officers were electFj
R-

Gould;
JSei, d HH.easor8
and

E.
Clerk,
Overseers of
H. S. Morton, W. L.
aKe; Supt. of Schools,
*
*ch. ‘,
B. H. Hogan, w!
5«ard.
Constable and Collecy*dlt.v.
ra’i Vad,
Commissioner, Arthur
: Common
schools, $800;
A

k

ilSrer 7^:

fe.ff
jJrdF;

Work) *1.000; snow,
R'He/'Ser
^
SUte

$100;

road, $200;

re-

school books, $60.

!

Hood, Leeds, to C. H. Dean, Unity;

Unity.

Lavina G.

••

from these injuries. Last
November his condition became serious and he
was taken to the Gleason Health Resort.
A
few weeks ago he returned to his home and
continued to fail until his death on the 10th.
An Elmira paper says of him:
recovered

never

Captain Barker was
rity. From the time

man of sterling integhe entered business up
until a short time before his death he w-as
the active head of the hardware concern.
Under him the firm grew and became what it
is in the wholesale and retail world of business to day.
He was a man loved by every
man whom he employed.
Few men in the
business world enjoyed such a reputation
among those under him and others who were
his competitors. In the trade he established
a most enviable reputation,
lie is survived by
three sisters and one brother. The sisters are
Mrs. Abby Fenton, of Springfield, Mass.; Mrs.
Augusta Weston, of Sioux City, la.; Miss Jane
N. Barker, of this city. The surviving brother
is Dr. Clarence S. Barker, of Chicago, 111.

Capt.
was

It

Barker

here

was

service.

Clark, Belfast, to Donald S. Clark,

do.; land and buildings in Northport.
Albert S. Chick, Bangor, to Charles A. McKenney, Winterport; land in Northport.
Ellery Bowden, Winterport, to Charles McKinnon, do; laird and buildings in Winterport.
Fairview Cemetery Association, Troy, to M.
W. Monroe, do; land in Troy.
Horace Staples, Stockton Springs, to Sophia
A. Staples; land in Stockton Springs.
Alzo M. Carter, Cliftondale, Mass., to Walter
A. Decrow, Belfast; land and buildings in Belfast.

E. Nickerson, Swanville, to James H
Lenfest, do: land in Belfast.
Alfred

The

Although

Shoe

Situation.

reports received state that
some decrease in demand for footwear is in
evidence, most of the larger manufacturers
are still engaged on spring orders previously
received. However, the lessened activity in
new business i-i mainly attributed to unfavorable weather and, with an improvement in
this respect, a renewal of buying is expected.
Business in shoe leathers is rather inactive
and, while upper leather displays an easier
tendency, the atrength.of sole is firmly maintained. Dun's Review, March 16th.*
most

Mr.

Littlefield

been

a

town

that

wras

a

loyal

very

began

he

his

to

Belfast.

business

It

career.

here that he enlisted in his country’s
It was here that he w:as married, and

Elmira,

Y.

N.

brought

Later

his

remains

will

be

for interment.

to Belfast

I

his

about one and a half years, and leaves
children and three sisters. The remains
arrived at his late home Tuesday and the funeral service- wtre held in the Methodist
church Wednesday morning.

Belfast several years. He married
Miss Arbella May Perkins of this
city and
moved to Barre about 26 years ago. Mrs. McKnight died Jan. 26, 1912, and her remains
wore brought here for interment. Their
niece,
Miss Emma Murphy, lived with them until her
marriage to Mr. Gilmore ten years ago.

Mrs. Martha A. Parkman, widow of the late
Edward IL Parkman,died at her home in Unity,
Feb. 17th, after an illness of six weeks, aged
71 years. All that medical skill and loving
c ;re could do, was done, but her work on earth
was

fairer
the

passed

ended and the
rid.

w

daughter

Small but

on

to

She

was

of

Lumber and

came

to

born in

Laity

a

brighter

and

Lisbon, Maine,
Anna Lincoln

in her younger

days,

had lived there nearly .11 her life. The
funeral took place at her late home Feb. 20th,
Rev. F. S. Dolliff officiating
Relatives were
present Iren; Burnham, Pittsfield and Malden,

scot.

Reginald B., the little son of William L and
Florence S Cook, formerly of Belfast, died
March 11th in the iiospital at Billings, Montana, from the effects of an operation for appendicitis. He was a bright, active little fellow- with a great love for music and was looking forward to taking lessons on the violin. A
sister, Adelia A and brother, William L., Jr.,
survive
He was buried on his ninth birthday
March 15th.
Much sympathy is extended
his parents, his grandparents and aunt, Mr.
and Mrs. C. H. Sargent and their
daughter.
Frances A., of Belfast.

Mass.

There

were

beautiful

floral

silent tokens of love and est?em.

tributes,

Mrs. Park-

baptised

and joined the Christian
quite young. She will be greatly
missed by her many friends here. She was an
interested member of Josiah H. Drummond
Chapter, O. E. S.. at Thorndike, which she
joined over two years ago. Whenever present
at the meetings she cheerfully did the work
m; n

was

church when

assigned her, and now she has entered into the
fuller life, with larger opportunities for service.
“We, too, will go home o’er the river of rest..
As the strong and lovely before us have
Our

gone;
will go down in the beautiful
rise in the glory that ciiclea the

sun

To

of Auiinda

west,
throne.’

B., widow of the
arrived Tuesday

late George D. McCrillis,
morning from Exeter, where she died March
15th, aged 81 years. For the past two years
s'ne had made her home with her grandson,

McCrillis. One daughter, Nellie J.t wife
Fred E. Avery of Exeter, survives. All of
hor long and useful married life was passed in
the McCrillis homestead in East Belfa-t, where
Mr.

Monday afternoon at 2 o’clock, Rev, Henry
01

ooimua

uiioamig.

me

deceased

Phineas

from RockMrs. Daisy

The Ladies’ Aid of Trinity Church will meet
with Mrs. William Vaughan, Jr., this, Thursafternoon.

day,

visit

to

i.is

devout

meroffering prayer.

W. Pattershall left last Monday for
to take charge of his
vessel, the
schooner Harold C. Beecher, after
spending
the winter at home.
P.

New York

Goosie, goosie, gander

Miss

Shute,

and

Wingate,

all of

Troy

in

March

on

up street last

as

Tuesday

grip

and

lumbago.

Miss Edith C. Wilson of Gardiner arrived last
Friday to spend the Fasti r vacation with
relatives in Belfast and Searsmont.

the
the

in

her home

H. E. Condon, who has been a clerk in the
Pittsfield post office for a number of years was

appointed
Mrs.

Troy.

Belfast

Lakie,
Mass.

11th from pneu-

assistant

George

postmaster March ls‘..

I.akie,

who has been visUing
relatives, left Thursday lo joir Mr*
who has a position in Newburyoort
.1

monia, said death having been aggravated and
partially due to cruel treatment arid neglecting to furnish care and the necessities of life.’'

Mrs. Ashley A. t'mith of Bangor arrived
onday to spent, several days in Belfast, the
guest of Mrs. Edn.und Wilson. Mr. Smith .arrived Tuesday.

case

Vose left by boat Monday for a
weeks’ vieit in New York and Massachusetts. En route home she will be the guesi
of relatives in Rockland.

M

A physician who was called in
Sunday testified that Mrs. Daggett had a well
developed
of pneumonia. Other witnesses testified
to alleged conditions in the
home.
Daggett
They
said that there was little if any food in the
house; that the sick woman did not have sufficient bed clothing to
protect her from the inclement weather, and that she had not received proper care and watching
during her ill-

Mrs. W. C.

two

W. Hatch, superintendent of the Ban
dietiict, will enter upon his new

Rev. J.

ness.

M.

gor

As

E.

result

a

death

of Mrs.

ble
his wile’s death.
He moved that thi
respondent be discharged. County Attorney
Littlefield stated that the evidence showed
that Dagget: had neglected his wife, and that
She had l'Ot had the n. eess-irh-s
!if.»
hot
the family was in very poor circumstances
and he saw no evidence which would
justify
holding the r spondent on a charge of man-

buildings, Dexter Clement.
milk, G. G. Abbott.

block, with

of

will be heid

expected

niece,
from

;

cwuiicuiueii

i

j

State pensions, Aldermen Hutchins, Bennett
ind Black.
JOINT CONVENTION.

Ordered that all the records of city meetfor the ensuing year be type written by
die city clerk, who is also ordered to use black
record ribbon.
ngs

1

president of

the fcmith

..

has beer,

College Pres

president.

M*vice

of Custine is

a

Miss Elizabeth Ca \
memlfer of the board.

.e.

ente*

Mrs J. M. Pletch* 1 has received encouraging,
letters in regard to her eon, Edward li. 1 letcter, who is ill with nervous prostration :u Wolfvilie, N. 6. His two children, Gretchen and
John, will remain with Mrs. Fletcher in Belfast
until

fall.

next

Mr and
of

Mrs. Karl Cottrell were guests last
Mr. a no Mrs. Charles Bradbury on

leader

Mrs

respect

meeting
Forest, which

the

F. S. Jones of Reading, Pa., who has a su.
home at Hewes Point, Islesboro, and
frequent visitor to Belfast has presented
new All Souls church in Bangor with a $£>,»
memorial window in memory of his fath*
F. Jones, a former resident of Bangor.
mer

Friday

held

evening, March 14th, in the Waterville Opera
House, followed by a banquet.
More than
members

of

the

Masonic order

Ordered that Alderman Ben nett,chairman of
committee on highways and bridges, be instructed to inspect the work done on tbe highways by the contractor having in charge the
lestruction of brown tail moth nests and on
:ree8 and shrubbery of private property.
He
thall receive a reasonable recompense.
Ordered that the city team shall be in charge
»f and under the direction of the committee on
:ity property. It ia farther ordered that the

Maud, the famous masorder, feeling her friskiest, the

team and with

of the

cot

work

carried out in

was

entirely satisfactory

to all

a

manner

that

Mr. and
last

was

Burdon and Alberta

passing the

Ralph

W.

DeuaM

Pe rkins has received

Danforth of Randolph

has opened his
Unity.
campground for
leave to-day,

was

the

inspect

conimanuery
Mrs. Eugene L.

aiesune

guest of Dr. and

|

Stevens.

Eugene
the

con

W.

Goodwin of Rockport was one of
arranged for the very suc- 1!

mittee who

cessful Sophomore hop at the University of
Maine last Friday evening.
Mrs. H. E. McDonald, who had been conlined
to her home on Church street ior three weeks
with

a severe

covered

as

to

attack of tonsilitis, had

so

far

bottling

R. F. Crocker of Belfast is

|

one

works.

a

full stock of goc.
the tntrance

store at
his 10th

and

the

season.

John A. Chadwick of Belfast has been in the
this week, calling on old friend-.
Mr.
Chadwick was a traveling salesman
many
years, and with a State-v ide territory came tc
have a very large acquaintance with men of
affairs, among whom he was held in 1 igh esteem.
Though no longer a Knight of the
Grip, he is by no means idle, Small rarming
with fruit culture a specialty, now c laims his
attention, and he carries as tine a line of
samples as in days of old.—Rockland Cou. n r-

Gazette.

Last Saturday evening the local fraternity
Kappa at the University of Maine became a chapter of the national I.; ml da Chi

Alpha.

j

be out Monday.

in the famous

Mato,

of Delta

re-

Fred H. Patterson spent last week with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fitz W. Patterson. He
left Saturday for Poland Springs, where he has

employment

Perkins returnee,

city

Crockett, Esq., of Lewiston while
10

<
>

winter, and intended
going to their summer home in North port Fr;
day morning, hut because of the rain remain,
at the Windsor Hotel until Saturday.
Mr

E. S. Pitcher will
Thursday, for visits in Boston, ChJsea and
Wellesley, Mass.
in

a

they spent the

Easter vacation in

Mr. and Mrs.

|

Mrs. Chester E.

Thursday evening from Somerville,

where

present.

PERSONAL.
are

1

Charles W. Frederick and Mrs J. W. Fred,
rick of Belfast, Maine, regular winter visitors
to the Ancient City, arrived yesterday fr •.
lower coast and are at the Buckingham for
the remainder of the spring season. —M
Augustine Evening Record, March 14th.

from

various parts of the State were present to see
initiated. With a very efiiceint

degree

Seldon and friend Mrs. W. F
had been in Belfast for tw*

who

weeks, guests of the former’s parents, Mr. a;
Mrs. L. E. McMahan, left last Saturday no.
for their home in Haverhill, Mass. Mrs. Seid
was formerly Miss Bessie McMahan.

Lodge, Knights

was

Frank

Cummings,

the Slate of

His

R

Tuttle.

IN

with he:

Board, and Katherine Bouteile of Waters

week

only of the membership of
Maine,out the membership of the

Pooler and Larrabee.
Fire Department and city property, Aiderman Bennett, Councilmen Morrison and
Darby.
uuuuiciif

White of \\ orcester, Mas.

Hannah

200 candidates

...-v.uiuu

visit

Mrs. Nelli* S. Priest,who is recoveiing
illness.

elected

this, Thursday, evening when it is
four candidates will receive the

not

500

—

u

111.13

longer

Wentworth, Grand Warden of the their way from a visit with his
parents ir
w 11 visit Belfast
Lodge, No. 140, Rockland to Stockton
Springs, where Mr
Monday evening March 24th. An open meet- Cottrell has
employment with the Great
ing will be held, with a picinic supper at 6.30
Northern Paper Co.

meeting.
Sealer of

Morrison and

x

a

that

p. m. Bro. Wentworth's record as a
and worker in the order commands the

councilmen

complete

i.ist

for

a severe

Chas. VV.

of

Measures—M

mass.,

Condon will remain

degree.

Viewers—Emery O Pendleton, Geo F
Mayhew, WT A Monroe.
Official Weigher f Rock—Deferred to next
and

Mgt-,

N. E. O. P.,

Grain and Salt—Herbert L

Weights

Woodcock arrived home from

Mrs. Alice F.

v-ttuiui

good attendance and an interestprogram. The regular meeting

a

ing ijtvrary

H

who nad,dressed ready |
Cemeteries, Alderman Hutchins councilmen
for the “Movies” o see “What
happened to ; Russ and Rogers.
Mary,” and while waiting for another member
of the family the
By laws and police regulations, Alderman
party entered by the back |
door shouting, “What happened to Nina?” Hutchins, councilmen Payson and Darby.
The hostess sat for a moment like a statue,
Enrolled ordinances, Alderman Wing, counwondering what had happened?
After the
excitement was over the party was royally cilmen Rogers and Larrabee.
received by the hostess, and card playing and
Lights, Alderman Wing, councilmen Wadsgames were enjoyed
Ice cream and cake
worth and Russ.
were served by Mrs. T. L. Shute, who was
Sewers, Alderman
Redman, councilmen
wise to the game, and all reported a most dePooler and Nichols.
was a
It
lightful

1.

arriving at
hearing

on

Clough w

D.

with the

After
a number of witnesses had been
heard the
jury returned the following verdict:
Said Abbie L. Daggett came to her death at

The election of night watch, policemen, and
Mrs. Harriman’s chamber.
weigher of rock was deferred to the next meetMr. Ganaer has been in a lottery ever since ing, April 7th.
the firemen's ball, and las: Monday was drawn
STANDING COMMITTEES.
at Mrs. Belle
Cates'shop Mrs. Harriman had
Finance, accounts and claims, Alderman
the iucky number, 16, and when
returning
home from work Monday right Mr. Harriman Black, councilmen Wadsworth and Tuttle.
was greatly surprised to see his wife coming I
Public schools, Alderman Black, councilmen
ovtr linage tliil with the
gander in tow. The !
bird has contentedly taken up his abode with rsichols and Payson.
!
ti e Harriman family, where he will reside for
Highways and Bridges, Alderman Bennett,

to

him in callCoroner Charles R

warrant

ednesday forenoon

Heald ar.d A. D.

n

surprise

Henry

for the first time in live weeks, having been ill

and

Knowlton.

V. here shall I wander
Up stairs, down 6tairs

was a

S. Me Dor- id went to Portland last
get his vessel.tcbooner Annie I;. Mitchell, ready for business.
week to

circulation decided to hold an inquest
impanelled the following jury: Orrin J. Dickey of Belfast foreman; Alec Knowlton, William A Jewell, W. B. Ferguson, J. N.
stories

Fence

It

Capt. E.

entire order.
addresses are clean-cut and a direct exof
the value of fraternal insurance.
position
guson, H Fair Ho mes, Clyde B Holmes, Ralph
All members of Belfast
Lodge are requested to
K Mosher, Wm II Widdefield, Leslie B Roberts,
be present and give Bro. Wentworth a warm
Merle Whitcomb.
reception.
Cullers of Hoops and Staves—Fred A
Holmes, Walter G Hatch, Ralph H Mosher,
Fun and frolic occupied the
stage at the
Rufus Dyer, A A Dailey.
mid-winter
cf Maine

Tnere viil be a baked bean supper and social
at the home of Mrs. Adelie Robbins next Saturday night for the benefit of the Mason Mill

good eatables.

W

scene

Walter B Dutch, V L Hall.
Measurers of Wood and Bark —Herbert L
Stevens, Albert Newcomb, Fred A Holmes, C
S Bickford. Roscce E Beckwith, John W Fer-

Walter Achorn has started out through the
neighborhood with his wood sawing machine
and the buzz of the saw tells us that
spring is
here.

laden with

sufficient to

as

steadily improving.

now

Mrs. G. E. Kimluli.

and

charge

Gray having

a

is

Dwight Kimball went to Pittsfield last Saturday for a short visit w ith his parents, Mr.

uaggeu. Deputy Sheriff Wilfound evidence which he

l..

pneumonia,

L. Gentner of Providence, R. I., arrived
last week to look afttr bis 1 utiness interest?
here.

made

was

Penobscot last
his mother.

of

L.

Lord, Deputy Clerk.

coroner, summoned
Coombs of Belfast, who

Stevens, C S Bickford, L T Shales, Herbert E
Bradman, John A Gilmore: Ralph H Mosher,

Mrs. Wm. Jacobs and daughter Louise of
Rock port have returned home after a visit
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Brown.

Hittie A. White died at her home in
Morrill, March 11th, after a long illness which
she bore with Christian lortitude.
For many
a stanch believer in
the
years she had been
doctrines of the church of Second Advents and
with
that
church.
was connected
Her exemplary life and character endeared her to a host
and
old.
The funeral was
of friends, young
held Friday, March 14th, at 2 p. m
in the
certainly
evening.
complete
church where she had been an active worker
surprise.
in the Sunday school and a devout worshiper
Mrs. Fred N. Savery has received a letter
The sermon on the
at the stated meetings.
from her aunt, Mrs. Margaret Hamilton of
occasion was delivered by one of her faith, Wakefield,
Mass., widow of Charles Hamilton
Rev. Charles Shattuck of Massachusetts. The of Swanville, in which she sa>s: “A great rewas
surrounded
a
was
ception
wealth
by
given one of our army nurses in
of beauticaske.
the Hall of Flags in the State House, Boston,
ful flowers, testimonials of love and respect
March 1st. It was the Golden Wedding of the
from kindred and friends. She leaves to mourn
only couple, so far as known, who were marher "passing over” a husband, Mr. Ivory D. ried in U. S. House of Representatives. They
are
Mr. and Mrs. Fowle. Mrs. Fowle was an
White, and two children, Forest L. White and
army nurse and the couple were married in
Charles W. White; also a stepson Stillman 1863 and President Lincoln
sent the U.S.Marine
White; who now lives in California.
Four Band to serenade them. This reception was
brothers and one sister survive her viz: given in their honor, and for all army nurses.
Gov. Foss and staff, city officials, school chilThatcher Brown,living in Iowa, Charles Brown dren and teachera
and members of patriotic
Horace
Brown
in
in Morrill,
Lawrence, Mass. orders were present. Gov. Fons stood in the
line
in
with
the couple and thousands
Morrill and Matia Wadlin
receiving
Elisha Brown
in came
to greet them. It was a great day for
Belfast.
army nurses and waa greatly appreciated.".
Mrs.

of

Measurers

j

Spiritualist and a member of the a while.
Maine Spiritualist Association. Mrs. Henry
Miss Nina Shute was given a
surprise WedLarrabee, Mrs. William Staples and Mr. Alnesday night, March 12th, at her home on !
of
the
Association
Stevens
met the re- Searsport
bert T.
avenue, when at out 12 young la- !
main at the tomb in Grove cemetery, the for- dies from the shoe
factory came in one by one I
was a

of

Salter, V a Simmons, J R Waterman, Wm
Widdefield, C B Holmes, Merle Whitcomb

Searsmont returned to

Easier services will be held at
Trinity
churrh and the Mason Mills chapel next Sunday i-iid Communion will follow the services.

chapel.
Capt.

ing

Alvin L Howard.
Weighers of Coal and Hay—Herbert L
Stev. ns, C S Bickford, L T Shales, Herbert L
Bradman, John A Gilmore, Ralph Mosher,
Robert H Patterson, A D Hayes, George B

Miss Lois Butler, teacher in Brick school,
vr ii
leave Saturday for her home in
Bluehiil,
for 4 he Easter vacation.

12th, after a
O. Pendleton.

ftuuie

regarded

.ouic

and

Herbert Davis arrived hi me last Saturday
Toni Boston, called here by the illness of his
father, f rank Davis.

his home March
bro ner-in-law, E.

mention

called to

was

Mrs. John R^der, who has been
critically il*

with

slaughter.
The responder t was then discharged.
Surveyors of Lumber—Herbert L Stevens,
J C Durham, Sanford
Howard, William K
SECKEi SOCIETIES.
Keene, Llmer 1 Rankin, Byron B Greenlaw,
Fred A Holmes, Ralph L
Cooper, Joseph E
A special
ding of the Belfast commanrhombs, Albert Newcomb, Roscoe E BeckUnited Order of the Golden Cro«*s, was
with, John W Ferguson, A E Brackett, Ii Fair der}',
held last Thursday evening in the Pythian
Holmes, Clyde B Holmes, Leslie B Robbins

Knox of
W scasset
arrived
a visit with his
brother, Chas.

March 12th for
Knox.

of

lvirs.

mot L

the ensuing year the tax rate need
be raised over $20
He deper thousand.

Member of board of health fur 3 years, M.
R. Knowlton.
Pound keeper, James Kelley.

Rt*v. Wm Vaughan went to Morrill March
12th to officiate at the funeral of Mrs. Mears.

Miss Nella Guptill returned home
la! u March 12th, after a visit with
Skay Bird.

Frank G. Mixer

Friday by the death

last week of the
death, March llth, at her home in Troy, of

not

Inspector
Inspector

A.fred F. Shute has sold his 6-year old colt,
sin J by Edgemark, to Henry C. Marden.

Captain Warren

Brief

Harbor Master, F. X. Pendleton.
Port Warden, Henry D. Gilman.

EAST BELFAST.

Henry

Miss Carrie M. Greenlaw returned
Monday
a short visit in Rockland.

from

.nuic

officiating.

of

she leaves many neighbors end frienos who
will hear of her death with regret. A devoted wife and mother and a good neighbor, she
left an influence for good with all who knew
her. The funeral took place at her late home

bronchial pneumonia.

Belmont, the daughter of the
and Harriet Farrow Dolloff.
tier age was 84 years, 10 months and 18
days.
The funeral took place in Morrill
Tuesday
afternoon at 2 o'clock, Rev. William Vaughan
of Trinity Reformed church of East Belfast

Mr.

Mrs. C. Hervey Howes of Boston is the
guest of Belfast relatives.

JAMES DAGGETT DISCHARGED
Evidence insufficient to sustain the
of manslaughter.

a

duties as president of Montpelier Seminary..
of the investigation into the
Daggett. James Daggett, hus- Montpelier, Vt., in April.
band of the dead woman, was arrested in
Rev. and Mr&. George Sherman Mills of BenTroy
Friday afternoon by Deputy Sheriff Wilmot L. nington, Vt., formerly of Belfast, wiil leave
on
a
warrant issued by Judge
Gray
Wayland April 26th for an extended trip* to include the
bunding new schoolhouses by a corporation, Knowlton of the Belfast municipal court. The British Isles and the
Continent.
particulars of which were published some
warrant charged manslaughter in connection
time ago.
He says the water service is unsatMrs. Fred E Avery and son. Leon L. Avery
isfactory and for that reason the hydrant with the death ot Mrs. Daggett as the result of
Exeter, Me accompair.ed the remains of
rental has been
withheld, but is advise'd that of alleged cruelty and neglect.
Mrs Georgt L). McCriliis to Bellast last Tuesthe company is to insta! a
etc.
filtering
plant,
The
funeral
services
of
Mrs.
1 lie Public i.ibrary,
Daggett were day. They returned home Wednesday.
City Poor and Cemeteries held
receive brief mention, and the claim of
Friday afternoon and the remains have
the old
Mr, J. N. 11« it of Hampden spent last week
belfast Gas At Electric Co. is referred to as
been taken to Glenburn, Penobscot countv, for
Still pending. Two claims for
damages against interment. The three children accompanied in Liberty. the guest ot his sun, I)r. C. B. Hoit.
the city have not been
pressed.
He is spei dirg this week with bis daughter.
the remains of their mother and will make
Mrs. Elijah Ritchie, Upper lligi street.
their home in Glenburn with relatives of Mrs.
The common council
organized by electing
Mr. ami Mrs. Anns Clement will spend
Edward A. Wadsworth president and
Raymond Daggett.
F. Rogers, clerk.
Daggett was brought to Belfast last Satur- Easter Wttk in Atlantic City, N. j., ar c Miss
and lodged in the Waldo county I uise will spend the Easier vacation in l\>il
In joint convention the
following officers day morning
jail to await a hearing before the Municipal land with her brother, Dr. James D. Clement.
were elected:
court Monday. At this hearing Daggett was
Mr. ai d Mrs. Thomas E. Shea arrived fron
City Clerk, Eben F. Littlefield.
represented by Hon. R F. Dunton and County Philadelphia last Saturday to sped d the Easte
City Solicitor, Franklin A. Greer.
Attorney E. F. Littlefield appeared for the vacation with Mr. and Mrs. Edward A. WadsCity Physician. Dr. E. A. Wilson.
State. The accused pleaded not guilt}
The worth. They have been play ing in New York.
City Marshal, M. R. Knowlton.
witnesses called were those who had testified
Miss Louise H. Ferguson returned iast Satat the inquest. They were Ruby
City Engineer, A. D. Hayes.
Daggett, the
Chief of the fire department, S. S. L. Shute. fifteen years old daughter. Mrs. Lillian Hous
urday from Boston and New York, where she
ton, Mrs. Ora Knowlton, Mrs. Jennie James, attended
the millinery openings. When in
Assistant Engineers, E. L. Cook and A. D.
neighbors, Mrs. Annette E. Daggett '.f Trov!
New York she visited the family of Dr. Jerry
wife of a brother of the respondent. Alfred
Hayes.
and Aaron J. Daggett.nephews of the respond- Ferguson.
City Treasurer, E. S. Pitcher.
ent, and Deputy Sheriff W. L. Gray.
Mrs. T. C. Wells of Mattapan, Mass., forCity Auditor. Willis G. Haseltine.
Hon. R. F. Dunton. who represented
DagOUCLUUU.
jcaio, I).
gett, did not call witnesses but spoke in his merly Miss Dora Gordon of Belfast, left March
client’s behalf, calling attention to the fact
Truant officer, M. R. Knowlton.
12th for Oklaht ma City, Okla., where she w il*
Overseers of poor, F. G. Mixer, G. G. Ab- that it was in evidence that Mrs. Daggett died make her home, her husband being tr. lusiof pneumonia and stating that there was no
bott and W. L. Hall.
evidence to show that Daggett was responsi- neus there.
t*>r

Lucy M. Grindle, widow' of the late Horace
Mixer, died at her home in Penobscot March
12th, aged SO years and 2 months, death resulting from a complication of diseases. She w-as
born in Penobscot and her long and useful life
was spent there. Her husband died 17
years ago
this month. The funeral toon
place at her
late home Friday afternoon, with all of her
children in attendance-Mrs. Elvia R. Perkins
of Penobscot, Herbert of Stockton
Springs,
George of Camden, Alfred of Concord, N. H.,
^ rank G. of Belfast and Manford of Penob-

ana

0. E. Frost, returned March 12th from
business trip to Texas.

Adjourned.

tion of not less than $2,500 for
building such
walks no more plank sidewalks to be built.
The lower bridge has to be
replanked and the
mayor suggests the use of oak plank, known
as seconds, with a
coating of tar or bituminous concrete.
He advises a special
appropriation for the outlay on this bridge, and that
the work be let by contract.
He secs no need
for sewers, although one of the best residential sections of the city is without sewer connection. A paragraph is devoted to what
may
be done in the way of beau
ifying the city,
and the mayor thinks that the Maine Central
should improve conditions around their station; suggests improving Commercial
street,
and that the park should have attention.
He
says the fire department is better equipped
than ever before, but needs the addition of a
combination hose and chemical carriage, etc.
Considerable space is devoted to the
plan fur

worked in

I. V. Miller went to Boston
Monday to buy

ap-

Maurice W.

115

millinery.

proved.
Petition of Richard Merriam and others for
location of lights beginning at Waldo avenue
and
extending past the Marsh place to Poor’s
Mills, referred as above petitions.

recommendations for replacing plank sidewalks
with crushed rock, and asks for an
appropria-

David McKnight, a former resident of Belfast, died in Barre, Vt., and his remains arrived here last Friday night, accompanied
by
his brother, Robert McKnight.
Funeral service? were held at the home of his niece, Mrs.
John Gilmore, Saturday afternoon. Rev. Arthur
A. Blair of the Universalist church
officiating.
Mr. McKnight was a stone-cutter by trade and

born in

Blair

luuiiiY

PERSONAL.

ALDERMEN.

Petition of Selwin E. Bowen and others for
the extension of street
lights to the Randall
farm on the back Searsport
road, read and
referred as above.
Bond of Percy. S. Edgecomb as constable

apace 10 me nignways ana
^vises making specific
appropriations for
each district, and that the committee on
highways be empowered to advertise for bids' to
put the highway in each district in suitable
condition to accommodate travel and to so
maintain it during the
ensuing year, aside
.nm the
breaking of roaas in the winter,
which he would provide for
by a specific appropriation, to be used only for that purpose.
In other words he proposes to have the chairman
of the committee un
highways perform the duties ol the street commissioner elected last
year
to serve for two years.
He renews his former

has

OF

concurrence.

sen ted

*-•

BOARD

Petition of Herbert L. Seekins and 29 others
for location of lights on Cochran
road, read
and referred to the committee on
lights in

dustries, etc.,but how that should increase the
tax on a single automobile or
on unimproved
property over the preceeding year is not clear.
He attributes the overdrafts to
permanent improvements, and says if overdrafts can be pre-

wife

was

A.

employed in sprinkling the highBelfast for the ensuing season.
IN

He takes up the question or taxation and valuati-jn and says the increase of the valuation
has come through the introduction of new in-

three

She
late

Prayer was offered by Rev. A.
Mayor Hanson read his address.

team be

ways of

MAYOR’S ADDRESS.

was

number of years ago, and
tax collector.
He survived

city

We had a type written copy of the mayor’s
address for a short time, not sufficient to put
it in type or make a copy. It opened with the
usual congratulations and statement of what
the mayor has done and proposes to do, and
refers to the treasurer’s report,not yet
published, for details as to the finances of the city.

born in
Penobscot 71 years ago and spent nearly all his
life there, and was held in high esteem as a
good citizen. He represented his class ip. the

legislature

and

;

News was received in South Penobscot,
March 16th, of the death of John H. Littlefield
in Bath, where he was spending the winter
with his daughter, Mrs. Ada Dutton.
He had
been ill about two months of heart dispnco

poisoning.

City Government Organized.

ness,
1

5

—.
xi u

The members-elect of the City Council met
at 10 a. m., March 17th, and v ere called to
j
order in joint convention by deputy clerk, M.
1 W.
Lord, who then administered the oath of
| office to all except Ralph U. Russ, councilman
j of Ward 4, who was absent on account of ill-

McGilvery Post, G. A. R., of Searsport. The
funeral took place Wednesday afternoon at
2 o’clock Rev. A. A. Blair, Universalist, officiating. The remains were placed in the receiving
tomb at Grove Cemetery.

biood

20. 1013.

The

he always hoped to spend his last days in the
The remains of Emily E.. widow of the late
city he loved so w>ell His funeral took place Joseph Mears, arrived Monday from NewHaven, Conn., where she died March 14th
at his late residence, 514 West Water street,
after a brief illness of

Arnoia

Kemp, Haverhill, Mass., to FredAm born
Pawtucket, R. I.; land and

buildimrs in Lincolnville.

meetings.

\

in Sears-

Eleanor M.

Alfreds E.

f

Nancy

Lincolnville.

Abernethy
Brier, soprano!
ontralto; Mr. Ralph
Beckwith, bass; Mrs.

I

to

Donald I and Millie Patten, Lincolnville, to
Milton B. and Irvin O. Hills, Northport; land in

My Mouth,”

f.'.-ir
1
;if.
rine

|
f

Kingsbury, Prospect, et als,
Dow, Searsport; land and buildings

port.

Bartlett

[,••

Stockton

Mabel

''fir

..

£

He

Springs, to Harry
B. Swett, do.; land in Stockton Springs.
> the baptismal service,
Terminal Investment Company, Stockton Leon L.
Avery, and passed away at his home
he Lenten s».r.es
being Springs, to Frederick B. Teed, do.; land in after a two weeks’ illness with
pneumonia.
urogational church will
Stockton Springs.
She was born in Fairfield, the daughter of the
';ay, evening at half
Annie L. Brown, Brooks, to Willis M. Kelsey,
,ect is Religion and Art.
late Asa and Nancy Doe, and was the last of
H. Pierce, president Knox; land and buildings in Knox.
She came to Belfast when a
their family.
All people will be
Abner G. Gilmore, Belfast, to George C.
?prv;ee.
small child and in early womanhood married

Loud

ft£(

Trundy,

Lower, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
1,11 of Faster music will
Merton
L. Fogg, Brooks,
to Albert E.
tish (Unitarian) church
r':r'g
| Jenkins, do ; land in Brooks.
George O. Danforth, Freedom, to Lute L.
K Song,” Mendelssohn
ord,”
Greene Rogers, Troy; land and buildings in Troy.

:'

Booth, D >wns. Rose & Co., as a partner,
where he remained until his death. The firm
changed several times and is now the Barker,
Rose, Clinton ot, Co. Capt. Barker was a member of the Baldwin Post, G. A. R., Union
Lodge, F. & A. M., one of the officers of the
New' \ ork State Hardware Dealers’Association, on the executive committee of the National Hardware Dealers’ Association, a member of The Century Club and the Park church.
About a year ago he sustained serious injuries
in a railroad wreck in lnd'ana while on his
way
to the Hot Springs, Ark., in
quest of health-

The remains

H. H.

Faster sermon by
!
artevant, and special
ir.
In the evening
n
The Centenary of

David H. Gray died March 16th of pneumonia at hiB home on Spring street, aged 76
years, 9 months and 27 days. He was a native
of Brooksville, the son of the late John and
Mary Walker (Carleton) Gray. In early life
he began
following the sea and had been all
over the world.
was promoted until
He
he became captain, and was master of a number of vessels. He married Ida J. Cousins,
who survives him, with five children:
Harvey
H. Gray of Camden, Mrs. Josephine I. Bryant,
Pearl R. Gray, Guy A. Gray and Mrs. Martha
M. Thompson of Belfast. He also leave a
sister, Mrs. Nancy C. Bridges of Bucksport
and a brother. Pearl R. Gray of Orland. The
deceased was a member of Company A., 14th
Maine Regiment, and united with Freeman

.,

of

deeds).

o

;

obituary”

DISAGREE.

into the expediency of amending the deer law
in the counties of Androscoggin, Kennebec,

t noon.

a

SENATE

10thi

City Government OrIantes
Daggett DisSocieties.. Personal.

\

AND

The Massachusetts ballot law was killed in
Capt. Frederick Barker, formerly of Belfast,
; the House March 12th by a vote of 75 to 66. died at his home in
Elmira, N. Y., March
It
had
the
Senate.
The
passed
vote
was
on
a
j
after a long illness, aged 73 years.10 months
motion to indefinitely postpone, and Messrs.
and
Estes, Pitcher and Sprague voted yea, and 11 days. Capt. Barker was born in Montville,
Messrs. Dunton and Pendleton, nay.
The
1839.
His
April 29,
father was Truman Barker
j
House voted yes on the proposition to change of
that town and his mother’s maiden
the date of the State election from September
name
was Dyer.
to November. The senate had
Capt. Barker received his educaadopted the
I
report ought not to pass and went on record tion in the public schools, supplemented
by a
as opposed to any
change. The House, how- few terms in the High school. After
leaving
ever, substituted the minority report ought to
school
he
in
the
taught
district school for a
pass for the majbrity report ought not to pass
by a vote of 89 to 46. The four Democrats time, but in 1868 came to Belfast and entered
from Waldo county voted in the affirmative the
of
Marshall & Swan, in their store
employ
and Representative Pendleton of
Searsport, on Main street, as clerk, and
continued with
Republican, in the negative.
them until October, 1862, when he
enlisted in
INVESTIGATIONS OF VICE.
the 26th Maine Regiment. He was
made 1st
Thursday, Representative Bowler of Bethel,
presented an act to amend the Revised Sta- Lieut, and then Captain of Co. I and was mustutes as amended by the laws of 1905
relating tered out of service Aug. 17, 1863. He was at
to nonfeasance of duty by sheriffs,
deputy the front in the Virginia campaign, and later j
sheriffs and county attorneys.
The Bowler
bill provides that it shall fie the duty of the with the 19th Army corps. He was with Gen’l
attorney general to take charge of all investi- N. E’. Banks in the Red River campaign and
gations before grand juries, and particularly participated in the battles of
Franklin and
the violations of the laws against the sale of
Irish
Bend, La., and the seige of Port
intoxicating liquors, the keeping of drinking
houses and tippling shops, gambling houses Hudson. After leaving the
army he came
and houses of ill fame, in case of alleged reto Belfast and in
company with Albert C. Burfusal or neglect of an^ sheriff,
deputy sheriff cress boucht the hardware nnnno™ ..t
or county attorney to perform any of the
duties incumbent upon them. In case of find- Pierce & Co. in December, 1863, and under the
ing an indictment, the attorney general shall firm name of Barker & Burgess continued the
conduct all subsequent proceedings in court in
business until January 1, 1870, when he sold
behalf of the State as prosecuting attorney,
his interest to his partner, Mr.
Burgess. After
except, however, that a justice may appoint
some other person to act as
prosecuting attor- closing out his business here he went to Cuba
ney under the direction or the
attorney gen- and South America, where he spent about two
eral. The attorney general of the prosecuting
officer are invested with aii the rights, powers years and a portion of that time was engaged
in business in Bata
and privileges of a county attorney.
Quilla, United States of
Colombia. In December, 1876, he married Miss
AMENDING DEER LAW
Mr. Clark of Portland from the committee Emma C„ daughter of John Warren White,
on inland fisheries and game, which was inwho died April 6, 1900. In 1972 he went to Elstructed by order of the Legislature to inquire
mira, N. \ and entered me hardware concern

ft
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1

banquet which foil*.wed, NaSmall, ’13. responded to the
the toast, “History of the Chaptei.” Among
others initiated were Harold Richaids, '13, and
A. A. Packard, *16. Other Belfast nn rnbers of
Delta Kap>pa are Lynwood B. Thomj son, '12.
and John Oscar Oleson.
than

At the

Houston

of the two

A personal letter from Miss Clarabel Marsh.,
University of Maine students who are travel- who is
employed in the Superintendent’s office
ling about the State collecting specimens of of the Western
Union, Boston, contains the
fertilizer to be analyzed at the Experiment
information that C. F.
District Commer-

Station.

Mrs. J. A. Fessenden and Mrs. L. W. Pendleton have returned to St. Augustine, f la., from
a trip down the coast and have met the Frederick’s, who arrived on the 14th. On their way
north they will spend a few days in Ashville,
N.C.

Amts,

cial

Superintendent
oines, Iowa, by the

called to Dee
his father. Miss
M arsh also says: "I have enjoyed this winter
v ery much.
I belong to an orchestra now and
we
practice every week.” Miss Marsh has
great musical talent and gives beautiful whistling solos.
M

has been

death of

The Republican Journal
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still one or two places that
Obadiah Gardner of Maine has not been
mentioned for.— Boston Herald.
There

They

sized up

as

its Belfast subscribers

that veteran Democratic

by

W.

I

was

eastern

GOWEN,

reading recently
papers

a

in one of our

short article

on

Ar-

nold’s Invasion of Canada, in which the
writer said: "When General Arnold and
his starving army reached Flagstaff,
under the shadows of Mt.
the

breeze

the

Bigelow,

he

Stars

and

Henry flung to
Stripes.” This statement opens up a
very important question as to the kind
Journal:
on
The armies of discontent, under (he of flag Arnold raised over his tent
immediate leadership of Roosevelt, not that famous camp ground in the Maine
forgetting Debs—the latter, it may be, wilderness, and I may say that in all my
■destined to become more oangerous than
research of every important incident
the former wander hither and thither
with this ill-fated expediaimlessly. Mr. Bryan, half a Populist, in connection
has rather confused than clarified De- tion, and they have been extensive, both
In truth, the people have not i at home and abroad, I have failed to
mocracy.
the
journalist and politician, Col.

Watterson

of

the

Louisville Courier-

fared any too well at the hands of
trio of idols—Cleveland,
Bryan and
Roosevelt—they have set on pedestals
and worshiped the last five-and-twenty
Who shall grudge his approval,
years.
withhold his support from Woodrow
Wilson, if, steering the ship of state between the Scylla of Taftism and the
Charybdis of Rooseveltism, he shall
weather the reefs of Debs'sm and bring
her safely into port under the walls and
guns of the constitution, the frame-work
designed by the father of the republic
intact, the flag of freedom and law flying at her masthead?

learn the color

or

In

article in the

1865-6,

the

nental flag Arnold flung to the breeze
at this place by the deep, still waters of
It could not have been
a flag with stars and stripes, because no
such flag was then in use in the colonies.

the Dead River.

It was not until 1777, or two years after
Arnold’s march through the dark,stormy
wilderness of Quebec that a flag with

My

last

visit to

Flagstaff

was

selling at 40 to 50
cents. Everybody was expecting it w-ould
go to one dollar a pound, and that belief

caused the loss of millions of dollars and
financial ruin of many firms and individuals.

During

tne

war more

or

less cot-

I

was

said to have been

were

over

a

■million dollars.
The writer in the Post
he calls “the

coming

after
era

in,

AMI

BURNHAM

ripened rapidly,

and the the records will show
duty in battle.

we

met
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for

Burnham, leave.
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Unity.

Thorndike.

:

tury and a half ago that Arnold led his
army of invasion through this far off
wilderness and from this place on to

(Flag

:

the

was

as

and bushes had to be cut down and
cleared away to effect a passage for his
tr

ets

the
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STEAMSHIP

Belfast and Boston.

S2.25

Belfast at 3.00 p.
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assets.$17,869,551
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Cash iri

:

COMPANY
80 Maiden Lane, New York.
Assets December 31, 1912.
Real estate.$ 1,175,000 00
2,700 00
Mortgage loans.
500,000 00
Collateral loans..
22.282,237 00
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank. 1,707,129 92
1 044,880 83
balances.
Agents’
228,702 03
Bills receivable
209,474 90
Interest and rents.

...

all lab

over

Total liabilities

IEELD

an

QUIMHY,

&

123 to 133

A

COMPA

CASUALTY

William S'
Decern!

Assets

Gross assets.$27,150,124 68
80,093 -10
admitted.

Mortgage loans
Stocks and bonds
Cash in office and ban-,

Admitted assets.$27,070,031 28
Liabilities December 31, 1912.
Net unpaid losses..$
485,204 77
Unearned premiums. 9,022,217 57
All other liabilities....
1,072,617 74
ash capital. 2,000,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 14,489,991 20

Agents’ balances
Interest and rents
All other assets.

Gross assets
Deduct items not admit
Admitted assets.

Liabilities D<

Total liabilities and surplus.$27,070,031 28
FIELD & QUIMBY, Agents,
o'wlO
Belfast, Maine

unpaid

Net

losses....

Unearned premiums
All other liabilities
Cash capital.

UNITED STATES BRANCH
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over

all Habibf

Total liabilities ami
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FIR‘ MAN’S
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••■duct items not admitted.
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Assets December 31, 1912.
Stocks and bonds.$1,655,467 72
84,079 61
’ash in office and bank.
224,354 96
\gents’ balances.
assets.

assets

Surplus

Deduct items not

Gross

and

ce

o

r-:

Admitted assets
Liabilities I
Net unpaid losses
Unearned premium
All oth r liabilities
Cash capital

f HE CONTINENTAL INSURANCE

X,

Assets
Real estate
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds

Gross

3wl0

L/LMUrAW

!

William

Interest and rents

Total liabilities
surplus
.$17,851,839
1ELP & QUI BY, Agents, Belfast, Maine.

I

Policy-Hold,

Losses Paid in 94 Years

Agents’ balances

09

and

i. ig,

ik

WESTCHESTER

17.712 48

of San

Incorporated

$1,963,902 29
79,079 61

Frani

in 1863
< 'em in*

Dutton, Pres.
Capital, paid up in

Wm.

v-v

VIVll. loaat

Happy

kii

Surplus

1,635,307
26,956
98,462 37,
81,330 52

Liabilities December 31, 1912.
Net unpaid losses.$ 1,341.600 00
Unearned premiums. 7,583.248 9
926,990 50
All other liabilities.
4,000.000 00
Cash capital
00
liabilities.
all
4,000,000
over
Surplus

Attorney at Law,

<-

Admitted assets
Liabilities D«
Net unpaid loss..-.
Unearned premiums
All other liabilities
Cash capital
Surplus over all iabilit

Admitted assets .$17,851,839 09

GEO. E. JOHNSON,

.J_i

Cross assets
Deduct items

too

Hospital, Plia*nirtey ami Ottice.

ir

Agents’ balances
Intelest and r

NORTH

.$
293.875
238.935
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds.14.1%,492
Cash in office and bank. 1,298,192

in

I p

Assets h

Assets December 31, 1912.

Grots

<

Real estate
Loans on Col la t r.<
Stocks and |.M,u <
Cash in office

PHILADELPHIA, PENN.

Deduct items not admitted.

storm-swept wilderness to Quebec, Gov. Haines wrote:
SPRING STKKt'.r.
I’t 1.1 \<T MAIN’
“I have no information that anything !
and all others, follow me now.”
Hospital Never Closed.
Vellum days was. known as a cotton
road
of the kind is going on in Maine. We
army, and traces of this old military
The world knows the rest.
It is a
Residence 59-11
factor.
He acvanced money to the
have no large cities and my attention has Phones Hospital 59-13.
over which oxen dragged the boats and
to make every American heart
story
not been called to this matter by
planter to ra'se his crop, and the slaves soldiers carried their baggage and stores
any !
swell with pride at such bravery and particular organization devoted to the j
were part of his security for the loan.
are slill to be seen on the west side of
generalship—a story that will live for- improvement of moral conditions within I!
When the cottor was shipped the planter
our State.
Our moral problem is with
the Kennebec between Norridge-wock ever on the
pages of our history and in a the so-called
came *o New Orleans with his
i
family, and Madison. On his arrival at Flag- measure outlive the
prohibitory law.”
of
his
cruel
story
■settled wiih the factor, and had a
good staff Arnold made a careful examinaour early Congress and his
for
Farmers.
wrongs
by
Helps
time before returning io his plantation
tion of his muster-roll and commissariat treason to his country.
to prepare for another
The following Timely Helps for Far- !
crop. The capi- and found that his army had been reBELFAST, MAINE.
tal of the factor was invested
mers have been issued recently and may
practi- duced to only fifty active men through
BEST
KNOWN COUGH REMEDY
Probate practice
be obtained by writing the College of Practice in all Courts.
cally a.l the time and when the war
For forty-three years Dr. King’s New Disdesertion and sickness, and he also reAgriculture, Orono, Maine: “Practical a spec aity.
2tf
■came* and the slaves were freed his seported twenty days provisions in stare. covery has been known throughout the world Dairy Bacteriology” by H. W. Smith;
curiiy and his money were both gone,
The soldiers, or “rebels against tneir as the most reliable cough remedy. Over “Bovine Tuberculosis” and Its Control”
ftut ot $200,U00 which had been advanced
three million bottles were used last year. by Dr. F. L. Russell; “Suggestions for
j
as Rev. Jacob Bailey, the radical
King,1'
Alfalfa in Maine” by Professor W. L. ;
to planters one factor was able to
Isn’t this proof? It will get rid of your j
collect
Slate, Jr.; “Home Economics LiteraTory,called them,caught large quantities cough, or we will refund
after the w ar less than $5,000.
J.
J.
your money.
ture” by Professor Laura Cornstook and
Guaranteed work in Chirj-ody, Manicurof delicious trout while in camp at this
of
S.
writes
the way
Allendale,
Owens,
C..,
Miss Cornelia Palmer.
ing, Shampooing and Facial Work. Ai90 a
Volume's'have been written on the de- place, and w’ere in excellent spirits and hundreds of others have done: "After twenty
)
of Quebec.
full line of all kind3 of Hair Work at my
Natives of Maine Hold Reunion.
cadence of American shipping, and it has enthusiastic as to the capture
years, I find that Dr. King’s New Discovery is
parlors over Shiro’s More. Phremx Row.
The second morning of the encamp- the best remedy fur coughs and colds that 1
Veen part of the stock in trade of DemoMarch 13-The Natives
Worcester,
was
but
have
ever
used."
For
and
tt23
or
MISS EVIE HOLMFS.
colds
and
clear,
dawned
coughs
ment
1
bright
crE.tic spellbinders and newspapers to atof Maine Society of Worcester held its I
all throat and lung troubles, it has no equal.
was covered with a
31st annual reunion and banquet tonight
tribute our loss of the carrying trade, chilly. The ground
of the moun- 50c and $1.00 at all druggists.
in Horticultural Hall.
Guy Murchie of
and of our prestige on the ocean, to Re- heavy frost and the summit
autumnal
The
Boston, Mayor Wright, Senator Clarence ;
snow.
v/ith
MAJOR SHOREY’S MESSAGE.
publican legislation, or lack of legisla- tains covered
W. Hobbs, Jr,, Rev. Edwin M. Slocombe,
tion. Free ships has been their sole leaves, which had lost their brilliant
of the First Unitarian Church,and
at Law.
Tells the “Dear Old Boys” of Gen. Isaac pastor
trees
the
from
fast
were
falling
Mrs. Clarence E. Tupper spoke. Albion
panacea, although it has been shown to hues,
Office
Corner
of
Main
and High,
winter
Dyer’s
Request
3. Clement presided and presented
be of no avail as a remedy, while work- and the rigors of the Canadian
K. Green as toastmaster.
3m51 BELFAST, MAINE.
loseph
was the mornThis
were
at
hand.
close
ing evil in other directions. The followBridgton, Me., Mar. 7, 1913.
ing that General Arnold gave orders to Dear Comrade:—
ing item from a recent issue of The Mathe
The sad event, long inevitable, has
rine Journal —an unquestionable author- Major Timothy Bigelow to ascend
The dear
old
Colonel is
jreat mountain to ascertain if he could happened!
uuiiutrcuuil.
mustered out!” This is the
“finally
of
“the
Que- brief announcement in this week’s News.
spires
There are twenty-six tank steamers of jet a good view of
the German American Petroleum Com- I aec.
This he did, and reported that he
“The Secretary of the Maine Fifpany and two owned by the Pure Oil
could see, through his field glasses, the teenth Regimental Association, Major
Company, all under the German flag, walls of that famous city and from this H. A. Shore?, Thursday morning, rebut owned by Americans, whith are eligceived the sad tidings of the death of his
Mt Ricrelow derived its name.
ible for American registry under the act
old regimental commander, and presi^>f Congress of last March admitting cer- l'radition says that Aaron Burr, who actain foreign-built vessels to come under 1
late for the memorial tribute due to
companied Arnold on this ill-fated ex- Too
our flag.
There are also sixteen other
the worth of the deceased, we give a
vice
afterwards
and
was
presitank steamers now under construction, pedition,
fine picture from his latest sitting, and
four of them being oil burners, that may dent of the United States, when told commend it to all as a type of a most
Make
Families
be brought in under our flag. No effort that
Major Bigelow had sighted the walls remarkable man who in his face shows
^
of
real
old-fashioned home-baked bread
gor,d supply
has, however, thus far been made by the of Quebec from Mt. Bigelow, quickly re- the nobility and sterling traits which
^KgjSBBB
and cake and pies means the best of good living and
owners of any of these vessels to take !
have characterized him all his long and
and
we will soon scale its
“Yes
row of
a
faces
three
times
plied,
a
of
smiling
this privilege, which is ;
useful life. In robust health until very
day.
advantage
Use William Tell Flour and make home bakproof conclusive that an American mer- walls and lick the redcoats out of their recently he has been confined to the
chant marine will never be built up by boots.”
home requiring constant attention for a
such
iag easy—no
thing as failure.
the “free ship” policy.
of months, passing over “the
Goes farthest, too, more loaves to the
Dearborn, who later in life be- couple divide”
Captain
March
roundgreat
In the preface to the second edition jo
6th, having
sack, helping you keep down the cost
came a noted general, and resided in ed out
four months
Of living. Milled only from Ohio
“Ships and Sailors of Old Salem,” by Gardiner, Maine, some years after the and fourninety-two years,
as old in years as
Red Winter Wheat by our own
days—just
D.
the
cause
of the decaJtaiph
Payne,
richest in
special process,
Rovolution, says in his journal of this the State of Maine! Obsequies at Methdence of our shipping is thus clearly and
odist church, Skowhegan, Sunday afternutritive value.
^^^^■■^^Bl§jJ||j|
expedition that Burr was accompanied noon.”
concisely stated: “It was not so much to
Yonr grocer will have it—
~T*""
Quebec by a half-breed girl of Swan
The last coherent message coming to
when
the lack of subsidies and the lower cost
order
Iyou
your
fpfg |
Island, known as Jacataque and famous me from the sick-room was given to
next supply, specify
of foreign ships that drove the American
Ijffll
I
for her beauty, being styled “Queen of Geo. D. Arnold, Jan. 24th. "Asked if
ensign from the high seas as the greater the Kennebec.”
I he knew me, he said ‘yes;’ shook hands;
fell to sleep; reawakened; complained of
attraction which drew capital and enWhen Arnold broke camp at Flagstaff his ‘throat;’ Baid ‘cannot talk much.’ I
•ergy to the task of building cities and
it began to rain and for several days rose to go; he took me by the hand and
railways and opening to civilization the
said earnestly: ‘Remember me to Maj.
inland areas of the West.” And further: dark, angry clouds swept the sky and !
and the dear old boys!’
And I
“Whenever the United States shall real- the rain came down at intervals in tor- Shorey
I
am
the message to the “dear
ly desire to regain her proud place among rents. He had reached a point about 15 old sending
whom
he
loved and who so
boys”
the maritime nations, the minds of her
miles from Flagstaff, near where Alder dearly loved the Old Commander!
captains of industry will find a way to
Sorrowfully,
achieve it and her legislators will solve Stream empties into the Dead River,
H. A. Shorey,
their share of the problem. And our when suddenly a roar like the ocean was
Secretary
people will cease paying to English and heard and the next moment a great flood
Oerman ship owners enough money in
Children
of water came sweeping down the river,
freight and passage bills every year to
FOR FLETCHER’S
-defray the cost of building a Panama ca- carrying along trees, bushes and logs in
nal.”
FOR SALE BY YOUR GROCER.
itB mad flight.
Several of bis boats
I
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Total liabilities and surplus.$14,982 672 91
FIELD & QUIMBY, Agents, Belfast, Maine.
3wl0

jjriculturr-

VKT kJ « INAIUaN

1810

VvM B.riAi"
E.J. SLO.an

Admitted assets.$14,982,672 91
Liabilities December 31, 1912.
586,296 03
Net unpaid losses.$
7,862.926 70
Unearned premiums.
636,245 44
All other liabilities
Cash capital. 2,000,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 3,897,204 74

OF

! I 111

the Srat*■

Incorporated

66 855 72

Gross assets.$15,068,257
85,584
Deduct items not admitted.
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Industry U.
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Agents’ balances.
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William Lincoln West
Interest and rents.
other assets.
All
Bureau
of
Anim.<*•
Ks-Veterinary inspector
1

Gov. O’Hara of Illinois that State vice
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sets

INSURANCE COMPANY OF

a

OF T*li

Corneticut.
December 31, 1912.
Real estate.
6.9,517 49
Mortgage loans.$ 1,665.8(0 00
10,113.479 91
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank..
1,342,223 78
926,068 35
Agents' balances.
167,040 03
Bills receivable
157,271 79
Interest and rents..
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All other assets.

Augusta, Me.. March 13-Maine’s
subject to severe toil and ex- ground trembles with the roar of the moral problem is with “the so-cailed
boats around
prohibitory law” and not “white slaveposure in carrying thtir
conflict anti with wild cheers for the I
ry,” Gov. Haines said today in a letter
rapids and over rocky highlands along brave Arnold, he is turning his face to- ; replying to the suggestion of Lieut.
of course
wards the army and in a voice of thunder cries: “You who followed me through

45
39
48
54
05

station.

EASTERN

tell them I have lots of

by all the
fast ever employed.
Washington, D. C.

30

Portland, Maine.

company now; who are trying to cure
what could have been easily prevented.
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5 ot
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little worried about the bah
I’ve heard from you it seems as if I hadn't
the world.”

1

Limited tickets for Boston are now s- i.l s
$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch
il. D. WALDRON, General Passenger Agent
MORRIS MCDONALD,
Vice President & General Manage'

whiskey. The janitor made a bar of the
pay-table, and they ail turned out their
whiskey, but I took water. The pay-

crank,
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3
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fl 23
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3 00
1 59
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did our
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8
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entitled and
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Winnecook. >8 08
Burnham, arrive. 8 20

a

was

P. M.

Belfast, depart. 7 05
City Point. (7 10
Sargent’s. 7 15
Waldo.*7 20
Brooks. 7 32
Forbes. 7 37
Knox. *7 44
7 50
ThorndikeUnity. 7 5'i

When I left the service the paymaster
1 refused me travel-pay.
His clerk bet
him a bottle of whiskey it. was due.
He
learned 1

“Just arrived this minute, Mary. How are
* * * *
d.en ?
Good! That relieves m\
I really couldn’t stop to take off rm hat

On and after Jan 13, 1913, trains connect
ing at Burnham and Waterville with throuiz1
trains for and from Bangor, Waterville, Port
land and Boston will run as follows:

a

but

Brings the Thrill of Horn.

BELFAST

had been

This
upper Kennebec.
a doubly hard task for the army,

have never used “L. F.” Atwood’s

If you

Medicine, write today for a free sample.
Regular size 35 cents.
“L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me.

master told me that wouldn’t do, and
asked how long I had been in the service.
Quebec his soldiers suffered untold mis- I informed him, and added that I beground in the far off wilderness of the eries and hardships. Twenty-six years longed to a temperance State and a
North.
later this brave man laid dying in Glou- temperance regiment.
He remarked:
Those who left writings or journals of cester
Place, London, at the close of a ‘'Barnum wants you, young man.”
this expedition, like General Henry beautiful summer
I have always been called a temperday, the same military
Dearborn, Judge Henry of Pennsylance
but I

speaks of what
crop-and-credit system” as the

the war; but it antemany years. The man
’who financed the cotton planter in ante
in

dates that

I am 88 years old.”
A. F. Johnson,
Sebec Station, Maine.

one-legged Bucktail in the Knox.
Pennsylvania mountains. He said we Forbes..
knew how to fight and make doughnuts; Brooks
Waldo.
said the regiment came to their aid when Sargent’s.
Point.
City
had
more
than
they
they could handle Belfast,
arrive
and saved him from bleeding to death.

..

concern

health than 10 years ago.

after one year’s service, we were one of Boston.
the eleven regiments (in the
army of the Portland.
Potomac) who had their leaves-of-ab- Waterville.
Benton.
sence doubled after
an inspection and
Clinton.
review witnessed by President
Lincoln, Bangor.

I

raised in places remote from
bostilities, and which could not be maruniform he wore at Saratoga wrapped
keted until the war had ended. Then it vania. who accompanied Arnold, and
around his emaciated form and the sword
Steamers came Rev. Jacob
was rushed to market.
Bailey, histo-ian and early he waved so savagely above his head on
to New Orleans out of all the creeks
missionary of the Kennebec, as well as a that famous battlefield laid peacefully
•un.-l Kut-rtiio
en
hicrH txtitVt r*nt f rtm
classmate of John Adams at H irvard, at his side.
Hush! No hard words here,
Vales as almost to hide their smoke- are silent on this subject and it will
for this is the death bed of a great milistacks. The supply seemed inexhaustunsettled
an
probably always remain
tary hero. He places his trembling hand
able, and the price steadily declined. question as to the kind of flag raised at on
his sword and his mind turns back to
One firm held 8,000 bales that had cost r
11 10
auuicnnw,
lagSLBlL.
the bloody battlefield of Saratoga; again
on an average of 40 cents a pound until it ed bv some writers, that Arnold s army
he is astride his war horse riding to the
dropped to ten cents, and then went into was in a starving condition when he front of the
army, amidst shot and shell,
bankruptcy The losses of one western reached Flagstaff, although his soldiers at a critical
period of the battle. The
ton

experience
preventing
“I have found *‘L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine he
signaling across the river. It only thing to keep me in running order, and
hot, with dust several inches deep, give it the credit for my now enjoying better

mustered

only

three years before I left my home in
Maine for California. It was at the close
stars and stripes as a design was used,
^ of a beautiful June
day. The song of
as the following resolution passed June
the hermit thrush was heard here and
14, 1777 by the Continental Congress on
there through the tall pine trees, and the
the 14th of June of that year shows:
soft clouds were all aglow with radiant
“Resolved, That the flag of the thir- colors in the sunset
sky. Soon after tea,
teen United States be thirteen stripis,
alternate red and white, that the Union or in early evening, I took a stroll up the
lie thirteen stars, white in a blue field,
towards Eustis and
the

was

that season cotton was

seen

women

tin

device of the Conti-

raised above the entrenchment
Bunker Hill at the opening of the battle
and in my opinion this might have been
the flag Arnold raised at the camp

a

not

---—HIC

Saturday Evening
(post of March Sth entitled, “The Mississippi Monarch: King Cotton on His
Throne,” it is said of the period immedhighway
along
iately following the Civil War: “The representing a new constellation.
hanks of the still river. The moon came
mills of the world begged for cotton at
stars
thirteen
were
only
Whereas there
up and everything lay bright and clear
We believe this to
a dollar a pound.”
in our early flag there are today forty- under its rays. After walking a short
a
be incorrect. During the war, for
eight, a star having been added for each distance, I sat down under a big tree and
short time, cotton may have command- new State.
While there are no means fell into deep meditation. All was still
;
ed that price, but not after peace had of
knowing the kind of flag General save the song of the whippoorwill and
been declared and the rivers and ports of Arnold raised at Flagstaff I have always the
stirring of the leaves in the tree tops
the scuth w'ere opened to commerce.
thought it might have been the New by the gentle night breezes. Oh, hiswas
in
close
touch
The present writer
England flag, then quite generally in toric region, what memories stole o’er
with the cotton business at New Orleans use.
It was the New England flag that my mind that night. It was
nearly a cenand later, and
at
winter of
an

is

and the hardest 20 miles I marched. I
also remember the march from Freder-

were

Author of “Queen of the Kennebec.”

—

It does so far
are concerned.

FRANK

I

upset and the provisions they con- ick
City to Uniontown, 38 miles. I not
tained sank to the bottom of the swollen
only made the march, but went on picket
the
and
this
from
river;
point began
duty thal night. I was only ill two days;
fearful hardships and awful horrors of
never excused from duty by a
surgeon,
the march through the submerged wild- and never
fell out on a march, but it was
erness and blinding snow storms.
Wet, no discredit to fall out on such marches.
muddy and ragged, as well as bruised
Fogler was highly esteemed as a man
and shaken, this heroic army passed on
and as a soldier, and had he accepted aid
day by day towards the walled city of offered
by his friends, would have reQuebec. The cries of the sick and starv- ceived his
just dues in military, as he did
the
roar
of
the
as
storm
it in civil life.
ing soldiers,
I never received a cross
swept through the dark wilderness, sent word from him but once. The
morning
terror and dismay to the stoutest heart,
of the Fredericksburg fight he was ill,
but Arnold with that courage which hut tnirmrl
—_I_i
1
OUInever failed him pointed his sword to the
geon’s orders. I asked him to name a
north and gave the word of command:
1st sergeant. He said that was my
duty,
“Forward, my brave men; we will live but I refused. He used rather
strong
to fight with Montgomery on the bloodlanguage; then asked who I thought
stained plains of Abraham.”
would fill the place best. I told him ElWhat a hero! Was there any greater
bridge Peirce, who was appointed, and
since the world began? and to think that was
called the best 1st sergeant in the
this brave leader should later turn traitregiment. He also made good as an
or to his country.
But let us draw the
officer.
curtain of charity over this rash act and
Once Fogler had a bad headache, rollremember that,
ed himself in his blankets
by the side of
“Hero motives, placed in judgment’s scale,
Outweigh all actions where the heart is the road and had a good rest, the only
time he fell out. We were green when

Arnold's Invasion of Canada.
BY

latest

In

the
was

will not be overlooked.

of the Boston Journal: Does
change in ownership and
management mean Hale and farewell?
Biddeford Journal.
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I

are
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the
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Boston. Mass.

The Journal.

pleasant greeting from friends we have
for years. It is a greeting, often extended to those fortunate people who know
final muster-out and cannot remember and profit by the health restoring
qualities of
details 60 years ago. I remember well *'L. F.” Atwood's Medicine. To be in good
the first day’s march from Fredericks- robust condition of mind and body at 88 years
burg. We were the last to leave, and if of age is indeed a blessing.
Here’s positive proof of the value of the
John Lord is alive I would enjoy hearing
tried and true remedy:
him relate his
in

S

everywhere

I.S. JOHNSON & CO.

of

glad to hear of my comrades of
“D,” 19th Maine, through your paper.
They must remember we are near the

relief from

25c and 50c

■
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Admitted assets.$1,884,822 68
Liabilities December 31, 1912.
vlet unpaid losses.$ 151.650 00
.Tneurned premiums
1,216,421 25
VI other liat.ilities.
39.853 34
476,898 09
surplus over all liabilities.

Assets

1

Decen

Real estate.

Mortgage

loans.

Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds
(.'ash in office and ha\ *

..

Total liabilities and surplus
.$1,88-1,822 68
QUIMBY, Agents, Belfast, Maine.
..

Agents*

balances
Rills Receivable
Interest and rents
All other Assets.

FIELD &

3wl0

..

U. S. BRANCH OF THE
NORWICH UNION FIRE INSURANCE SO-

Cross assets.

C1ETY, Limited, of Norwich, England.

Deduct items

not

admitted

December 31, 1912.
Admitted assets
>tocks and bonds.$2,073,9^4 00 j
Liabilities Decen
3ash in office and bank.
377,314 49 Net unpaid losses.
Vgents’ balances. 306.318 75 Unearned premiums
fills receivable.
1,921 43 All other liabilities
nterest and rents.
21,880 83 Cash capital
Ml other assets.
1,683 15 Surplus over all liabilities
Assets

...

...

Gross assets..$2,783,072 65
deduct items not admitted.
22,046 57
Admitted assets.$2,761,026
Liabilities December 31, 1912.
'let unpaid losses...$ 121,299
Jnearned premiums. 1,609,503
Ml other liabilities.
103,534
Surplus over all liabilities. 926,687

08

81
48
96
83

liabilities
surplus.$2,761,026
FIELD & QUIlViBY, Agents, Belfast, Maine.
Total

08

and

3wl0
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belp chase gloom, dispel blues and
make you feel happy by their splendid tonic, cleansing and strengthening effect upon the bowelB.—They
act to free the system—and keep it
free—from the distress and ill feeling
that naturally results from irregular
and inactive bowels.
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Rexall Orderlies do this quietly,
without griping or causing nausea,
purging or excessive looseness. They
act to overcome and remove the cause
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different

Remedy

The Rexall Stores are America's Greatest

Drug Stores

•

our

all drua
^

in ‘i>8 TTnited
"T*™ “d
State., Canada and
Reiall
for nearly every
ordinary human ill—
for the particular ill for which it is recommended.
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There >" *
Onat Britain.
—oh especially

thing of.
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in

can buy Rexali Orderlies only at The Rexall Stores.
buy Rexall Orderlies in this community only at our store:

CITY DRUG STORE

12, to be absent a
i, it is the part of

the

can

a

that person

We do not ask you to take out
word for this. We want you to make
us provs it. and at no eoat to
you.
Buy a box of Rexall Orderlies at
our store.
Use them once, or use up
the whole box. Then, if you are
not thoroughly satisfied, lust come
back empty handed and tell us.
Without obligating you or questioning you we will return the money
you paid us for them.
Doesn't that indicate that Resell
Orderlies are at least worthy of trial!
Doesn’t it prove our faith in them!
Doesn’t it merit your confidence!
Could any offer be more fair to you!
We particularly recommend Resell
Orderlies for children, delicate and
aged persons. Resall Orderlies come
in convenient vest-pocket sire
tin
boxes. 12 tablets, 10c: 36 tablets:
25c; SO tablets, 60c.

j^exq£& Gnl&dkatu

ircumstances thinks it
so

Make Us Prove This

Even children like Rexall Orderlies; and you know that if a medicine appeals to a child, it will appeal
to grown-ups.
^

thought perhaps

I

,i

P

•
or

II you only knew as much as we
and those who have used them know
about Rexall Orderlies, you would
be as enthusiastic about recommending them as we are. They taste just
like candy. They act so easily and
»o pleasantly that the' taking of them
is a pleasure.
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worth, Captain; John F. Whitcomb, Ellsworth, 1st Lieut.; William 0. McDonald
Ellsworth, 2nd Lieut.
Company D-George Dudley, Frankfort, Captain; Nicholas C. Clements
Monroe, 1st Lieut; Jostph W. Eveieth,
Winterport, 2nd Lieut.
Company E. Eben G. Ingalls, Sullivan, Captain; Malon C. Witham, Charlestown, Mass., 1st Lieut., James E. Connors, Sullivan, 2nd Lieut.
Company F. Andrew E. Clark, Camden, Captain; William F. Brown, Camden, 1st Lieut; William E. Norwood,
Camden, 2nd Lieut.
Company G. Ansel Wadsworth, Bel-

MEETINGS.

Unity.

At the annual town meeting
elected as follows: ModJ.
H. Farwell; clerk, E. D.
erator,
Cha-e; treasurer, Lyon Stevens; selectmen, E. B. Hunt, Ruel Wa-d, Edward
Rand; school committee. E. D. Chase.
officers

were

Palermo.

Rose Levy.

TO WORK

TOWN

At the annual town meeting, the following officers were chosen:
Selectmen, W. A. Nelson, G. M. Crommett. W. S. Jones; tax collector, treasurer and constable, H.
W. Worthing;
school committee, F. G. Moore; Supt. of
schools, Naomi Gregoire; road commissioners, H. W. Wori hing, Harry Leeman,
T. G. Moore.
Amount raised for roads
and bridges, $1500; for common schools,
$000; for High school, $125; for secondary schools, $100; for text books, $75;
for supplies and appliances, $50; for support of poor, $600; for State road, $300.

fast, Captain;

Lincolnville. At the annual town
meeting,March 10th. the following named
officers were elected: Selectmen, A. O.
Eugiey. C. A. Moody, F. E. French;

j

snow

work, 1912-1:;, $100; highways

and bridges, $2,000; sidewalks, $100; purchase of school books, $100.

John

Lieut.;

P

Perkins,

Paler-

1st Lieut ; Llewellyn I). Woodward, Belfast, 2nd Lieut.
Company K. Williiam H. Black, Swanville, Captain; Freeman Goodhue, Stockton, 1st Lieut.: Gorham K. Hastings,
Searsport, 2nd Lieut.
The 28th was mustered into service on
uci. ii, isb.:, ana saw much active service, taking part in many battles. The
loss by death from battle and exposure
was great.
Gen. H. B. Birge is reported to have said that he “could take the
26th and lick any three regiments in the
department of the gulf, for they will
fight like wild-cats.” During these nine
months service the 26th marched in the
south more than 1100 miles, and being
unacclimated
death
decimated
their
ranks and diseases were contracted that
made invalids of many who survived to
return home.
The 26th arrived in Bangor August 9th, having been absent ten
months, and was mustered out August
17th:
The lirst reunion was held 22
years later and they have been held anually since.

Clerk A F!
niaht1 ( Inllpctnr unH Troac.
urer, A. M. Ross; School Committee, W.
0 Matthews, A. E. Knight; Road Commissioners, Herbert Thomas, John Wiley, !
W. J. Monroe.
Money was raised as follows: For schools, $800: incidentals, $6u0:
support of poor, $500; permanent improvements on highways, $400; schoolhouse repairs, $200; State road, $400;
fighting brown tail moths, $175; tuition,

$150;

1st

Edward F. Fletcher,
Lincoinville, 2nd Lieut.
H.
Rufus B.
Company
Bickford,
Brooksville, Captain; John R. Gross,
Orland, 1st Lieut.; Thomas S. Osgood,
Bluehill, 2nd Lieut.
Company I. Frederick Barker, Belfast, Captain; Charles Baker, Belfast,
mo,

i

Swanyille. The report of the town
election.March 10th,published last week, I

incomplete.

Officers were elected
as follows:
H. I'. White, Moderator; !
Z. D. Hartshorn, Clerk; A. E. Cunningham, E. H. Littlefield and Ira Veazie,
Selectmen and Overseers of the Poor;
W. E. Damni, Treasurer; A. W. Curtis,
ken Judge Gough Collector; F. O. Seekins, School Commit- |
t ion referred to that
tee; II. P. White, Town Agent and Audimade twenty-nine tor: T. S. Ford, Truant Officer; A. W.
like Astronomer Curtis, Road Commissioner. AppropriaNews and Notes.
•r the
evidence of tions: Town expenses, $300; support of
h as grainiverous poor, $100; highways, $1,000; State road,
Recent issues of The Theosop1 ical
imbedded in the $200; Brown tail moths, $50; repairs on
aririe shells being school property, $150; school books, $50; Pdth (Katherine Tingley, Editor, Point
It was voted to Lorna, California) have set for this magmountains in the common schools, $450.
unite in a union school superintendent.'
azine a 1 ign standard, fuily maintained
in the March number, which in addition
••s of the earth and
CAMDEN. At the annual town meetto its valuable articles on
years before the
Theosophy,
March 10th, O. II. Emery was
ing,
ia‘ is tie fore we beScience and Art, is one of the rnos..
chosen moderator and John F. Smyth
a-cording to the clerk. Under article 3, it was voted to superbly illustrated numbers that have
A short sketch, ver\
Sentinel, let us
yet appeared.
accept the reports of the town officers as
•a ignetic
poies of printed. J. R. Hooper, F. W. Con ant beautifully illustrated, is given of Tivoli,
also charmingly writThere
are
Rome.
.eiice, especially and W. S. Richards were chosen
first, ten articles on Scotland,
■vt, eh the compass
Fontainebleau,
second and third selectmen without op- I
and Pictures from the Louvre, accomiir and of which
E. Frank Knowiton was chosen
attractive illustrations.
ned tnat if the position.
by
panied
to serve on the school committee.
For
•■
illy distributed in
A new novel by Mrs. Laura E. Rich332 votes were cast. J. Hale
de uould give lati- treasurer,
was re-elected,
while S. B. ards is welcomed by thousands of readsolx ;• observations, Hodgmun
Haskell received 14fi.
For tax collector, ers; and “Miss Jimmy,” recently pubi >le .vas discover- 477 votes were cast. John J. Paul wan lished
by Dana Este s & Company, Bosan
ixnglish navi- re-elected over Rov Fuller. On the ton, is assured a hearty welcome from
■i hia
Land, within voting for road commissioner there was those who have enjoyed her previous
" as
supposed to he great excitement, there being five con- works of fiction. In portrayal of charit four years ago
testants: George B. Allen, George Pres- acter, in depicting scenes from nature, in
successful Norwecott, H. E. Beverage, N. M. Hosmer | presenting The dialect and home life of
n. ihe first to make
and Fred B, Annis.
it was r.eccessary old days in \Tew England M s. Richards
ay westward to the
Of the heroine of the
to vote twice, there being no choice.
is unexcelled.
r.ver ithe NorthOn the second vote George Allan re
present hook it is said ti at “Miss Jimmy
i.e first to find the
ceived 321 votes and H. E. Beverage I is a eotnninatnyi ot Mrs. tree, Mary
visited the region,
129.
For night watch 328 votes were Santis, Miss Phoebe, and others of Mrs.
rs in
the vicinity
cast.
W. S. Irish, the present officer Richards well known characters, a comthe magnetic pole,
received 251 and Harry Sylvester 76 bination well nigh irresist.able.” There
reported that it votes. Frank H. Wilbur was re-eiected l are other cleverly drawn characters in
King William Land. auditor.
nor wish to
| the book, and while we do
on of the
magnetic
anticipate the enjoyment of the readers
note and lias to be
we
will
the
story
sty that it
For dyspepsia, our national ailment, use Bur- ; by outlining
> all surveyors and
I ends happily, as it should.
dock Blood Bitters. Recommended for strength•rtaining longitude. ening digestion,
purifying the blood. At all
There is all the glamor of inauguration
known before the
drug stores. $1.00 a bottle.
when the sailors on
| days in the March National, and the
•one terrified at bemelange by the editor, Joe
| colloquial shows
THE 26th MAINE REGIMENT.
us that the transference
needle was several
Chappie,
! of a great government from one adminisstar Polaris. How!
The
recent
death
in
is not simply a formalN.
of
another
to
;ed their fears by
Elmira,
tration
Y.,
that always
an he knew at that
Gapt. Frederick Barker of the 26th 1 ity, but a public ceremony
interest of
1 fascinates and holds the
ves within a small
Maine,
prompts the publication of a !
“Mcment astronomers
every individual in the country.
brief history of this gallant regiment. It
be true.
Kinley’s Place in Histoiv” is the title ot
this paper without was made up from the counties of Knox, j a sketch by William Howard Taft. The
the expressed wish Hancock and Waldo. Company F. was i “Self Master's Colony” i:i New Jersey
1
dates Lieutenant of raised in Knox; companies C. E. and H. chronicles one of the most wholesome
in Hancock, and companies A. B., G., I. institutions of modern philanthropy. One
a native
'chwatka,
1
wish was to make and K in Waldo. The companies were ofthe most enjoyable biographical articles
mctie region in order assembled at Camp John Pope, Bangor, published in recent years is “A Day
•i ament on the
spot Sept. 9th to 17th, 1862, and the regiment- with John D. Rockefeller” by the editor,
al organization took place Sept. 23rd,and and it is accounted one of the most in'ss located the north
resulted as follows:
teresting sketches concerning Mr. RockeField and staff officers:
| feller that has ever been 'published. In
'rips to that region
Nathaniel H. Hubbard, Winterport, line with the National Editor’s policy to
■est one ever made
r
keep in touch with prominent men, the
dogs. He also re- Colonel.
Philo Hersey, Belfast, Lieut-Colonol.
the bodies of thirtystory of “Henry Ford and the Birds” is
Mr. Ford is the
i intensely interesting.
James H. Fowler, Searsport, Major.
'■Klin’s men and gave
Daniel S. Simpson, Searsport Adjut- head of the Ford Automobile Company,
But he died before
mA*Ae
funtnaioc in
U
ant
try of the pole in
Timothy Thorndike, Belfast, Quarter- world, but when he tells of the song of
master.
the robin being the first thing that he
John Deery.
Charles Abbott, Winterport, Surgeon. can remember, he chronicles the depth
1:1
life
early
employed
Willard C. Collins, Penobscot, Assist- and tenderness of his life interest in
e clerk
of courts at ant
birds. One of the must powerful poems
Surgeon.
as a resident of Belfast
ever written by Elia Wheeler Wilcox,
Samuel Booker, Bluehill, Chaplain.
Richard H. Young, Camden, Sergeant “The Sword,” appears in the March
I in the practice of
was

Literary

j
i

I!

^B:

~

■

t'Jned eminence in his
'■'a.
He has never lost
and is

pleasantly

re-

who knew him in his

Major.

Otis Kaler, Winterport, Quartermas-

ter

Sergeant.

Frank Milliken, Belfast, Commissary

Sergeant.

Sullivan D. Wiggin, Searsport, Hospital Steward.
John W. Sayward, Thorndike, Drurr
Major.
Company officers.
Company A—Abner W. Fletcher,
Troy, Captain; Harvey M. Coffin, Jack
son, 1st Lieut. ; Samuel E. Hunt, Thorn
dike, second Lieut.

p- PALMER.

Company B—Peter W. Robbins. Sears
mont, Captain; Ezra W. Reeves, Sears
mont, 1st Lieut; Thomas H. Peavey,
Liberty, 2nd Lieut.
Company C—Joseph H. Gray, Ells-

“The
National splendidly illustrated.
Fall of Constantinople” by Charles W.
effective
sketch
of
the
an
cenis
Hall
turies of struggle between the Crescent
and the Cross for the possession of Constantinople, and is elegantly illustrated.
The stories for March have snap and
wholesomeness, and there are entertaining accounts of the new plays and stage
favorites. There is also great interest
shown in the contest for '‘heartletters,”
which promises to prove as popular as
the “Heart Throbs" campaign.
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STATEMENTS.

MARYLAND CASUALTY COMPANY,
BALTIMORE, MD.

COS I UN IN^URA Ah COfli ANY,
137 Milk Street, boston, Mass.

f

Assets December 31, 1912.
Assets December 31, 1912.
Real estate..$ 254,000 00
estate....$ 1,248.827 20
Mortgage loan. 485,800 00
Mortgage loans.
25,457 74
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.
2~.600 00
4,444,026 69
Cash in office and bank.
92
4,888.824 00
200,998
| Stocks and,bonds
Agents’ balances.
39,600 78 ; Cash in office and bank.* 409,757 76
Rills receivable.
542,505 5616,545 77 Agents’ balances.
Bills receivable..
Interest and rents..
00,909 49
28,511 52 I
Interest
and
rents.
All other assets
17,.: 15 £4
1,024,453 16
All other assets.
1,840 70
Gross assets. $7,028,421 78
Gross
05Deduct items not admitted.
assets.$6,728,853
106,069 54
Deduct items notadmitted.
33,2:5 15
Admitted assets. $6,922,352 24
Admitted assets. $6,695,627 9c.
Liabilities December 31, 1912.
Liabilities December 31, 1912.
Net unpaid losses. $1,540,021 20
Net unpaid
Unearned premiums. 2,685,265 11 Unearned losses..$ 391,052 65
premiums. 2,109.872 02
All other liabilities.
384,286 65 All other liabilities.
144,323 17
Cash capital..
1,000.000 00 Cash capital.
00
Surplus over all liabilities. 1,312.779 28 Surplus over all liabilities. 1,000,000 05
3,050,390
Total liabilities and surplus. $6,022,352 24
Total liabilities and surplus
$6,695,637 90
CHESTER L. JORDAN & CO., Agents,
B. F. COLCOliD, Agent,
Searsport, Maine.
3wl2
Portland, Maine.
3 vv
THE LUMBER MUTUAL FIRE INS. CO.
OF BOSTON. MASS.

THE TRAVELERS INDEMNITY CO..
Hartft rd, Conn.

Assets December 31, 1912.
Bonds.$634,230 07
Cash in office and bank. 103,464 03
Agents’ balances. 17,754 13
Interest.
4,807 40
All other assets.
13,354 93

Ass< ts December 31, 1912.
Mortgage loan:,.$ 525.: 30 00
Collateral loans
53,475 00
Stocks and bends.
1,356,975 00
Cash in office and bank.
81,197 02
Interests and rents.
26.871 82
Outstanding premiums.
1GS.4S5 78
..

j

Gross assets.$773,610 56 I
items not admitted. 27,745 12

j

Admitted assets.... $745,865 44
Liabilities December 31. 1912.
Net unpaid losses...$ 13,754 01
Unearned premiums.. 203,884 76
All other liabilities.
5,778 94
522,447 73
Surplus over all liabilities.
Total liabilities and surplus..$715,865 44
HARR* M. STONE, Agent, East Otisfield, Me.
3wl2

.t.

ii rx.

l*. u iiA

iv

n.

-»

o

i'x

u

-i

u

other asseis (contingent asAll
sets.
Gross

1

nervous

nervous

Total liabilities and surplus.51.212,528 12
HARRY M. STONE, Agent, East Otistteld, Me.
3wl2

THE CENTRAL MANUFACTURERS’ MU.
Tt'AL INSURANCE COMPANY.
VAN WERT, OHIO.

>

Interest and rents.
All other assets.

indigestion,

dai ce and nervousness.
blood is the common cause
of all these nervous troubles.
Make the start to cure yourself
today by getting Dr. Williams’
Pink Pills from
your druggist,
They are Fold at 50 cents per box
or $2.50 for six boxes.
They can
also be had direct from the Dr.
Williams Medicine Co., Schenectady, N. Y., postpaid on receipt of
price. If yo are a nervous sufferer write f ir the free booklet
“Diseases of the Nervous System.’’

UNITED STATES FIDELITY GUARANTY CO., BALTIMORE, MD.
Assets December 31, 1912.
Real estate.$ 681,392 87
3,500 00
Mortgage Loans.
40,249 00
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds. 4,913,949 23
803,719 92
Cash in office and bank.
Agents' balances. 1,006.044 65
59.017 12
Interests and rents.
183,312 74
All other assets.

Gross assets.$7,731,185 43
391.535 32
Deduct items not admitted.

CLEANING.
and REPAIRING.

ORDER,

unpaid Josses.$1,100,002

09

Unearned premiums. 2,721,897 31
352,373 67
All other liabilities.
Cash capital. 2,000,000 00
01
all
liabilities.
over
1,165,377
Surplus
Total

AND CASUALTY CO.

York, 92-94, Liberty St., 97103 Cedar St., New York City.
December 31, 1912.

Real estate.$ 1,402,250 77
Collateral loans.
100,000 00
Stocks and bonds. 7,922,297 66
Cash in office and bank.
320,172 49
Agents’ balances. 1,542,242 40
Bills receivable.
7,250 00
Interest and rents.
57,534 68
All other assets.
126,559 64

lets.$11,478,307

Deduct items not admitted.

Admitted assets.$2,11S,4>7 06
Liabilities December 31,1912.
Net

unpaid losses.$ 144,907 8?

Unearned j remiums.
All other liabilities.
Cash capital.

Surplus

over

all liabilities.

64

329,917 75

Liabilities December 31,1912.
Net unpaid losses.$ 2,304,874
Unearned premiums. 4,736,622
All other liabilities.
825,608
Cash capital.
1,000,000
over
all
liabilities.
2,281,284
Surplus

513,374 02
47,105 72
1,000,000 00
413,099 44

Total liabilities and surplus... $2,118,4."7 .6
3wll
TRAVELERS
PANY

INSURANCE COM-

H A P T P< >P .1

PUNK

December 31, 1912.
Real estate. $ 1,637,550 0G
Assets

Mortgage loans..25,879,615

16

Collateral loans.
230,625 40
Stock and bonds.
42,941,787 01
Casn in office and l ank.
2,442.19 1 23
44.078 27
Agents’ balances.
Bills r. ceivable.
38,81
Interest ar.d rents.
1,077.500 60
All other assets.
11,842.799 3\
Gross assets.

Deuuct items not admitted.

$86,135,(4 0 97,
762,208 13

Admitted assets. §85,372,7 '2 8.
Liabilities December 31, 1912.
Net unpaid losses.. § 812,758 08
Unearned premiums..
95,n
All other liabilities.
1
1,767 >'
Cash capita!...
2.7.', V > ■;)
Surplus over all liabilities. 10,197,17•

■

>

Total liabilities and surplus... §85,372.792 -2
CHARLES H. SARGENT, Agent, Belfast. Me.
3wll
LUMBERMEN’S

TUAL FIRE INS.

CO.

MU-

PHILADEL

tuIA,

PENNSYLVANIA.
Assets December 31, 19.12.
Mortgage loans. $ 3,500 01
Stocks and bunds. 500,390 U>
Cash in ffice ai d bank.
74,197 _1
Agents’ balances.
27.726 74
Interest;accrued.
7,160 66

liabilities and surplus.$7,339,650 11
3wl2

Total liabilties and surplus.....
$612,82c 2
H ARRY M. STONE, Agent, East Otislield, M»
3wl2

THE LUMBERMEN'S MUTUAL INS. CO.

MANSFIELD, OHIO
Assets December 31, 1912.
Real estate. $ 23,700 Of
Mortgage loans.
49,50(1 l>
Stocks and bonds. 461,663 k
Cash in office and bank.
25,021 86
Agents’ balances.
22,528 yt‘
Interest and rents.
5.121 56
All other assets.
3,796 51
Gross assets..
Deduct items not

admitted.

Gross assets.$9,501,966 90
Deduct items not admitted. 1,014,267 21

<

.....

Total

liabilities and surplus. 591,2*. J 41
M. STONE, Agent, East Otisfielo. .Me

00

liabilities and surplus.$8,487,698 69
CHARLES H. SARGENT, Agent, Belfast, Me.
MARCELLUS J. DOW, Agent, Brooks, Me.
3wl2

04

-!

98
17

70

Total liabilities and surplus... .$11,148,389 89
JAMES PATTEE& SON, Agents,
3wl2
Belfast, Maine.

3wl2

NEW

ENGLAND CASUALTY
PANY, Boston, Mass.

Gross assets.$1,884,327 01
Deduct items not admitted.
5- ,716 59

assets.$l,87u,610

drug

stores.

42

Liabilities December 31, 1912,
Net unpaid losses.$ 97,975 82
Unearned premiums.
867.070 42
All other liabilities.
03,120 46
Cash capital. 1,000,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 312.437 72
Total liabilities and surplus.$1,87 0,610 42.

Total

A household remedy in America lor 25 years
—Dr. Thomas’ Eclectic Oil. For cuts, sprains,
burns, scalds, bruises. 25c and 60c. At all

COM-

Assets December 31, 1912.
Stocks and bonds.$1,444. 44 74
Cash in office and bank.
185,700 04
Agents’ balances. 227,040 38
Interest and rents..
14,014 43
All other assets.
lL,5;>U 82

Admitted

Admitted assets.$8,487,698 69
Liabilities December 31, 1112.
Net unpaid losses.$ 736,197 03
Unearned premiums.
1,659,387 97
All other liabilities.
22,778 09
Cash capital. 5,000,000 00
60
over
all
liabilities.
1,069,335
Surplus

f t
67 (7

Nft imnnirl lncuoo
C
iQCil
Unearned premiums.
195,05- 08
All other liabilities.
9,471 0
Surplus over all liabilities. 367,616 12

HARRY

NEW YORK, N. Y.
Assets December 31, 1912.
Real estate.$3,480,000 00
Mortgage loans... 195,250 00
11,026 36
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.4,413.663 95
816,363 26
Cash in office and bank.
33,171 59
Interest and rents.
552,490 74
All other assets.

$691,331

Adinitted assets. $591,261 19
Liabilities December 31, 1912.

AMERICAN SURETY COMPANY OF

of New

as

11

Tel. 216-13

16tf

Gross

Admitted assets.a»<,«j«5y,t>ou
Liabilities December 31, 1912.
Net

STEAMPRESSING

Assets

.$2,152,92 0 62
admitted.
34 443 56

3wl2

H. C. Hoffses

FIDELITY

m t

$598,120 70
Admitted assets.$598 120 70
Gross assets.$612,972 6
Deduct items not admitted- premLiabilities December 31,1912.
iums
over 3 months iri arrears..
152 4(
Net unpaid losses.$ 22,177 47
Unearned premiums. 201,579 21 j
Admitted assets.
$612,820 2
12,499 91 !
All other liabilities.
Liabilities December 31, 191’.
Surplus over all liabilities. 361,864 11 j
Net unpaid losses.$ 22,750 2'
Total liabilities and surplus.$598,120 70
Unearned premiums.
206,629 94
E. C CARLL, Agent, Augusta, Me.
All other liabilities.
6.391 37
HARRY M. STONE, Aj,-ent, East Otistield, Me. Surplus over all liabilities. 376,048 6

Impure

TEE

5.086 86
2,420 00

Gross assets.

Vitus’

At 52 High Street.

ass.

PENNSYLVANIA

31, 1912.
Real estate .$ -10,000 U0
Mortgage loa .s. 82.875 00
Stocks and bonds. 398,400 Ou
Cash in office and bank. 20.957 o
Agents’ balances. 48.381 29
Assets December

headaches, insomnia, St.

CUSTOM CLOTHES TO

875,763 87
$1,242,528 12

Admitted assets.
$1,242,528 12
Liabilities December 31, 1912.
7.485 CO
Net unpaid iosses.$
145,960 64
Unearned premiums.
4,162 00
Reserve for taxes and inspections..
875,763 87
Contingent assets.
209,156 61
Surplus over all liabilities.

This much is certain about sciaYou will keep right on havtica.
ing one attack aiter another until
build
up your blood and propyou
erly nourish your nerves, hvery
sciatic sufferer has impure blood or
The
be wouldn't have sciatica.
thing to do is to take hr. W illiams’
That is
Pink Pills for the bio »d.
all there is to the tmatmeut for
sciatica. These phis build up and
cleanse the blood as nooiher medicine does. This pure healthy blood
carries nourishment to the inflamed, over-sensitive, starved nerves and it isn’t long before you
feel relief from the agonizing pains,
because the nerves am being propPest of all the
erly nourished.
pains don’t return for the pills rid
the blood of all it.; impurities.
1
The use of Dr. Williams’ Pink
Tills is not confined to sciatica and
neuralgia. They an* equally ell’ective in the treatment of nervous

prostration

assets.

Gross

Deduct item

1 HE

INS. CO., INDIANAPOLIS, 1ND.
Assets December 31, 1912.
Real estate.. $
29,500 00
139,850 00
Mortgage loans.
Bonds..
150,000 uo
Cash in office and bank.
26,5»»4 79
15,782 41
Agents’ balances..
rents
and
Interest
5,127 05

Admitted assets.$11,148,389 89

HOlamson I
HUBBARD |
I

Cbas. II. Fletcher, and lias been made under
his
personal supervision for over 30
years. Allow no one
to deceive you in this.
Counterfeits, Imitations and
Just-a.v-good ” are but Experiments, and endanger the
health of
Children—Experience

Deduct

Tht

and the remains were taker
for burial.

The Kind You Have Always
Bought has borne the signature of

11

Veterinary Oil for Hoofs &c. $1.00.
Stable Case, full outfit $7.00.

al

received March 10th of tht
death from pneumonia of J. Edwir
Barnes of Boston, formerly of Camden.
The deceased was the son of Mr. anc
Mrs. George Barnes of Camden and tht
remains were brought to Camden ant
the funeral was held Wednesday frorr
the home of his parents. Mr. Barnet
died in a hospital. A wife survives him.
News

Throat. Epizootic, Distemper.

D.. For

I

60 cts. each bottle.

John N. Swazey died March 10th a I
his home in Pittsfield after an illness o:
heart trouble, which had confined him t< i!
the house but a short time.
He was 41
years old. and was born in Bucksport j
where he passed the greater portion 01
his life.
For a time he was located ir
Lhe West and was associated with hit
brother in the ranch business. He movec
to Pittsfield 10 years ago, and held i
position as bookkeeper at the local Nationa’ Bank for a few months, after
which he nterred the office of the Robert
Dobson Co., where ne was head bookkeeper until the time ot his death. He
was a member of Meridan Lodge F. anc
A. M. He was twice married. A widow,
Mrs. Annie Swazey, a daughter, Miss
Marjorie Swazey; his mother, Mrs. Edward Swazey, who made her home with
her son, and a brother, who lives ir
Texas, survive,

j One

the Farm

D

H. H

wife oi

Mrs. Jane M. Palmer, wife of the late
Foster S. Palmer, died March 11th, al
the home of her son, J. B. Palmer,
Silver street, Watervilie. She was borr
in Troy, Me., 77 years ago the daughtei
of Hascall and Mary (Prentiss) Hall.

on

G. G. Prevent. MISCARRIAGE.

j

!

and

FEVERS. Milk Fever, Lnng Fever.

C. C. For SORE

1

I

Cattle,

Birds

B. B. For SPRAIXS, Lament***, Rhem iati»m.

1

I

Horses,

Humphreys’ Veterinary Specifics.

■

j

of

For Every Living Thing

her home at the Bangor House.
Hei
death, which resulted from an illness i
with pneumonia, came suddenly and was
a severe shock to her family and many
friends. Mrs. Chapman had been in il
health during the past year, but hei
death was unexpected. She was t>7 years
of age.
Mrs. Chapman had made hei
home in Bangor for the past 22 years
She was born in Winteiport in 1845. Af
er her marriage she moved to Rockland
where she lived for about 15 years unc
then she came here.
She is survived by
; i er husband, a daughter, Miss Clara R !
Chapman; a son, Harry A. Chapman; t
grandson, Horace VV Chapman; and ;
brother, Percy C. Rich, of this city
11 *3. Chapman was a member of tin
Unitarian church, which she attendee i|
regularly during the many years that sin
I lived in this cry. She was devoted t( •
| her iiome and family and one whose kind |
I ly disposition endeared her to all wh< * !
knew her, and her death will cause sor !
row among her friends. -Bangor News j

;

treatment

I

Real

Trained Animals, mailed free.

Mrs. Isabel Cornforth Vickery,wife of
the late Nelson Vickery, died March 11th
in Pittsfield, at the home of her son,
Charles E. Vickery, with whom she had
made her home for the past 20 years.
Her age was 88 years, 11 months, Bdays.
Death was due to the infirmities of age.
Mrs. Vickery was born in Unity, Maine,
April 4, 1824, one of a family of ten children of Richard and Priscilla Cornforth,
who were pioneer settlers of that town.
One only of the family is now living, a
half brother, Edwin Cornforth of Thorndike.
Mrs. Vickery was educated in the
schools of her native town and at Augusta. On Oct. 15, 1844, she was united
in marriage with Nelson Vickery, also of
Unity, and continued to live there until
1867, when better facilities for the education of their children at Pittsfield
caused them to move there, and where
a
store
for
Mr. Vickery
conducted
Mr. Vickery died March
many years.
time
Mrs.
since
which
9,
1895,
Vickery has lived in the home of her
son, Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Vickery,
where she has been very welcome and
has been most tenderly cared for by all
the members of the family. Four chilren were born to Mr. and Mrs. Vickery,
three of w'hom are now living: Mrs.
Bethia Cornforth of De ver, Colo.; Mrs.
Linda Jordan of Ocean Park. Maine,
and the son, Charles E. Vickery of Pittsfield.
She was an esteemed member of
the Free Baptist church, always taking
an interest in all that pertained to the
interests and upbuilding of the church.
The beautifying influences of a pure rej ligious life were manifest in a character
marked by purity and nobleness.
None
i ever entered her presence without a
warm welcome, and she always had a
word of kindness and helpfulness for all.
The funeral was in Pittsfield at 11 a. m.,
Friday, at the Free Baptist church. Rev.
H. M. Ford, pastor of the church, of
which she was a member, officiated. The
bearers were J D. M. Foster. George
Rogers, S. M. Raymond and O. H. Drake,
The interment was at the village cemetery. Out of town relatives present
were a daughter, Mrs. Lynda Jordan of
Ocean Park, a brother, Edwin Cornforth
of Thorndike, and a nephew7, Nelsoi
Comfortn of Thorndike.

Horace C. Chapman, died March Sth

the

Sheep, Dogs, Hogs, Poultry,

Nealey's Corner.

|

I

Clements, widow of
died March 1st, after a

and other designs, tokens of love from
her immediate family and friends. The
bearers were W. L. Cobb, G. A. Knowles,
The
C. VV. Page and J. B. Ellingwood.
interment vas in the family lot at

•

present to you,
n

J.

Lucy

Joseph Clements,

bowel ill* end In a short fa—r
usueUr make unnecessary the continued use of physics and
purgatives,
thus tending to stop susb unhealthy
habits as may hay* been formed.

Bowels

ror tne

THE WEBB LAW.

The Webb bill, which Congress passed
its closing days over the veto of Pres,
brief but exceedingly painful illness, ident
Taft, appears to be the subject of
and
caused by a fractured hip,
other
more or less misapprehension.
It does
advanced
of
81
age
complications, at the
She was born in not, as many have assumed, absolutely
years and six months.
Winterport, Aug. 17, 1831, the daughter prohibit the shipment of liquor into dry
of James amt Sally Clements Nealey, territory, but prohibits it only when it is
and was one of a family of nine children. intended for sale contrary to the laws
She was united in marriage to Joseph of the dry State or county.
That is, a man living in prohibition
Clements of Monroe, Jan. 21, 1854,
residing in that town for two years, territory may receive from another
State
all the liquor of various kinds that
when they moved to Nealey’s Corner,
Hampden, where they bought a farm he wants for his personal use or for his
and for over 50 years it had been her family or guests, and Uncle Sam will not
home, and it was a life full of home interfere.
The new law, which is a phase of intercomfort and cheer. There were three
children, a son and two daughters: Mrs. state commerce regulation that the adFrank Wing and Mrs. George Knowles; vocates of prohibition have been urging
the son died when a small child. The for many years, is now in force, but a
years following the death of her hus- prompt test of its constitutionality will be
band she received most affectionate made, and pending the final decision the
State authorities will not get very active
care and attention in the feebleness of
her declining years from her grandson’s help from the general government in enfamily, Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Wing, forcing their laws. The veto of Presiwho came to care for her. Mrs. Clem- dent Taft was wholly on constitutional
and his veto message was a
ents was a woman of decided character grounds,
and rare cheerfulness and the removal of well deserved rebuke to Congress for its
such a life leaves a vacancy and a shadow tendency to dodge the responsibility on
that will be deeply realized.
Uniting frequent occasions and leave it to the
with the Methodist church in early life, supreme court to pull its chestnuts out
Under a law passed by Conshe was a devoted attendant at its ser- of the fire.
vices until ill health prevented, and was
gress some twenty years ago liquor !
deeply interested in all its endeavors. transported from one State to another is j
at once subject to the laws of the second
She is survived by one daughter Mrs
Delia Wing; two grandchildren, Maurice State, and is not exempt from this law
nr:—
m
i>1
i.,
..
because it may be in the original packbrothers, Jefferson Nealey of Hampden age. But even this concession does not i
and Walter Nealey of Minnesota, who enable the dry State to enforce its laws
will greatly miss her helpful presence on against public sentiment, and the Webb
earth. The funeral services were held law is an attempt to get the co-oporation
from the
family residence Monday, of the United States authorities in enMarch 3rd, at 1.30 o’clock. Rev. C. H.
forcing a local regulation. —Boston IlerJohonnett offciated.
Many and beauti- aid.
ful were the floral tributes arranged in
pillow, wreath, basket, clusters, sprays,
Mrs.

We dare not exaggerate to you. We are
dependent upon
your patronage. To get it we must have your trust and confidence. We make the following statements with a full
understanding of what they mean to us. You are safe when von

Bowdoin Grammar

.he

RECENT DEATHS.

Make Us Prove It

Journal.

The

jjpjroR of
^
is one of the
;,i
jy^her, who
p,' y .rs> usually spoken of as
yirls” and who are noted
^
is
ft
ttf 0f East Northport,

agents:

ROBERT P. COOMBS, North Islesboro, Me.
W, K TRUNDY & CO., Stockton Springs, Me
B. W. KNOW LES, Thorndiae, Me.
bwli
** fc.

V- Ail A A.

-£J»

i%. ML* lii

L.

A
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U.

J
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KENNEDY’S LAXATIVE
COUGH SYRUP

Journal

The Republican

The

Bl.lSHED

EVERY THI'KSDAY HY

CHARLES A. P1LSBURY,

Ciager

}

can buy Easter neckcandy.next Friday afternoon of
the Young Ladies Social Union in the Baptist
vestry. In the evening a short play and shadow
pictures will be given. Admission for the
evening 10 cents

village is to have a new $25,000
sohoolhouse, the voters having so
’Rah for
lecreed in town meeting.

York!

to be very short;” but it will be sweet,
course.

At the meeting of the State committee
of the Progressives in Augusta last
week “one of the needs emphasized
was the necessity of financial support,”
Pass the hat to Perkins, the trust mag-

Munsey paid $600,000 for the Boston
Journal, it was a losing proposition, financially, w hile in his hands and he sold
for $135,000. the estimated value of
the plant.
There was no ‘‘good will,”
usually the most valuable asset of a

oi

period

all that

J Maine it is

Ice has become

much

as

me

and for that

pertains

I

Post

All

>■

are

\

SPINNEY, MILLINER.

State

J

each

:

<

Strep rs

Th: :

in

entertain..*

m

The three nights’

>

tie

society
iummer as coal in winter, and it is
opened in ti O: a I. us last Tuesday'night
rather discouraging news that the crop with a
attend
dice
!
he
h
11 never prelarge
is a failure and that a shortage and high
oled a more ittra live appearsir.ee.
The
n
lit
looked
for.
The
harvestprices ay
lanterns, 1 lcony dt corn ions and the frameing on t e Kennebec and Penobscot had work of the booths, which had been in place
?ince Die Fo i F»i:\ were loaned by the B ard :
got fainv begun when snow and rain, a
rising temperature and the growing in- of Ti ie. All the decorations were Japanese, j
nsitv ..f the su ’s rays brought opera- and the SO peach trees that formed the streets
from 'he beautiful floral pagoda in
tions to a standstill. The ice was also radiating
the center to th
booths, represented many
caring away underneath, and only a de- weeks work The
octagon frame of the pagoda
al led fa'l in temperature
can make it
was made at Mathews Bros’ mill.
It was
at

:y

Uni verbalist

!

I

>

possible

to cut

ice this season.

more

The crows we have with

although they

time,
in

this immediate

winter months.

us

all

the

vicinity during

But when the

sun

the

the base

be-

rated

tkin

lolonclo

orw-1

P

/\nf

was

el-,.,

voices

vice.

are

cause for rejoicing, as it is one of the
Harbingers of spring. Last Sunday afternoon
they evidently held a caucus, and
Monday morning early an occasional
crow was htard calling to breakfast.
Now who will report the first crocuses?

cups

was

with

an
a

exquisitely

Japanese

tea

♦

booth

•'

=«i=r-

here by Mrs. McMilliken, and the dainty
presented as souvenirs to their

Mrs.

A.

A.

Blair

was

had

Carle
car

& Jones have sold a Ford delivery
Curtis of the City Bakery; a Ford

touring

car

touring

cars

and the offices will be
M.pporters of the present ad-

a

meeting of

M arch loth
St reet Ci
J. F.

n

an

the

city government

itemized account from the

missioner

was

called for. Mr.

Wilson was street commissioner
Mayor John R. Dunton in 1906

mod er

and furnished

an

itemized report, which

Mayor Hanson, who succeeded Mayor
Dunton, rtfused to publish with the
oth er city reports, and it was published
vr,

full in The Journal.

It accounted for

every cert received and expended by Mr.
Wilson, who paid all bills by checks a.id
thus had vouchers for every transaction
vhicb no one could Question. No street
’commissioner since has made a detailed

report, and no one knows how or where
the large sums appropriated for the
streets have been expended, save in a
few

conspicuous

cases.

Until the advent of

a

government .he report of the city

published
fore the municipal
-of Chapter 4 of
urer was

city

one-man

treas-

in detail the week be-

Section 5,

election.
the

city ordinances

reads:
It shall he the duty of the treasurer to
furnish a concensed statement for publication at the end of each year, showing
the amounts raised and expended for
municipal service, including the amounts
ex pended in
administering the government of the city.

But

nt

th

r

the Revised

Statutes,

Grace

Hazeltine,

who

sold

the

and cake will be

city char Mr nor the city ordinances have
any weight with the present mayor, who
i s a law unto himself, and the tax payers must wait until the city reports ap-

on

year all the city reports were held up
and “referred to the next city government.” The evident intention is to with-

taxpayers

sible all information

as

long

as

to

as

How’s

pos-

how their

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
for any case of Catarrh that cannot be

money has been expended. By the time
the city reports get out in pamphlet

Long Voyage of the Acme.

__

Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F, J*
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him
perfectly honorable in all business transactions
and financially able to carry out any obligations
made by his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Testimonials sent free.
Price 75 cents per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
cured

form they have lost interest.

T he American bark Acme with 5,500 tons of
coal arrived at Seattle March 6th fiom Baltimore, 259 days out, after an eventful voyage
dur ing which she encountered a hurricane off
the River Platte and had a fire in her cargo
wh ich made it neccessary for her to put into
Mo ntevideo, where she was detained 62 days
thr cugh the desertion of twenty-five out of
thir ty-seven of her crew.
'MHM

This ?

I

by

five cent sociable will be

in

26th. seaside Dramatic company will
present their popular play, Timothy’s CourtMrs. Annie Kimball has returned from
ship.
visits in Warren and Rockland-Mrs. F. L.
Towle of East Belfast spent the past week
with Mrs. A. M. Underwood.
March

The members of Orrin J. Dickey’s Washingexcursion from this city, which leaves by
boat this, Thursday, afternoon, will include
j Misses Alfreda Ellis, Alice Parker, Annella
Guptill, Ethel Savery, Evie Holmes, Myrtle
Nash, Edna Wight, Belle Pitcher, Donald
Clark, Vivian Sylvester, Norman Cottrell and
Norman Littlefield of this city, and Walter
ton

party will be chaperoned by Miss Myrtle Nash.
Members of the Ricker Classical Institute of
Houllon, which will include Mias Ruth, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clinton G. Ferguson, formerly of this city, will join them in Boston.
Late Monday
Buildings Burned.
afternoon the farm buildings of Charles Mitchell, on the Poor’s Mills road caught fire and
were destroyed, with the exception of one
j
barn
Word was sent to the Head of the Tide
and C-ipt. Ralph Cunningham mustered nine
of the chemical engine company and made
quick time to the Mitchell place over the bad
roads. They put up a desperate fight and succeeded in saving the stock, some of the furniture and one of the barns, notwithstanding a
gale was blowing and conditions about as bad
The buildas they could be lor fire-fighting.
! ings were valued at $3000: insured for $1000.
1

j

^
!

A

Equity Grange hall this, Thursday,
afternoon and evening.. A supper and entertainment wiil be giver, in Equity Grange hall
given

sale.

pear some time in the summer for a det ailed account of the city affairs. This

hold from the

West Belfast.

roses

dainty baskets.

Many of the Japanese
novelties were from Vantines New York Japanese store, and with the pagoda decorations
and tea cups were gifts of Mr. and Mrs,
Charles Bradbury. Supper, the menu including chicken, salad, ham, rolls, coffee, cream
pie and cake, was served from a long table
under the left balcony, guests occupying small
card tables scattered among the peach trees.
The supper committee, Mrs. C. E. Johnson,
Mrs. S. R. Pierce, Mrs. G. E. Johnson, Mrs. M.
C. Murch, Mrs. S. G Swift, Miss E. M. Southworth, Messrs. John Cuzner, J W. Knight and
Percy Greer,were assisted in serving by Misses
Elizabeth A. Kelley, Loula A. Mason, Mrs. C.
B. Eaton, Mrs. Amos Partridge, Mrs. J. L.
Patterson, Mrs Tilley, Mrs. A. P. Coombs,
Mrs. Leroy Webber, Misses Lelia Sheldon,
Gladys Bradstreet, Aima Avery, Lucy Leavitt, Frances Knowlton, Florence Libby, Velma Mitchell, Mildred Randall, Isa Ellis and
Sabra Dyer.
A social hour followed the supper. The entertainment began with a tenor
solo and encore by. Arthur Johnson. The twoact drama, “Timothy’s Courtship,” was then
presented and kept the audience in continuous
laughter. The cast was as follows: Timothy Delano, Elijah Howard; Aunt Tabathy,
Mrs. Sumner Bridges; Alice, her niece, Mrs.
John Bowker; Rick, her nephew, Charles Harmon; Hildegardo, her colored servant, Mrs. J
A. Me Keen. MRs L. A. Mason ha charge of the
entertainment. The sales were held yesterday
afternoon and evening. Miss Sabra B. Dyer had
charge of the entertainment in the evening,
which consisted of a Japanese drill by young
girls and boys, and solos by Mrs. Karl Cottrell
and others, followed by a dance. This, Thursday, evening, there will be four reels of xnoving pictures, music and a dance. Ice cream
from

ministration.
A*

and

Japanese

Farm

Mr. Mitchell and family are at present with
neighbor, William Ryan.

a

The New City

Government.
The City
organized March 17th. Franklin A. Greer, Esq., succeeds Fred W. Brown,
Esq., as city solicitor and is receiving the congratulations of his friends and brothers in law
of the Waldo county bar. J. F. Sheldon sucgovernment

was

ceeds Giles G. Abbott as a member of the
board of assessors for three years. One member of the city government was absent and
the vote was 7 for Abbott and 7 for Sheldon,
and the mayor casting the deciding vote for the
latter. Sanford Howard, who had been the
building inspector for many years, is succeeded by Dexter Clement. Other changes were
looked for, as it was generally understood
that the city clerk and chief of the fire department had incurred the mayor’s displeasure
and were to walk the plank; but they had too
many friends both in and out of the city government to permit the carrying out of this
program, and Messrs. Littlefield and Shute retained their respective offices. The other officials were re-elected, as reported in another
column.

I
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March 21s

resulted from

natural

j

Coroner

I

Spiritual society was ably served
president, Frank R. Strout, Sunday,
March, 16th. The young speaker charmed his
audience with his psychic gifts,and many congratulations were extended by the audience to
Seaside

g

its

ivir. otrout

faultless

lor

111s

uuuuui

mceoagco

emu

Aid Sewing Circb
Saturday afternoon with Mrs

S. W. Johnson, Court street.
Monroe Fair. We have received the
following note from Mr. A. D. Colcord of Mon
roe, secretary of the Waldo & Penobscot
Ag
The

g£

;

wo

I

evening, the subject of
“Rebirth of the Spirit.” Sunday,

sermon

in the

R

which was
March 23rd, the Easter service will be conducted by local mediums of this city. Thursday
evening, March 20th, there will be a business
meeting in Knowlton’s hall and all members
are invited to be present as much business is

The Woman’s Hospital
will meet next

doubt

no

Coombs, who is confined to
his home by illness, was called up by telephone
and when advised of the circumstances decided that an inquest was unnecessary.

reported seriously ill witl
on

Belfe

1

causes.

pneumonia.
The public schools will close
for a two week’s vacation.

Clement, and two Ford
t.o the Windsor House slable.

to Amos

The management of the Windsor House
Stables, Centner & Colcord, have added to
their stabling outfit two Ford touring cars,
w hich will be used in the stable work the coming summer. The stable of W. R. Gilkey &
Sons of Searsport has added a Ford, the license number of the latter being 758

white

1

to Allen

is

Temple,

'I

R
g

J

1

New

The

Advertisements

This is

of the finest specimens of Colon
The house stands hack from I
broad sloping lawn in front and is surrounded
h>
II is in perfect condition, inside and nut, and
iin New

improvements.
city.

Care

R
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Chicago Savings Bank
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Corner State and Madison Streets. Clu.i.

u

greetings. E ister comes
early this year, but the Dinsmores began to
patrons, for wo shall have all the attractions j prepare for it more than six months ago, and
usually given in three days given in two. $50( are prepared—and never before quite so fully j
in purses will be offered each
da}. The ladies —to show all the advance styles and shapes j
department has been revised to bring it up U for spring—and summer as well. See their I
date, and other plans are being perfected whie? ; window display and don’t forget that the Dins- 1
cannot but help make the fair better
thar more grade of rubbers will stand off many a j
ever.”
cold and wear weli. And, by the way, don’t
Store extends Easter

The location is one of the
For further particulars
apply t,,

£

MRS HENRY li. iii
No 5640 Wood aw.i Avemi

1 dtf

!
jI

Dinsmore

one

England.

1

g

;

and delegates chosen for the j
State convention which convenes in Augusta,
j
May 17th and 18th.—Secretary.
to be discussed

gricultural society:-‘The trustees i>:' this socle }
met iast Saturday and named
Wednesday and
Thursday, Sept. 17th and 18th, as the dates foi
our
coming lair. Although the fair will b(
held on but two days, we feel that the new arrangement will give better satisfaction to oui

The Residence of Edward Siblc
Street, Belfast, Maine.
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A

Seizure on

Highway. Sheriff Cushgut «urd last Sunday that Andy Knowlton and John Ward had left town
in a team al
2 p. m„ going in the direction of
Camden, an(
aa the day was not one for
a pleasure
trip coneluded to look after them.
Accompanied by
Deputy Beach he drove to Saturday Cove
where he learned that the men named
had
passed there. So Messrs. Cushman and Beaci
man

was the

outfit they wore looking for. It
appeared that the two horse team was a Belfasl
livery team coming back light and had taker
on board John Ward and
part of the cargo oi
contraband
When pursued a five gallon
ju£
that had contained rum whs thrown out anc

Easter

broke, spilling the contents. A little later t I
five gallon jug containing whiskey was
jetti-

soned,
not

charged.

I"lamso!P"™
AND

HUBBARD
HATS

Best in America
For Mia by
DWIGHT P- PALMER.

gloves...

|

.The

New

York

Bargain

block, will have a
spring opening Thursday. March 20th, of the
latest models in ladies’, misses’ and children’s
spring and summer coats, suits, dresses and
millinery. Open evenings. ..Harry \V t \ark

1

j

wi I be shown,

j

merit your

<j1

|

March 2*

The l.atest Models in Ladies', Misses’ and Cli
and Summer Coats, Suits, Dresses and

j
1

Theater

Thursday,
*

j

the

variety
inspection.

j

and distinct sty
Our PRICES

\

challenge comparison.

VVe solicit y«i
NEW YORK BARG A l

j *j

Store, Colonial

^

An Absolutely New Line for

^>

Easter opening Friday and Saturday, March
22nd, when they will take pleasure *n
showing the latest fashions in suits, coats, I
dresses and skirts, novelties in wool, silk, linen
and cotton dress goods, Easter neckwear and j
21st and

allowed it to pass. A little behind was a single team, and officer Beach exclaimed that thal

^

j
j

H. Howes, Odd Fellows block, has the latest
novelties for Easter. Beautiful new goods in
gloves
every department—coats, suits, waists,
and neckwear.Carle & Jones will have an

up, and nol
the officers

but landed in a snow bank and did
break.
Knowlton in a single tearr
bad meanwhile got some distance ahead
but was overhauled this side of Little
River, after he had dumped a barrel containing 30 gallons of whiskey by the roadside,
He was placed under arrest and ordered tc
appear before the municipal court Monday.
The officers then secured a team and had the
bro en jug and the jug and barrel of whiskey
hauled to the jail. The jug had been relieved
of a quart or so of its contents
It was a good
night’s work. Knowlton was before the municipal court Monday forenoon, was found
guilty and sentenced to a fine of $100 and costs
and 60 days in jail and in default of payment
60 days additional. He appealed to the April
term of the Supreme Judicial court with his
wife and William Rogers as sureties. Willie
Thurston was before Judge Knowlton Tuesday afternoon on a warrant charging him with
transporting liquor for Andy Knowlton. The
testimony showed that Knowlton was transporting it himself ana Thurston was dis-

j

prices. Call and see samples, which are
The Ford season has
marked in plain figures.
opened and Carle & Jones have already made
a number of sales of this popular car-James

hack, and to make sure of intercepting
any one coming from Camden by either th<
shore or «tage road jogged back and forth between Brown’s Corner and Little River. Aboul
eleven o’clock lights were seen
through th<

fog and a two horse team drove
looking for a vehicle of that kind

j
:

the

turned

-^•Spring Gpenn

j

that the Holeproof stockings are sold
only at The Dinsmore Store ...This is the
time of year when wall paper is in demand,
and Carle & Jones have over 20,000 rolls in
stock, which they propose to turn into money
as fast as they can, and have marked down

| forget

the

Bargain

by

shue

jobs

j

-♦

E. R. Thomas

(V!a?onic

York

their

lose

filled

High Street,

during the day and returning at night
found Colburn dead in the barn. No marks
were found on his body and as he w s subject

by

umbrella, from which
The First Parish will serve a supper for the
lighted lanterns were suspended. The young
parish and their friends in Memorial Hall.
now in office will have to take the civil
girls booth was in pink and white, with Japservice examination, and if they earned anese lanterns, and was presided over by Mrs. Tuesday evening, March 25th, at 6 o’clock. At
7.15 the pupils of the Sunday school will give
answer such questions as: Who is
th° Eugene Ellis assisted by members of the club! A
an entertainment,
consisting of a play “The
was
feature
the
little
ICing of T.mhuctoo? How old is Ai i,? pleasing
Jap. girls, Misses \\ ings of
Mignonette,” a piano solo, and a
If codfish 3 ti ree cents a pound how Hope Dorman, Dorothy and Margaret DnnfcGood-night Drill.” At 8 p. m. the young peoRuth Dinsirore, Helen Wescott, Elizamany mar terel’s tails will it take to water,
ple will have a social dance.
beth
Elizabeth
HanKittridge,
Doak,
Betty
shingle a meetii g house? etc., they w ill
immense

H. H. COOMBS & CO

away

THE STORE THAT SELLS WOOLTEX

in

groundwork, dotted with
wisteria, the top formed with an

a

of

MAKE THIS STORE YCUR HOME STORE.

Colburn, aged 35 years, was found in the barn
Rankin of Lincolnville, by whom he
Mr. Rankin had been
had been employed.

work

clusters

W SHANTOON SILK FOR GOWNS. This material is
very pretty
large variety of shades at 25c. per yard.
New goods in all lines in strictly high grade material.
TERMS CASH

of L. C.

JAMES H. HOWES

ser-

painted Japanese screens, chrysanthemum!-',
fans and lanterns The Social Aid table
had like decorations. The candy booth, well
supplied with he me-made candy, with Misses
E. Frances Abbott and Sabra B. Dyer in
charge, was decorated with bunting, Japanese
umbrellas and chrysanthemums The Japanese

rnert;but Postmaster General Burleson
has thought out a scheme by which he
may appase the office hur.gei of thousands of Democrats. The postmasters

=~-

t,o

N

! to fits death

em-

charge
fancy
tables, assisted by Mrs. E.
L Cook and Mrs. Leroy Webber. Mrs. Charles
H. Crosby and Mrs .1 G. Paul were at the
apron table, which was decorated with hand-

senti-

|

Worth)

are

Opportunity wap given last S inlay morn
| ii.g before Judge Knowlton to the consignees
>f liquor
j who.se names appear of four cas
seized at the steamship wharf by Sheriff
and deputies, to claim thi ir g <>dsj Cushman were
marked os follows: A. Staples*
Tiie cases
case containing 10 gallon, rum; W. Winters, 10.
! gallons whiskey; G.Tibbetts, 10 gallons whiskey
I C.
Brickley, 13 bo tiles whiskey. No one
appeared to claim the stuff.
Last Friday night the dead body nf Judson

LATEST NOVELTIES ABE BEING SHOWN

deco-

“ddron'j.

P

Miss

of the

administration could not
rescind the older of President Taft
placing 40,000 fourth class postmasters
under civ:'! service without violating its

outraging public

pagoda

served

was

were

patrons.

The Wilscn

and

The

and

cover

Tea
and

Intire

is

professions

ten

a

1 able,

broidered

of the woods, and although their
rot musical their appearance

cesses

top.

by Mrs. Charles Bradbury', assisted by

Mrs. C. E. Mclntire, Miss Maude M. Milliken
and others.
In the center of the pagoda

gins to make its presence felt and bare
spots appear in the fields, the crows come
f

the

to

for Easter We^r

Offerings

Gloves, Neckwear, j

wound with crape .-aj er, purple at. the base and
at the canopy top. Over this
was twined the delicate green vine of the
wisteria, with sprays of the flower hung lrom

pale lavender

not often seen

are

Distinctive

|

NECKWEAR: Bows, Collar and Cuff Sets, String Ties etc., 25 cents to s>
GLOVES: one of the best lines on the market in kid. A special value i
Kid Glove for $3.00. extra length and trimmed with pretty round
pearl i
gloves $1.00 to $2.00. Silk Gloves: Gordon SilkGloves in black and white 50c
SILK HOSE: In Black, Tan and White, als. pretty Marqu sette Silk I
Black 50 cents to $1.50.

I

cordially invited.

MRS. F. G.

suggests to all

and dwellings to receive mail it would
case
save
time for the carriers,
amounting in the total t » several minutes for
each »rip. It. is hoped that all those who have
not already provided suitable mail reeej tacles
will do so now. By so doing it will greatly
help the carriers and enable therndo give more
rapi i service to the pair ?s.
in

to

necessity

a

reason

New Goods for Easter that
Your Inspection.

of stores

in unison.

acting

nours.

M

Misse.-\v

exercised in the selection of our Millinery this
ie taste of every class, and we guarantee the
best.,',
oughout.
ier the most favorable conditions, and with a brio a larger business than ever. We employ
compet,"

MRS. B. F. WELLS will exhibit a full line
of Trimmed and Untrimmed Millinery.

patrons of the Belfast post office who now re
I eeive the last delivery of mail by the carriers,
j that a neat, serviceable, metal mail box, proj vided with a private lock, may be purchased of
the hardware dealers for one dollar or less,
and if such a box be placed near the entrances

safe to say

that the two Senators from this
ill be found

consecutive

ten

business

t

|

Spring Millinery Opening Saturday

our

of the best and latest styles in Ladies,

en

SATURDAY, MARCH 22, 1913

Office Department wishes to give its patrons as
service as possible with its increasing

The Democrats took charge of the U.
Senate last Thursday and elected
Senator Janies P. Clarke President pro
tern. Senator Johnson of Maine is on
the finance committee and Senator Burleigh of Maine or the following commit;<es: claims, public buildings, fisheries
and coast defences. In the Senate as in
the House Mr. Burleigh is to be a worki in

in

good

sell.

S.

an

truck

attend

to

me

Easter Opening

t

Local Mail Delivery. Since March 1st
carriers of city delivery mail have worked
under a daily schedule of eight hours within a

it

member,

and

iDAY, MARCH 22, 1913.

Is of wonderful benefit in cases of Rheumatism, Sciatica, Catarrh, Stomach
Troubles, Kidney and Liver Affections, Scrofula, Eczema, Skin Diseases,
Blood Poisons, Boils, Ulcers, all Eruptions, General Debility, Loss of Appetite, That Tired Feeling, and other Ills arising from impure blood.

engine
mortgage
charge of Capt. George A. Darby responded
to the call, but the fire was well underway
before the alarm sounded
The

it.

on

nate.

the welfare

Hthe

HoocTs Sarsaparilla

Fire in East Belfast. The out-of-town
alarm at 3 o'clock a. m. Wednesday was for
a fire in what is known as the Sewall Patterson house in East Belfast on the
Searsport
road, owned by James Randall. His furnishwere
in
the
but
with
his
wife
he is
house,
ings
living with and working for Thomas P. Leaman
on the same avenue.
The cause of the fire is
i
unknown. The house and furnishings were a
total loss. The building was insured to Wm.
A. Gentner of Hartford, Conn., who had a

A press despatch from Rutland, Vt.,
says that “the sugar season is expected

ing

George

Don’t forget that you

York

concern, to

Alzo

wear, food and

jbriek

going

Millinery Openmn
[er Showingof Spring s

skilfully combined with other valuable ingredients in Hood’s Sarsaparilla, making it, in our opinion, the strongest and safest, the most successful, and the most widely useful medicine for the Blood, Stomach, Liver and
Kidneys. It contains not only Sarsaparilla, but also those great Alteratives, Stfllingia and Blue Flag; those great Anti-Bilious and Liver remedies,
Mandrake and Dandelion; those great Kidney remedies, Uva Ursi, Juniper
Berries and Pipsissewa; those great Stomach Tonics, Genian Root and
Wild Cherry Bark; and other valuable curative agents.

M. Carter of Cliftondale, Mass.,
R. Carter house on Commercial street to Walter A. Decrow of Belfast, who will occupy it.

Capt.

has sold the

Si'i'SCRUTlON Tf.ums. In advance, $2.00 a
year: ?1.0n for six months; 50 cents for three
months.

of

Roots, Barks, Herbs

E. Clark Camp, Sons of Veterans, will
have a camp fire and supper, followed by an
entertainment, Wednesday evening, March
26th.

l or one square, one
Anvi-rtisino Tkrms.
Inch length in column, 25 cents for one week
and 2* c mts for each subsequent insertion.

progressive store

Are

A.

Republican Jour. Pub. Co.

The

of Belfast.

Postmaster Carleton on hiB way home to
breakfast yesterday morning heard bluebirds
and song sparrows. Robins not yet reported.

BELFAST, THURSDAY. MARCH 20, 1913.
n

News

^

Open Evenings.

I

Colonial !

1^————■!!!■■ 11 IIIIIIMagp
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THE STICKNEY STOVE

!?

CARRIES A FULL LINE

Co., the Main street clothiers, sell the popuGuyer hats; also new shirts, new ties, new
Kuppenhoimer clothes for men and new U idow Jones clothes for boys....You will find at
the H. M. Black store. Main street, a fine line
of new Easter gloves, neckwear and hosiery,
dainty spring and summer waists, up-to-date
muslin underwear and new style white kirts
&

lar

Kitchen

Steamer

Rangeley

Launched.

Bath, Me., March 12. The passenger
steamer Rangeley, built at a cost of
about $200,000 for the Frenchman’s Bay
service of the Maine Central Railroad
Co., was launched, late today. The customary christening ceremony was omitted.
The steamer is a duplicate of the
steamer Moosehead, built some time
and
the same service
for
ago
will have a speed of about 17 knots
to
will
be
She
an hour.
ready
go into
commission the middle of May.
The Rangeley has a steel hull, 195 feet
over all, 30 1-2 feet beam and 14 1-2 feet
deep, and is 703 gross tonnage.

S*ovd

PLUMBING A SPEC!/
JOHN B.

and dainty colored seersucker night robes.
Dwight P. Palmer, Masonic Temple, has an
elegant line of neckwear, hosiery, gloves,
shirts, hats, caps, etc. All new goods and upto-the-minute in style, tie sells the Lam son
& Hubbard hats_Special Easter sale of
Eownes' gloves at James H. Howes' next Saturday night at special price of 98 cents. Kegu
There will be an Easter openlar price SI.25
ing at The Home of Good Values, 12 Main
New spring
street, Saturday, March 22nd.
wealing apparel for men and boys, new spring
etc.
Special attention
hats, underwear, hose,
to mail orders to be delivered by parcel post.

Furnishings,
STICKNEY,

Opp Manorial Building.

BULL MOOSERS RAMPANT.

j

Chur.
Open

ut

u

nVj

Only 1
People To;v'W

Augusta, March 13. The Progressives of
Maine have decided that they will never renew allegiance and alliance with the RepubliMembers of the State committee
can party.
Hero is h sure w.
gathered here today in the council chamber of
the City hall, with Irving E. Vernon of Port- hawking, snuffling, iland presiding. They decided that they would the Catarrh
germs
organize in every city and county and have a ! (let a HYOMEI out'
full ticket in the field in 1914. The following ! structions and breath.
resolution was adopted:
into your lungs the
“Resolved, That it is the sense of this con- [ the little inhaler.
ference that the Progressive party of the
At night just hefo:
State of Maine take measures to complete its
organization in every district, county, city and vapor treatment as .:
town, and that there be no amalgamation or ! is prescrib 'd by the h<
consideration of amalgamation with any other America and Europe

CATARfil

political party.”
This evening at a rally in City hall addresses
were given by Hon. Joseph Walker, recently
Republican candidate for Governor in Massachusetts, and Hugh Gordon Miller of; New
York.

Among the Progressive leaders present
R. W. Rogere of Belfast.

was

Booth’s HYOMEI
and other splendid .v
outfit which include
bottles, if the first d
he obtained for 50 con'
A. A. Howes & Co. if >
Just breathe it •n»

H;

mt

j^p-

S'*
lib

Sk.
iiHfc

flg||
«g|g§
j«H
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BELFAST

;

morning will find some Six
Million stylish people pulling on their

closed her manicuring and

i :!mes

High

,rs 01

yesterday

street

vacation, during which she
;,gton, D. C, New York and

!
3

corded last Saturday in the
-try of deeds transferring

|
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Temple Heights,

t

North-

i.avina S. Clark to Donald S.

,5
w

W. C. T. U. will he

of the
2 30 p.
plan for

in the Home for

m.

i
i

<ent.

with Mrs. R.
March 25th.
Pro-

lub will meet

v.

day p. m
ihi, by Mrs. Mansfield; read-

s

i

j

by

\

Margaret
Moghuls,” by

Miss

of monument dealers

ation

c

India,” by

Bazaars of

The

Mrs.

.ardiner March 12th, and it was
National association. F. R.
was elected president and
city first vice president. C.

|

|
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fast

among those

was

cci.ng of
w.th Mrs.
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Seaside Chautauqua
E. P. Frost, No. 42

Mornings

without holes

fifteen, sixteen and

by Michel-

work

some

ante

seven-

MAIN STREET

I

following letters

The

i;rs

in

for

ending

the Belfast
March

La-

18th.

Gertrude Sylvester. Mrs.
lemen—Capt. Blake, 1. B.

Doyle, George
Josiah Wood, Barge
Mr. 1.

•,>.
■i.

Friday

l

home

their

:

vening,

March 12th.

the Ladies' Sewing
rvi-d in the evening, at
f the Sous of Veterans
of

i

the Lulias Aid
the Methodist
■.ay night netted the so-

:

charge consisted
j rest, Mrs. Evie Wright,
irs. Gertrude Macotnber

|
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Alfred Shute of Hast Belfast.
Mrs. \V. F. Sturt want

iii

three days i3 of
people, for scattered

stock, in

tliis

hundred, are held
d schools. It is also
held in small lots by

k

|

Insurance

ty Co., Baltimore,
Co., Portland; The
Co., Boston, Mass.,
fieid, Me.; Indiana

phreof the Camp A. E. Clark,
will take place on March
xpecteri that Division ComOakland will be present. A
served and a program given
in

women

expected

to

appropriate

be

interesting drills

si

of the

one
ever

given

gave a talk before the
nds of the North CongregaThursday night, in the Len*

union
:•

See statements of

g.on and

Md., Chester L. Jordan &
Lumber Mutua Fire Ins.
Harry M. Stone. East Otis1 umberman’s Mutual Ins.

Citizenship. Mr.
early families and patrike of the early Grecian and
and of the present day De>
New t corporations. The certificate of orpoint of his address being
«e more of Christianity and
ganization of the Home Furnishing Company
the everyday business and was recorded in the Waldo County Registry of
"*
was a good attendance
Deeds, March 14th. The purposes of ihe cor■e «*f the best in the series,- ; poration are to buy, sell and deal in furniture,
:hfc course will take place carpets. draperies, crockery and stoves, wares
verdng, when Mrs. E. R. and merchandise of all kir.ds and description,
and to do any other things necessary or properReligion and Art.
iy pertaining to the Conduct of said business.
its with an Accident.
Nancy A. Towle is president) M. D. Towle,
d here of the serious inj
and Etheel Willey clerk.
Nancy
i- Shaw of this city, who treasurer,

there, when the seat gave
"as thrown to the ground.
was

going

II'IUI

at

rtliU

the

rate of

mis. CllliiVV

Mr. and Mrs. Shaw

|

WiiS

were

inmi for the

north, but it will
Shaw can be
y friends were sorry to
and trust that it may rebefore Mrs.

injury.

cent

The class of

was
at

1909, Bel"
entertained Wednesday
the home of one of the

-''Prague,
Waldo,
a big horse sled and
strong
guests to the farm. Bells
•e<l in
making the occasion a
it was one of intense
enjoy'tart to the wee ’sma hours

the host

:n

v

!*h

’rip

was

> <?d.

A

ended.

A general
dainty lunch was

including shrimp wiggle,
hot
I

chocolate.

I

nee

!

1'

i

The

mem-

Miss

Florence

Libbby, Miss

Lnverne

present

were

laples, Miss Abbie Doak,
Mrs. Cecil Littlefield
Hutchins White, Thomas
i.

!
•

I

j

are

are

to maintain

a

grange of the

sion; power to make contracts, to sue and be
sued; shall be subject to, and enjoy all the
rights and privileges authorized by chapter 57
of the revised statutes of Maine of 1903 and
amendments thereto. H. L. Pinkham is president; G. A Bradstreet, vice president; Gertrude Nelson, clerk; W. A. Nelson, treasurer;
W. A. Nelson, director for one year; B. E
Coombs, two years and E. J. Parmenter three
years_The certificate of organization of the
Maple Grove Cemetery Corporation of Islesbore was recorded in the Waldo County Registry of Deeds March 15th. The purposes of the
corporation are to take and hold by purchase,
gifts, devise or bequest and sell and otherwise

dispose

of

burial

real

or

personal

purposes.

estate for

Frank

W.

cemetery

Sherman

E

20,000 rolls of Wall Paper in stock and
V
tt' have
decided to turn this into money as fast as u>e
A
an.
\ye have marked a lot of the 8c. papers
over

|

{
^

li
•j

11,1

lr

arranged that

L

be

&

£
10o.-*

'’ne in and look at the
""n to you.
Each
an

Mrs. Am

aeen

samples yourself or let us show
sample marked in plain figures and
the entire line of over 400 samples

the

On

the

commonwealth

margin

is

of

written:

&
5

in 5 minutes.

CARLE & JONES. I«

|

j

|

Special Price

|

For

Saturday 98c |

t0

♦
*
*

<►

1

-s

t

arle, Miss Maude K. Russell

or

New

publishers

for

for 25

two

The

clubbing price
The Journal and McCall’s, each one year, a
McCalls' pattern and the 6 handkerchiefs,
cents.

free

is $2 25, to be paid in advance. The Journal
and McCall’s each one year, with free pattern,
will be furnished as heretofore for $2.1‘J in advance.
Those interested may see samples of
the handkerchiefs at The Journal office.

!

The 17th annual concert and ball of Seaside
I Hose company in Seaside Grange hall Us*

Thursday evening was well attended. The
boys do not regard this as a money-makir.g
affair, but plan to have a good time for themselves and all who attend, and nere
eminently
i successful in that

respect on this as on former
Keyes orchestra furnished excellent music, and the grand march was led
by
Chief Engineer Stephen S L. Shute and Mrs.
Shute. There were 18 dances on the
program

j occasions.

and

Ross

many encores.
cream and wafers.

Quality

Arey

served

V

meeting of the Board of Trade

-•»

.V--5

was

was

br.sk,

espec
assisted in

ally 'n
giving

Orrin J. Hickey
souvenirs, which were steel and aluminum button hooks for ladies, the handle on me
side lettered “Quality Store, Belfast,
Maine,”
rubbers.

out the

the

and

other,

cigars

Maine

over

several hundred

“Hammons

for

men.

In

&

p .iter-

the

win-

contestants.

DATE!

|

I

held

j

|

fourtn cup of sherry, and one
cup of Armour’s
Star Ham boiled and cut in small
strips. Put
the butter and currant jelly into sauce
pan; as
soon as melted, add
cayenne, sherry and 1mm;
simmer five minutes.

Millinery
BY

Mii-linery

Openings. H H. Coombs &
Co., Masonic Temple, announce their spring
millinery opening and special Easter showing
of spring goods for Saturday, March
22nd,
when they will show some of the best and
latest styles in ladies, m'sses and children’s
hats. In other goods they have neck wear,
gloves, si.k hose and the new shantoon silk
for gowns in a large variety of shades at 25

i

public is
dially invited.

*

50c, $1.00, $1,50 and $2.00.

r

^EVERYTHING MODERN

Horn?

Office

They

were

broker, by Norman Littlealso

stock and their vain

investors in the

attempts

to

keep

it

same

secret

1

the

Messrs.

new

goods,

was a

Charles F. Hammons and J. Lee Pat-

Loyal Temperance Legion. The following list of officers were elected last Sunday
at

the

Loyal Temperance Legion
President, Charlie
Vice
Carter;
Presidents, Baptist, Emma Webber; Universalist, Doris Wilson; M. E„ Howland
Pendleton; Unitarian.
Marion
Waterman;
Congl., Willard Jennys; Secretary, Frank
Downs; Treasurer, Julia Littlefield; Captain,
Karl Wood. Ensigns: Platoon No. 1, Ada
Curtis; 2, Avard Craig; 3, Marguerite Ingalls;
4, Cuthbert Wilson; S. Adelaide Howard. Montors: Platoon 1, Myrtle Simpson; 2, Charlie
Swift; 3, Mary Chalmers; 4, Tom Craig; 5,
William Tuttle.
Superintendents; Evangelistic, Dorothy Ingalls; Flower Mission. Viviah
Howard; Mercy, Violet Everett; Sunday school,
Clarence Sturtevant; Narcotics,Charlie Walker.
The adult workers with
the boys and girls
are:
General Secretary, Mrs. Annie M. Frost;
Teachers, Platoon No. 1, Mrs. Nettie Finch;
2, Gerald Howard; 3, Mrs Gerald Howard; 4,
Fred A. Seward; 6, Marian Waterman,
for the next six months:

and

at

the

same

time

condition

in touch

48-4

||

□R. £. H. B9YINGTQN

latter dressed

WANTED

painting

us.

a level that no one knows for sure,
that his is the one.
The worst paints are worst liars; they know
what they are, put on a bold face, and brazen
it out.
Their one true argument is low price; but
near

on

low-price paint

is

always,

must

be,

a

fraud; it

is made to cheat cheatable people.
Mason & Hall sell it.

OFFERS AN ELEGANT LINE OF

NECKv EAR,

|

i

HOSIERY,
GLOVES,
SHIRTS,
HATS, CAPS,

j

_

I

for 50c.

It’s easy, and you take no
risk. Go to A. A. Howes &
j;Enough
Co., druggists, today and get a
fior
large 50 cent bottle of PARIS/*ny one IAN Sage, the germ killing
hair restorer.
If it does not cure dandruff in two
veeks they will give you your money

DEVOE

'heap

In fact anything you may wish for Easter.
All new goods and up-to-the-minute in style

^>acK.

PARISIAN Sage is a pleasant, daintily
plerfumed tonic and hair grower. It is
gguaranteed to stop falling hair or itchi ng of the scalp, and to cure all diseases
c >f the scalp and hair.
PARISIAN Sage has many imitators—
the
Giroux Mfg. Co., Buf§f;et N. genuine.
falo,
Y., American Makers.

=-"I

_____

iThat’s

is

likely to make in
paint; it is easy to make.
“Ours is the best;” and there are
One is best; but a dozen are so
one

is wrong

We all say
1000 of

YOUNG LADY FOR A LOCAL STORE
A good opening
Over twenty preferred
f or the right party. Apply by letter at once
aiddressed to “Wanted,” Journal Office.
A

1

|Dure Dandruff
Fraud Paint

I

-—_||

---^=.r=r.

SPECIALIST

merriment in

The worst mistake

;

are more than 220.000 Fords on
the
world’s highways—the best possible testimony to
their unexcelled worth. Prices—runabout $555

.---==^=r.-~-'

3

the

attendance.

BELFAST. MAIN

—touring car $0.30—town car $830—with corn
plete equipment delivered in Belfast. Catalogue
from Carle & Jones.

8

with its

a
as
girl, and caused much
their specialties between acts.
Miss Ida Carleton was the pianist and played
the accompaniments for the singers. Hart’s
orchestra furnished music for the dance which
followed the play. The net proceeds wiil be
applied to defraying the expenses of the class
on their Washing ton trip.
There was a good

f

There

Telephone 48-3

72 MAIN STREET, BELFAST

straitened circumstances on
couple
account of speculation in railroad stocks. The
pari of his aunt, a maiden lady, was taken by
Miss Edna Wight, and that of his close friend,
New York stock

IN

Caskets and Burial
Suits.

in two

in

field.

»

£

Now and here—not then and
there—lies your opportunity.
The Ford product has been
multiplied by two-and-a-half
—but the demand has been
multiplied by four. If you want
one for spring service you
must get it now. Don’t delay.

CORONER FOR WALDO COUNTY

High school in the
Opera House Monday evening, March 17th.
The leading parts were Uken by Vivian Sylvester and Miss Belle Pitcher, as a
young mar-

a

>

cor-

keep
EYE
throug
knowledge of their
Twenty-five
years experience and skill ir
a
rich
guast,
young Englishman, personated
itting glasses enables me to fit any eye th»i
1
jonquils, making a most attractive display. by Donald Clark, were very funny. Miss [lasses will
help. Consul I ation Free.
Keyes orchestra, stationed in the office at the Marian Hayes, the young lady, and George !
Wadlin of Northport as the Englishman’s ^4 South Main St., WMTErtPO.iT, vl*!NE
rear, furnished music, and everybody extended congratulations and best wishes to the valet, were good in their parts. Byron Salter
Office Days, Mondays and 1 uesdays.
and Vaughan Hayes were colored singers, the
popular proprietors of the Quality Store,
with

12 MAIN STREET,

LICENSED EMBALMER,

senior class of the Belfast

ried

m:w

f

UNDERTAKER,

■

presented by the

was

t

Etc.

z

Ciias.R. Coombs

spring shapes....
L. H. Ferguson will have her opening of
and
spring
summer’millinery Saturday. March
29th.
catchy comedy

^

!

Miss

A

^

on display for your
iuspection, Crafut and Knapp Hats
$3.00 ; Southworth fiats, $2.00 and $2.50 ; others

ial attention to their small

Luck.

P

1

| Ralph D. Southworth, f

Ferguson.

The

1

and untrimmed millinery_E. K.
Brier & Co. will have their spring show of
millinery Saturday, March 22nd, and call spec-

for

\T

Neckwear, Gloves, f

* -.===;-»

I

trimmed

Fool

■

1

cents per yard-Saturday, Mrs. B. F.
Wells,
Mrs F. G Spinney, milliner, will have her
Easter opening and will exhibit a full line of

A

°-t
Shirts,

|

SPRING & SUMMER

L H.

j
1

|

Surely you should see this new stock of mdse, for Men f
I and Boys, ot which it can be said that it would be irnposf sibie to find a more complete and well selected line.
f
y
H e pay special attention to mail orders to be de- |
1'
Remember we deliver them free. '<
.j, livered by Parcel Post.

Fol-

lowing is her recipe:
Shredded Ham (with Currant jellv Sauce.)
One half tablespoon of butter, one third
cup of
currant jelly, a few grains of
cayenne, one

**

5 New Spring Hats

OF

I
|t

with two pairs of pants for best and f
school wear.

Underwear, Hose.

i.

i

j

Suits
Boys’
^

T

1

!

Suits and Overcoats
are

°

j March 29,
I

-.t,

worth your consideration, for each is warranted to give
LASTING
satisfaction or vour money refunded. Suits at
1
$7.50, $10, $12. $15, $18, $20 and $22.50.
;

|I Pleasing Furnishings

SATURDAY,

j

but

*«.

\\ JE

t

t
f

j

j

s

invite you with a fresh Spring welcome to call and f
look over our new •••'.pring Wearing Apparel for *
t * *
T Men and Boys.
U is your duty to see these new styles.
t It is our pleasure to s’iiovv them to you. Our

V

OPENING

Board':
j

acts, “A Fool for L^ck,”

Shoe

of visitors and trade

on

t

%

nn—hl lUritfcjatgaa—MBv

-bw.

ed to confer with the Waido County Farmers
Union and offer the aid of the Belfast
of Trade in
furthering the work of the Union.

ice

Store. Notwithstanding the very inclement weather last Saturday
I the opening day of the Quality Shoe Store ir.
Opera House block attracted a goodly number
The

-*»-

I

last Monday evening with 12 present. Messrs, i
R
F. Dun on. P
E, Frost, M, W, Lor') ttnd I
j
Eton B. Gilchrest were chosen delegates to 1
attend the meeting of the State Board in Au- !
burn, March 21st, A cnmmitUe wss appoint- 1

s

Essie P.

Glace i

#

A Prize Recipe. Armour’s
"Judgment House,” running in Harpers MagaMonthly Cook
zine, as the specie 1 work. Meetings will be j Bonk for March contains a list of the prize
winners iii the different S’ates, those
in the Arts aid Crafts room the second
furnishand fourth Tuesday evening of April. Those | ing the best recipes in which use is made of
the Armour’s specialties. Mrs. Wm. Vaughan
who have copies « f Harpers
containing this
of East Belfast won the second
confe* a
story, wil
favor
prize for
by notifying

retail

|

A

Clement will conduct the April
reading of the Business Woman’s Department
of the Arts and Crafts and has selected Gilbert
Parker as the author and his serial
story,

ff|
m

Light weight 2=Clasp

Gloves, Regular Price $1.25

♦

8

long prominent,socially and in business,
the changes of time are inevitable.

biue print from it.

afternoon

4r

|

1

so

Bowden, Esq and Elizabeth
Lady Temple, both of Boston, by the Hon.
David Conv,
Esjj,” Mr. Farrow will make a

J

papers

8c.
7
(/ood many of the 12 l-2c. and 15c. papers

-

A

<

a

j

Hall's Hair Renewer certainly stops
falling hair. No doubt about it whatover.
You will surely be satisfied.

"For Hon. James

terson.

Jr--sc.-s>%

1 "n,/" large number of the 10c.

county in

horse, shoe
f hyacinths and pansies with ‘‘Success” in
^ilt letters across the top, and two bunches of

Board man, directors.

ihQW ABOUT 1913
| WALL PAPER
have

is

Kennebec

Raphnel Leavitt, Ralph president; Frank W. Hatch, vice president, and
Wight, Vane Edgecomb. Amasa E. Williams, clerk; Pyam E. Hatch, son,”
Velma Mitchell, Miss treasurer; I.. F. Pendleton, H. A Rabbidge, M.
dow,
Richard P. Roche.

j)

or-

Husbandry, subordinate
to the National and Maine State Granges; to
purchase, hold and grant real, personal and
mixed estate, and to have perpetual succes-

or

Easter Sale

Stops falling Hair I! NOTICE

then in

was

Bv arrangement with
Premium.
of McCall's Magazine The Jour
nai is enabled to ofrer at a
slight advance-in
the clubbing rates an additional
premium of
6 embroidered handkerchiefs, such as *ell at

The amount of

poration

preserved. Unity

well

Massachusetts.

A

common

der of the Patrons of

markably

the

direct-

capital stock is $20,000;
stock, $20,000; preferred stock none;
amount of capital stock pain in $200; par
value of shares, $50.
M. D
E. L. and N. A.
Towle and Etheel Willey have one share each.
-The certificate of organization of the Palermo Branch Mills Grange, Patrons of Husbandry, has been recorded at.'the, Waldo Registry of Deeds office. The purposes of the corors.

I

the

the Delta

Miss Sue M. Partridge.

■

A., Maurice I). and Frank L. Towle

*

I

■

Edward Sibley hns decided to sell his hard
some residence on High street and the ndverHiram P. Farrow is copying a surveyor’s
! tisement
appears in another eolumn
He ennmap of part of the town ot Unity. The map
not occupy it alone, and his children are ioeatwas made Lr Charles Hayden of Winslow and
ed elsewhere and will only he transient visitwas done with a quill pen in the year 1809.
ors here.
Belfast is sorry to lose this familv,
The lettering is distinct ai d the map is re-

Mrs.

|

-pending the winter in
riding in a basket arrear of a motorcycle, a !

*r.

Odd Fellows’ Block

ates.

Co., Indianapolis, 11!., Harry M. Stone, East
Otisfieid; The Central Manufacturers Mutual
Ins. Co., Van Wert, Ohio, E. C Carle. Augusta,
Me., Harry M. Stone, East Otisfieid; The Fidelity and Casualty Co., New York, James Pattee
& Son, Belfast; American Surety Co., New
York, N. Y., Charles H. Sargent, Belfast, Marcellus J. Dow, Brooks, Me; New England j
Casualty Co., Boston, Mass., Robert P. Coombs,
North Islesboro. W. F. Trundy & Co., Stockton
Springs, B. W. Knowles, Thorndike; The Lumbermen’s Mutual Ins. Co., Mansfield, Ohio, j
Harry M. Stone, East Otisfieid; Pennsylvania
Lumbermen’s Mutual Fire Ins. Co., Philadelphia, Pa., Harry M. Stone. East Otisfieid.

solos, readings, speeches

:o

y <ong

Statements

following insurance companies, with the
names of their local agents: Maryland Casual-

stock.

this

*

University of Maine local
Kappa, with their guests,
held a delightful banquet t the Colonial, Ban
g'»r, last Saturday night, following t!ie institution of the fraternity as a chapter of the national fraternity. Lambda C: i Alpha,
v. iiL-h
this becomes the Beta Zeta chapter. Hat old
A. Richards of this city was one of the initi-

the

being many
reported as

among them
i.f Belfast is

-.

Student.; of

—

s/»ec/^JL/s7-

Special

1’ will accommodate us if you can make as < r'ly a selection of
Gloves as possible that we may hav-* pit : ty of time for fitting.
—

*

--

!| Ftwnes' Clones |i

The New White Doe Skin Gloves, warranted to wash
and keep soft.
We arc also showing a line of
Dressed Kids in Black, Vi hitc, Grey, Tan.

fraternity,

her niece, Miss Ethel Sturtevant.

live

j

the mem-

bers of the Woman’s Missionary society of the
M* ch
on Wedi =day night,
12th, at her honv» on I’nion and Condon
streets. Thirty-two members were present
and the program on China’s New Hay was
Refreshmost interesting and instructive
ments were se* v d by the hostes-, assisted by

two or

j.;-.:03 of

entertained

Baptist church

eachetl by Boston &
:.

a

t

glasses.

1

SATURDAY, MARCH 22,1913.

the

I

EASTER NECKWEAR
EASTER GLOVES

I

fine looking dark bay
Henry C Marden
horse, six yeurs old and weighing 1075, which
he bought as a driving horse the past week of

raging

storm

i-ie

..31W9BWH:

has

ved oy
in

o

|U

of

| Gloves! 1

Holeproofs.

■■■itraffi

cure

Up Stairs.

Cotton Dress Goods.

SKi Skndmorec

it

*

troubles

do

fyf

21 and 22

Novelties in Wool, Silk, Linen and

Iing

Church

on

of the eyes.

We

♦

We shall take pleasure in showing
1 he Latest Fashions in

these wonderful non-mend-

Whiting entertained
adies* auxiliary of the

Saturday, March

and buy a box, and we
know you will thank us for
calling your attention to

0.

u

and

Opening

Suits,Coats,Dresses and Skirts

in

imperfections

&23ZX2 if airxs^

|

Saturday night

Step

post

in most cases can be traced to

I

BELFAST, MAINE.

CLOTHIERS,

Easter

-AND-

EASTER OPENING
| AT THE HOME OF GOOD VALUES

above kinds with

CARLE & JONES’

,

Spring Announcement

|

NERVOUSNESS,

‘

Months without holes.
it'd

fa

WHY NOT GET YOUR
SPRING OUTFIT BEFORE EASTER?

hose free. Also

or new

|

HEADACHES,

Shirts, New Ties,

“pure sure’’ Silk if you want them.
3 pairs Women’s Silk $3.00; 3 pairs
Men's $2.00; guaranteed for Three

with Masters

known by

RED LIDS,

New Gloves, New Kuppenheimer Clothes for Men. New Widow
Jones’ Clothes for Boys. All reasonably priced.

6 prs. Men’s,
$1.50, $2 and $3
6 prs. Women’s, $2 00 and $3.00
6 prs. Children's, $2 00
All Guaranteed to wear Six Months

oi.day afternoon, March 24th.
\vr-2s

New

only

instance:

present,

ence

t

always make their presfailing sight.

do not

“

have PROVED THEIR MERIT THROUGH
80 HAT SEASONS. ISN’T THAT REASON

STOMAvH DISORDERS

word” in fit, appearance
and texture.
Better still—it doesn’t cost
any extra to become one of
these satisfied Millions. For

A. Dun-

-The Great

not

uyerHats
Harry W. Clark &

know they are assured of
Six Months’ Mendless Service, but they also know
they are the very “last

the annual meeting
eek later.
Every member is

j

They

Eye Symptoms

ENOUGH FOR YOU TO LOOK AT THE
SPRING STYLES WE SHOW ?

| holeproof

| stockings.

prison.

[

EASTER

a team
4i of this city has bought
in the trucking business on the

MASONIC TEMPLE, BELLAS I, MAINE,
The acetylene gas light on the monument on run for six months without attention, but this
Jteele's ledge, in Belfast harbor, has been out is the third or fourth time that it has been out
several days. This light is supposed to since it was installed late last spring.

:or

Mysteries of The Sea.
Strange Records of The Waif Ships.

PAINS GO

[Buston Sunday Herald ]
Not all the sea’s romantic mystery is
of the past. Even the taleB of the Flying Dutchman, of the weird craft of
Falkenberg, of the phantom Palatine
and the storied New Haven Ship are not
without modern parallels. Within a
month that strangest of sailormen’s
was
yarns, the case of the Marie Celeste,
brought to mind again by the finding of
two fully-rigged, seaworthy vessels sail-

ing

RHEUMA—Greatest Remedy For
Rheumatism.Gout and Sciatica.
Only 50 Cents and Money
Back from A. A. Howes &

Co. If It Doesn't

thence

THE

PERILS

OF THE

DERELICT.

vessels,

most l're-

along

the western shore of

Europe

ashore three degrees north of the
point where she went adrift. In her
travels she had covered 10,000 miles.
The schooner B. R. Woodside was
scarcely less remarkable. She began
her career as a derelict several hundred
miles east of Savannah, sidled otf towards Europe, turned near the Canary
islands, came back to within 20 milts oi
her starting point.
Later she driited
south towards Florida, then drifted ofi
again, zigzagging across her old path,
and was at last taken in tow and brought
in Abaco, New Providence. She had
been reported by 40 ship masters.
Another record trip was that of the
Alma Cummings, which kept afloat for
587 days and covered more than 5001
went

| freed themselves from

Across the trackless deeps there are
scattered scores of other spectre ships
quite different from those of the Mary
Celeste type.
Every master knows
them and fears them as one of the
greatest of Bea perils. These are the
derelict hulks of vessels shattered by
storm and wave, the crews of which have
long since gone to death.

wooden

and finally, after recrossing the Atlantic,

Satisfy

1

always

lumber which makes
them virtual y uusinkable.
The modern iron ship is apt to open up
and disappear in a short time, but the
wooden derelict will voyage on tor an almost incredible length of time and will
traverse seemingly impossible distances.
An instance of the vagaries of these
errant marine phantoms is to be found
in the last voyage of the Fannie E.
Woolsten. In 1891 she was wrecked on
the coast of the United States, drifted
across the Atlantic to the English coast,

VANISH

Thousands of persons during the last year
the bondage of Rheu
; matisrn; rid themselves of the torturing pain;
reduced the swollen joints; threw away canes
and crutches, and from helpless beings became
able to work and be of use to themselves and
their families.
They took RHEUMA: the modern enemy for
I Rheumatism, which is also sure to cure Lurnbago, Sciatica, Arthritis, Gout, Chionic Neuralgia or Kidney disease.
Don’t be skeptical about KHEUMA. You
will know in a few hours after beginning the
treatment that the poisonous Uric Acid is leavand sets him yarning as nothing else can. ing your system through the natural channels.
He can never make out why a good ship You will feel better in a day; you will know
should he left to its fate until the last you are going to be cured in less than a w?eek.
Don’t think because RHEUMA is sold lor
hnnp is uoru'.
only 50 cents a bottle that it won t bring you
SIGHTED A BARK RUNNING WILD.
back to health. There is no guess work about
Not many days ago the British tank it. RHEUMA is better than any remedy at
the price. Ask A. A. Howes & to.
steamer Roumanian, plowing along ten ten limes
days out from Port Arthur and near the
Azores, sighted a bark running wild in a show what might have been the trouble,
heavy swell. To the practiced eye of but the last entry was not without its
the captain everything was wrong. Now pathos. It was a single line and read:
’*
••Uonmr
VVhptlipr tho
the rover started away in eratic dashes,
in rememwritten
the
wind’s
were
in
wolds
dead
to
merely
only
stop again
eye. Some of her canvas was unfurled, brance of a distant loved one or in the
but her sails tilled as no sensible sails depths of despair will never be known.
The stern boat was gone, but othershould.
Capt. Claridge of the Roumanian im- wise everything appeared as if the crew
mediately set after her in pursuit and were still aboard. Her running rigging
after jockeying for an hour or so made was all properly made fast and the slack
coiled neatly on the decks. The comout tiiat she was the Norwegian bark
Remittent. At last he caught her com- panionways were
open, half turned
ing broadside-on and boarded. Her music lay on the rack of the little cabitiller was banging from side to side and net organ; the toys of the captain’s child
were scattered about the cabin, and in
her decks showed no s'gn of life.
Investigation revealed that she was his wife’s room the impress of the
without master or crew and yet she was ! child’s head was distinct on the pillow.
The captain’s gold watch hung beside
all shipshape.
Her mainsail and two
was water
the cabin clock, a bit of sewing was still
jibs were snugly furled, there
in her braker and she was fully pro- in the sewing machine, in the galley the
visioned.
The lock-fast places were se- captain’s dinner was left half cooked and
cure
and her charts and papers undis- in the forecastle the men’s chests had not
At the davits swung her life- been disturbed. Yet there was no trace of
turbed.
boats.
There was absolutely nothing to the crew and to this day nothing has
explain the disappearance of the men been heard of Capt. Briggs or any of the
others.
who manned her.
There have been numerous theories
The Remittent had sailed away from
Rio Grande de Sul Oct. 25 in command ottering a solution, but none that is conThere was talk of pirates, but
of Capt. Torgerson with a crew of a vincing.
There has been
half dozen men. Yet there she was there was no looting.
an
unactalk
of
after
in
months
maniacs, but there was nothing
mid-ocean,
countable stray. The Roumanian picked to show that there was a maniac aboard.
her up and towed her to within 100 miles There was a story that the captain and
of Capo Henry when she was lost again crew had put off in a boat and got lost
in a gale. The Remittent may be sailing in fog, but there were no fogs. The
still and up to the present there is no most plausible explanation was that of
one of the owners that the alcohol esclue to the fate of her men.
caped from the casks and generated a
SCHOONER BLACKBURN TICKED UP.
gas which exploded, frightening Briggs
A case hardly less strange is that of and his men into abandoning the ship.
fhe schooner J. S. Blackburn of Bath, Even that explanation is purely a matter
Me., which was found by the steamship of guesswork, and the riddle of the
Esperanza a few weeks ago 116 miles Marie Celeste remains unsolved.
Her plight
south of Cape Hatteras.
From Newfoundland bound for Labrawas
evidently worse than that of the dor sailed the brig Resolven in August,
Remittent, for her deck was littered 1S84. Three days later she was picked
with sails, booms and splinters of her up by the British warship Mallard with
masts, but from all appearances she was not a soul on board. Her sails were set,
watertight. One of her lifeboats was her sidelights burning and there was still
a fire in her galley stove.
missing.
Fore and aft all was in order, nothing
Owing to the heavy sea Capt. James
K. Curtis of the Esperanza had some had been removed and in the locker was
difficulty in getting close to the wander- a bag of gold. There was not a sing!e
ing four-master, but after some ma- liiuii-aLiuu ui
uy nci
tiijiiai:: o'-.u urn
noevring he put Chief Officer Bald- of 10 men hail deserted le-r, nor is there
win atm some of his crew aboard
As
any record of what became of them.
Another yarn of the eighties not s
they reached the deck the ship’s clock
struck a cheerful eight bells.
well vouched for is that which the Ellen
The cabins were locked and after Austin brought into New York in 1881.
shouting in vain to ra:se some sign of The crew of the Au-tin related that
life Ba! iwin broke in. There was liftie while homeward bound in the mid-Atconfusion noticeable.
To be sure the lantic they run across a vessel lacking
captain’s clothes and the ship's papers this way and that with no one in conwt re gone, but the
ship appeared normal trol.
em ugh.
In ont o:' lie cabins was an old
A crew was put aboard to take the
i
an
a
seaman’s
quadrant
library, and in wanderer to New York, hut in a stiff
tne forecastle hung a lighted lantern.
blow which followed the two ships partOf the captain and 12 men of the ed company. Some days later the uereBlackburn nothing has been heard. The iict was sighted again, hut to the amazeEsperanzu found it impossible to attempt ment of tr- Austin’s men the second
salvage and left the schooner where she crew had dt parti J like the rirst and the
was found.
The government has been ship was still mailing on her ghostly way.
notified and has instituted a search.
The more recent case of the British
bark Invernesshire created wide comTHE FAMOUS GI.ORIANA.
ment m lulu.
In March of that year
These present-lay instances are hut sia
began ti.-r voyage from Hamburg to
repetitions of a number of similar rnys- Saida Rosalia, Cal., and in the following
t lies which make the chapter of abanJune she was found by the Laban
doned ships one of the most absorbing in steamer
Yerina, anchored a little west
the st rring annals of the sea.
Perhaps of the Falkland Islands
the most startli g of nil is the story of
A thorough search of the ship showed
the Gioriana
With the passing years it her to be in
perfect order hut the only
has become
sort of legend and has
living creatures left were a family of
woven about it-;.-If a u ass of mythical
cats.
On the mess room table was a
details to suit the imagination of the scattered
pack of cards, on the stove in
teller.
the galley was a pot of “slush.'1 the
As ;ir as it can be authenticate d the sailors' beef
stew, and in the cupta n’s
tale goes thus: In the year 177.5 the cabin
a copy of
I
lay
Coleridge opened
r
:
of
a Greenland whaler who was
c-t|
face down at "The Ancient Mariner.’’
ri«».!cl• ur his way thiough the ice fields at The sails were furled and the deck
ship77 'tcnes north .atitude spied before
hni v. at seemed to be a spectral brig, shape.
One of those unaccountable panics
picking her way through a narrow chan- which have to do with the luck of a ship
nel between two immense icebergs.
was the reason finally assigned for her
B r rigging was a hopeless tangle, abandonment. The crew of
some 80
her frozen sail:*} were hanging in shreds, men were said to have
“fu-'ked” and reher decks piled high with the snows of fused to
their
officers.
The
Ivernesobey
many seasons and her hulk sheeted in shire was towed into Port
sound
Stanley
glittering white. She was a fearsome in hui. and cargo.
but
the Greenlander
at
last
sight,
THE BUTESHIRE CASE.
summed up courage enough to board her.
Somewhat similar is the story of the
As he pulled himself up to the deck,
he stopped to peer in at one of the port- bark Buteshire which was sighted driftholes. There he saw a man seated in a ing aimlessly about the Bay of Biscay in
1911.
She had left Pisagua,
chair before the cabin table. The log March,
book lay before him and in his clenched Chili, and had arrived in the English
channel when she was seen, with all sails
hands was a pen. The man was stark
set, swinging easily before the wind
in death,
without a soul on board.
She had been
THIRTEEN YEARS UNMANNED.
careering toward England and then back
tow
ard
was
She
Spain.
When the Greenlander looked at the
picked up finallog he found that the last entry, made ly by the steamer Raphael. Her capeven
while tht* c-JDtain was awaiting tain and crew had deserted her and turndeath, was dated > uv. 11th, 1762. For ed up afterwards in Lisbon with no valid
IS years the Gloriuna had wound in and reason to offer.
Some years ago the Australian bark
out among the ice toes wilh no hand to
guide her. Not i; r from the captain Alexandra furnished the elements of a
mystery which was later solved. She
were found several other
bodies, among sailed
the Pacific for some months under
one of them a woman.
short
canvas and with no crew aboard.
In the record of crewless cruises there
is no more astounding than that of the At last she put in at a litLe cove in the
Marie Celeste.
Forty years have passed Albermarle islands and the fishermen
since she was discovered on her lonely who came alongside were astonished to
find that she had no crew. The food had
voyage, but although many theories
have been advanced, there has never been all taken and the medicine chest
been a satisfactory solution of her baf- rifled and everything pointed to a systematic abandonment.
fling predicament.
Months later the facts came to light
The Celeste sailed from New York for
Genoa Nov. 7th, 1872, with a cargo of when an exhausted party of sailors made
their wav to Valparaiso. The bark had
petroleum and alcohol. In command met
with extraordidary headwinds after
was
Capt. Benjamin S. Brigg3 of
Marion, Mass., with Albert R. Richard- leaving Australia and had been driven
of Stockton, Me., as first mate, and continually out of her course. For a
Andrew Gilling of New York as second time her lack of progress waB one of the
mate. The crew was made up of five trying features of a sailor’s life, but
later it became really disastrous. The
men, all Germans, and the captain had
food and water began to give out and
brought his wife and a small child,
The brig was in the best of condition, there was nothing to do but to leave the
well manned and well equipped. Not a old tub to her orn devices. The captain
month after she had sailed she was and crew left her in two boats with all
the stores available and started to find
picked up off the Azores drifting aimless- the coast of South America.
One boat
ly about in light winds with head sails
set and all her other canvas down. The arrived, but the other has never been
heard
from.
Dei Gratia noted her in
and

brig
passing
getting no response to an imperative
hail, ran in and boarded. There was
absolutely no sign of life.
There was nothing about the Bhip to
indicate panic, nothing to indicate disease or pressing danger.
The last entry
in the mate’s log, which was found among
the officers’ effects, was Nov. 24th, ten
days before the Dei Gratia came up with
her. There was nothing in the log to

most

quently-landed with

SWOLLEN JOINTS

the ocean crewless and masterless

waifs.
Derelicts there are by the hundreds
threading the waves, to bring up after
months of voyaging on some lone foreshore or in the silent wastes of the Saris after all
gasso Sea, but the derelict
merely a sorrowful incident, a silent
commentary on the ever-present dangers
of the deep. The battered hulk and
shattered masts, the mute record of
tragedy and d at it, have become part of
the routine of the mariner’s life. He
accepts them as a matter of course.
The abandoned vessel, however,, is
something that no seaman can quite
understand. It tills him with wondering

They lie along the lanes of travel,
half submerged, their decks awash and
with penaps the stump of a mast jutting up above the waves. They are al-
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baking combination
4

The Range that

A Glenwood Coal or Gas Range for Cooking, and 8
Glenwood Parlor Stove, Furnace or Boiler for Seating
means solid comfort and loos fuel.

a

SKIN

DISEASES
yields quickly

and
Nearly every skin disease
permanently to Bucklen’s Arnica Salve, and
nothing is better for burns or bruises. Soothes
and heals. John Deye, < f Gladwin, Mich.,
says, after suffering twelve years with skin
ailment and spending $400 in doctors’ bills,

Bucklen’s Arnica Salve cured h»m.
It will
heip you. Only 25c. Recommended by all

druggists.

4
m

"Makes Cooking Easy”

uu

10.vu

week of terrible
sufferings her crew was taken off. Then
she started off to navigate
without a
She was reported making her
; crew.
way across to Europe, later near the
equator, burned to the water's edge,
and finally she grounded in 1S96 at Colon.
One of the most notable of the later
derelicts was the Norwegian bark Crown,
which was abandoned in mid-ocean at
Christmas, 1909. Loaded with lumber
she kept afloat easily and for 118 days
was reported
frequently and had totalled
a drift
of some 2000 miles when she
finally lost herself in the weedy confines
of the Sargasso sea. the graveyard of
scores of these forgotten ships.
The freakiest of all, however, was the
Fred B Taylor, which was run down and
cut in halves by the bow of the steamship Trave. Strangely enough both
stern and bow remained
afloat. The
stern swung North ami after many days
came ashore at Wells Beach, while the
bow took the opposite course and beach
ed at last off the Carolinas.
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and Children.
Always Bought

Lmployees.

Portland, Me., March 13. The Maine
Central K. R. management today announced that it had granted an increase
Mrs. Ida Maddox, Mrs. Amanda Treat, Mrs. i
of wages to ’.he station employees and
Vnna Kingsbury, Mrs. Helen Auchue, Mrs
j crossing tenders of the road. The station
irene Parker, Mrs. Sarah Boyd, Mrs. Harriet
employees art given an increase of 15
Jachelder and Mrs. Jennie Dockham
.Josiah ! rents a dry ovtr ail the system ace! the
Jolson went to Bangor last week, called there crossing tenders employed on the Portland to Vanceboro lines 15 cents a day
>y the illness of his mother, Mrs. B. S. Colson,
vi o died Friday. The family have the sym- and on all other lines ten cents a day.
The
increase affects 912 nun, and goes
pathy of their many friends in their sorrow.
into effect March 16.
....Miss Lina Colson, who has been teaching!
it Rumford Falls, came home last week....

For Infants

The Kind You Have

More Pay for Maine Central

•ROSPECT.
The Elite Club of Frankfort met with Mrs.
Smma Bachelder March 13th. Those present
rere Mrs. Nellie Heagan, Mrs. Mabel (’lark,

■

Counly Correspondence.

MELMONT.
Considerable sickness this winter in this sec- j Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Copp spent severa' days
tion. F. A. Marriner, w o has been suffering with friends in P.elfast last week.... Among
;hose from South Branch Grange who aUendwith the grip, is a little better, but still conil the North Waldo Pomona at Cole’s Corner,
fined to the house and very weak. William
At a Probate court held at Belfast, within and
March 12th, were Mrs. R. P. Copp, Mrs. B. G. j
for the County of Waldo, on die lltli day ot
Bullard, whose health is never the best, is
March. A. D. 1913.
and
Fred
Dockham.
bachelder
Mrs.
shut is with one of his old attacks of heart
l. MoKSK, executor of tlie last will of
Mrs.
Dr. Millett is attending him.
William H. Lowell, late of Liberty, in said
trouble.
ARE YOU CONSTIPATED?
County of W aido. deceased, having presented a
Frank Johnson has been quite ill with a lung
If so, get a box of Dr. King’s New Life petition praying for distribution among the persons whose names are given in said p- Ltion of
trouble, but is somewhat^better. Dr. Pearson j
Pills, take them regularly and your trouble ; the said estate in his hands.
of Morrill is attending her.
Mary, youngest viil
I
will
stimulate
Older* d, that the said petitioner give in.rice to
quickly disappear. They
daughter of Simon Pierce, has been very sick, .he
all persons interested by causing a cop) of this
liver, improve your digestion and get rid order
to he published three weeks succes-ive'y in
but we art glad to learn is a little better.
)f all the poisons from your system. They
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at
that they may appear at a Probate
Belfast,
.vid surely get you well again. 25c at all ;
SM1THTON. Uf>nOiiiii.i
Court, to hr held at Belfast, within and for said
Mrs. Mamie Wentworth from Augusta visitIruggistsCounty, on the tirh cay oi April. A. 1> 1913,
at ten ot iiie clock before noon, and show cause
ed her little son Reginald at Mrs. Florence
;r
in) they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted
Wentworth’s a few da>s last week ...John
WILLIAM iM, W A URL N, Judge.
Montto
his
Tavlor has moved
gasoline engine
A true copy. Attest:
vilie ai d is sawing wood for parties there.... j
Aimtric W. Liminaki'. Register.
HAVE
SOME BELFAST PEOPLE
Ernest Penney arrived home March 11th from
j LEARNED HOW TO GET RELIEF.
At a Probate Court lie I •» at net -.-t. within and
Massachusetts, where he has been' visiting.... j
CENTER

At a Probate t Om t.
for the County of v.
March. A. I). lt»13
K. sa \\ M l;
h 1 nest l) (ittin
state of Washington,
tlon praying tor a

17*ItK1)
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public

or
‘Cribed in
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SUF-

FRAGE.

Augusta, March 12.

(Special to the
The Republicans
in the House this morning, gave the
Democrats another opportunity to demonstrate how devoted they are to the
principle of the rule of the people when
the woman suffrage hill came hack from
the Senate accepted by the necessary
Express-Advertiser).

o

o

—

i.

of South Portland moved that the rules
be suspended and the action of the
House in refusing passage to the resolve. be reconsidered.
This brougnt Mr. Nevvbert of Augusta
promptly to his feel and he argued that
this matter was not properly before the
House, ought not to come in this way,
and objected to the combination of motions to suspend the rules and reconsider.
Rep. Homan of Vinaihaven, also a
Democrat, spoke in opposition to any
reconsideration of this measure.
The
Speaker ruled that it was customary in
making a motion to suspend the rules,
that it be coupled with a motion of some
special character, but as Mr. Newtiert
had raised the point, of the right of Mr.
Sanborn to move for reconsideration, in
view of the fact that Mr. Sanborn did
not vote with th“ prevailing party, the
Speaker ruled that the point was well
taken and ii' the House so desired, he
would divide the question and take the
vote on the motion to suspend the rules.
This vote was taken by a division of
the House and defeated, 55 voting in
favor of suspension and 71 against it. So
the motion to suspend the rules was lost.
Mr. Newbert inquired if this proposition
was liKeiy to come up in any form again.
He said he might want to be down town
voting for himself for mayor some day
and he wanted to feel that, reference of
the woman suffrage resolve to the people might not be sprung upon in his abHe wanted to know, he said, if
sence.
this dead woman was likely to come to
life again or was going to stay buried
under six feet of earth.
The Speaker assured him that., so fat
as he knew, there is no way under l he
rules by which the matter can come up

again.
“I have been somewhat costive, but Doan's
Kegulets give just the results I desire. They
act mildly and regulate the bowels perfectly
—Geo. B. Krause, Altoona, Pa.

••
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By
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I want to speak a word here to people
who have a foul, offensive breath. I am
sorry fo say many people have bad smelling
breath and do not know it !
Nine times in ten the cause is found in
stomach and bowels. If you correct an
imperfect performance of these organs you
are quite sure to remove the cause of bad
breath. You can see that this would be
so, because imperfect digestion clogs, the
organs with foul poisons and sluggish
bowels fail to pass them off. So, if you are
one of these unfortunates, I counsel
you to
take my Dr. True’s Elixir; because a lifetime of experience proves beyond question
that it will set the stomach and bowels
right and keep them so. It is the best
remedy for indigestion, constipation, biliousness, feverishness and worms. It drives
from the body, with gentle force, the accumulated poisons and any worms that may
be present. Thus, Dr. True’s Elixir has
proved, and is proving, a source of health
to thousands. It is sold by reliable dealers
all over the country; also in Canada, South
America, Cuba; Honolulu; Bombay and

Calcutta, India; Shanghai, China; Cairo,
Egypt; Athens, etc. Price 35c, 50c and

$1.00.
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Rusher visited at J. W. !
How many people suffer from an aching
week.... Mrs. Maude jack?
Nelson was called to Waterville last week by
How few know the cause?
the serious illness of her sister, Mrs. Cl tylen
If it hurts to stoop or lift
Weeks ...Mrs. Georgia Taylor spent a few
If you suffer sudden, darting pains
If you are weak, lame and tired.
days last week with her son, John i'aylor.
(
Mr. and Mrs.

M.

Nutter’s

day

one

March,

E.

—

Suspect

NORTH ISLcSBOKO
Mr. Alfred Decker

spent last week with rt laMiss Nellie Rose of >wantives in Brooks
ville, and her aunt, Mrs. Theresa Grindle,
whom she is v suing, called on relatives in this
part of the town one day last week ...Mrs.
Helen Ryder spent last week in Belfast, the

guest of Mrs. Frank H. Mayo... A Sunday
school social was held in the vestry Wednesday eve ing March 12th The time was pleasantly spent liste ing to graphophone selectiuns, a song by Mrs. Georgia Pendleton and
Mrs. Tdella Moody, readings by Mrs. M. R.
Trim, Mrs. Ina McLaughlin and Lena Rose,

|

Treat

j
j

!

singing hymns and guessing original conunAfter partaking of a treat of apples,
candy and pop corn, nearly every one present
expressed their enjoyment of the evening hv
brief remarks.

W1NTERPORT.
were

j

started March 14th to induce the Bangor Railroad and Electric Company to extend its elec-

j

general

movement

and

petitions

j

village. In the Spring the i
company w ill extend its Hampden line 1.*, miles,
which would make but 7^ more miles to build
to reach Winterport. It is set f rth that the
trie

lines

to

signal.
sign may be headache or dizziness,
Scanty, painful, or too frequent urination.
The first

Nervousness

;

kidneys.

Watch for nature’s

ng,
Avert the

drums.

A

v*'ur

or a

dead-tired feei-

constant

the line

a

the

weakened

E’dney Pills.
A remedy especially
Endorsed

in

kidneys

for sick

with

Doan’s

kidneys.

Belfast by your friends arid

neighbors.
Mrs. Hattie Wallace, Sti Waldo avenue, Belfast, Me., says: “Doan's Kidney Pills are a fine
kidney remedy. They have been used in my
household for the past four years arid I and
nther members of my family have derived
1 willing!.. rtc>mgreat benefit from them.
niend this lemody to other kidney sufferers.’
Price 50 cents. Twot or sale by all dealers.
ter-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York, sole agents
for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s-and take no
jther.

paying proposition.

and Phyllis Estes passed Thursday and Friday
in Augusta with their father, Representative
A. L. Estes_R. E. Stone is visiting his sister
in Wisconsin... Merton Wingate ha3 employment in Massachusetts... Mrs. Berdena Fitzgerald and son of Winslow have been visiting
her mother, Mrs. Jennie White ...Walter
Taylor and family of Pittsfield were guests of
Mrs. Taylor’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. John

Smith, Sunday.
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Ihe finest
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resi-

Belfast—containing

dences in

survey for the road w as made several 3 ears
ago. It is understood that the people of

rooms

and

a

bath.

and cold water in six

Hot

sleeping
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rooms.

storage accommodations. Fine j
stable connected.

particulars apply
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freight and passenger traffic of thi.> vil age,
which has 1400 people and is the Winter terminal of the Boston steamers as well as the
center of a large country district, and is but
three miles from Frankfort with 1000 people,
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Frankfort, where the Mt. Waldo granite
A Generous Offer to Mexico.
works, employing a good many men, are located, are taking an interest and will endeavor,
But one kindness it would be delightful ; if the line is extended in Winterport, to have
to do Mexico, if it were practicable. She
it carried even farther down the river.
needs a wise and competent military
despot, and here’s our Col. Roosevelt, TROY.
the wisest, kindest, most honest, most
Mrs. Miller Richardson, nee Sarah Jackson,
versatile and most experienced despot in
of West Troy, died suddenly March 4th. She
the world, out of office and in the pink
had done her work as usual the day before.
of training!
Dear Mexico, do you want dear Theo- Her age was 60 years. The funeral was held
dore? Will you have him to be yours, to Saturday, Rev. F. S. Dolliff of Jackson officiatlove, honor and obey, cherish and keep. ing The interment was in Pittsfield_Mrs.
ior ricner or poorer, tor better or worse,
Ella Jackson of Massachusetts, who was called
till death do you part?
here by the death of Mrs. Richardson, will reTake him, dear friend; he is a corker!
main with Mr. Richardson for a time... Mrs.
“Bless you my children!”
Roderick Coffin is recovering frc.m a recent
that's
and
a
“Well,
done,
good job.” ! severe
surgical operation performed by Dr.
-Life.
Kilgore of Brooks, assisted by Drs. Whitney and Whitaker of Unity.... Misses Gladys

AibctaS FojuI E3reaih.
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The remains of Marin, widow of the late Dr.
Benj. Colson, who died at her home in Bangor,
MAINE.
March 14th, aged 84 years, were brought here
and laid beside her husband in the village cemhave decided to close out the
etery. They were residents of this village !
now in my
many years and leave many friends here by
stock of
i whom they are kindly remembered as good
of
store with a view to
citizens, neighbors and friends. Mrs. Colson
sales made
leaves three children—Josiah Colson of Pros- business.
pect, Tamson and Etta of Bangor; one sister in every
.The ReStockton and a brother in the west
bills will be turned
bekahs have postponed their goose sociable
until Monday, the 24th, on account of its conover
to
without
my
flicting with other entertainments.... Horace
Webber and Isaac Cook have gone to Massa- further notice.
chusetts for an indefinite stay with relatives.
....Joseph Palmer is doing a good business
sawing shingles and clapboards in his mill....
Maurice Brailey has been using his nice little
gasolene engine cutting up wood pileB in this
village... Mr. Arthur Knights has had six
nice horses come from Boston.... The trustees
of the Waldo & Penobscot Agricultural society
met last Saturday to make final arrangements
for the premium list for the coming fair.
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Freedom, Me,, February
notice. The subscribers
give notice that they have been duly
executrices of the last will and tes-

Executrices*

hereby
appointed

tament of

CATHARINE McCormick, late of WInterport.
iu the County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
demands
against the estate of said dehaving
ceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
MARY MORGAN,
ELLEN H. MORGAN.

Wlnterport, February 11,1913.

M»l

ADMINISTRATOR'S
seriber hereby giv*"
adniiu

been
of

duly appointed

GEORGE HERRICK.
In the County of Waldo,
bonds as the law directs
demands against the estatare desired to present tlie .-*
and all indebted thereto an
payment immediately.

^ (

Belfast, February 11, m3.
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GENERAL LEE ON

Skin

of thc Librarianthe Belfast Free Library:
,«*<**, V.»« the honor to submit the
Free
report of the Belfast
kep art

On_Flre ?

DUTY.

A Letter Written to His Eldest Son in
1852 Shows Character ol Confederate

Leader.

Just the mild, simple wash, the well
known D.D.D. Prescription for Eczema,

GrandSweepstakesTrophy

The death of Gen G. W. C. Lee, eldand the itch is gone.
est son of Gen. R. E. Lee, chronicled in
a
trial wiil prove it.
,te in this report, which
the Sun of Feb. 19th, recalled to mind a
We have sold other remedies for skin
-j;'.' century milestone of this
private letter of the famous general
trouble hut none that we could guaranthe
with
gratitude
mention
written to this son. under date of
tee as we can the D.D.D. remedy.
If
Nathaniel
April
iHzeitinc.and also
first
the
regular size $1.00 bottle does 6, 1852, when Custis Lee was a cadet
is supported.
at
Pt: us gift it
not do exactly as we say, it will not
the United States Military
their wish to promote
cost you a cent
Academy at
West Point, and which was found at Ar,,.sts of the city, the LiWin. O. Poor & Son, Druggists.
place in our school
lington House during the Civil War says
e collection of referRobert E. Kelly in the New York’ Sun
rooms
removed
from the neccessary disturbsiir.able aid as supple- j
The
letter throughout is characterized
ance at the delivery desk.
In
when
we
1908.
by
esand
all
in
grades,
Furthermore, the j made an effort to obtain assistance from Mr, conciseness, concinnity and clarity, and
h. ,ol.
on this account should find a
his
after
representative,
investigaplace in any
.trded by the Library Carnegie,
of many tion of our endowment and amount of income, anthology as a master-piece of correct
,r>_• anization
answered that Belfast was fortunate in having English and a model of
\ special purchases are1
parental
characstance given in every already received so generous gifts for library
ter-building advice:

•$1..";;r a,,„ual
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....
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1

these students purposes, and suggested that any additional
the several hun- facilities be furnished by taxation or local
circulation bear witness ; subscription. So, since there is no hope of
the advantages of the assistance from Mr. Carnegie, and the prob,1
lem of shelf-room must he solved in some
cation.
way soon. If only an estimate of the cost « f
c.'.'TRATION.
building should be made this year, it might
new
of
198
registration
prove the beginning. Then, when it is known
i. nu March 1, 1913, makwhat sum, in addition to the Field Fund, is
...
hist cards issued since neccessary, possibly, by some means, the
> nave been cancelled heamount might be raised, if public attention
ingt; of residence during were directed toward the Library.
In closing, I wish to thank the Trustees and
Book Committee for their interest and ser; I.ATION.
vices to the Library, and to commend Miss
n.i .tionof books has been
Edna Crawford, who served efficiently as
12. the number loaned assistant librarian
during Miss Hall's absence.
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When half

his yearly crop

was

Comand
Canada.
United
States
petition
Messrs. E. L. Cleveland Company also won the First Prize for
Best County Exhibit for Potatoes. (Silver Cup valued
The E. L. Cleveland

A Masculine

U. of Belfast.
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For, levy taxes as you may
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reading-

quickly

More Accident and Health
Insurance in Maine

Writes

A

Announces

held

possible
possession as a power generatoi

his new
in a score of different ways.

Any skin itching is a temper tester. Th<
Doan’i
more you scratch the worse it itches.
Ointment is for piles, eczema—any Bkin itch50c
at
all
stores.
ing.
drug

as

on

Ojure

time.
NO

Methods

rational

and

SICKNESS, MENTAL
DERANGEMENT OR COLLAPSE.

! The KEELEY INSTITUTE
151 Congress Street

Portland, Maine

TELEPHONE 2224

Home Remedies for Tobacco
and Nervousness

Using

Office hours-10
7 to 8 p.

Premiums and

I

interest

paid

|
637,260 83 I.
384,267 22
74,363 63

to 12 m.t 1

to

3 p.

m

!

appointment.

i

j

23tf

Telephone connection

|.

I

93 MAIN STREET,

Neal 3

d- ti and

goods of every de
Furniscriptioii.
ture. bedding, carpets, stoves, etc
Antique furniture
a specialty. Ifyoi
have anything te

210,247 7<

me
sell
post a ca»d and you will receive a prompt cab.
WALTEK H. wOOMBS,
Corner Cross ami Federal Str ts. Belfast,

drop

$8,153,948 4'
best Life, Accident and Healtl
Insurance communicate with

the

All members of the Belfast Board o
Trade and all wishing to become member
are invited to call on Eton B. Cilchrest, thi

E, C. MORAN & COMPANY,
Maine

secretary, and leave three dollars in ex
change for a membership ticket for 1913

3wll_

6tf
t

Day

DRINK HABIT
be overcome by the NEAL 3-DAY
TREATMENT. No'hypodermics used. Results absolutely certain. All dealings confidential. DRUG HABITS SUCCESSFULLY
TREATED. Call upon, address or phone

can

a

NOTICE

Drink Treatment

“From the testimony that 1 have received
this cure seems to be really marvellous, and
I sincerely trust you may be able to reach and
help many who are iu»w under the sway of this
terrible evil.” From cashier of First National
Bank in a New England city. The

BELFAST. MAINE
rte con

in

Rockland,

Bank Gashser Endorses

DENTIST,

Surplus as regards Policyholders
[including Capital Stock $1,000,000 00]. 1,338,997 8]

General Agents,

m.

and bv

247,624 58

advance; Bills awaiting presentation for payment; Reserve for
Accrued Premium Taxes; Dividends to policyholders, etc.

For

a.

m..

CORNER CHURCH AND BRIDGE STREET!

LIABILITIES
Policy Reserve.$6,604,702 95
All other Liabilities, including
ClaimB in process of adjustment;

For

test of
humane.

limited his practice

AND KL1KACT10N.

|

Policyholders (Policies
collateral). 1,014.570 68

$8,153,948 47

A Scientific Treatment

and the ONLY ONE that has stood the

has

Tye. far, Nose and Throat

1,759,894 53

Real Estate

Real Estate.
Cash in banks and on hand.
Premium notes and premiums in
process of collection (net).
Accrued Interest

I

and

that he

THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY.

Mortgages

Liquor
Drug Using

Y.

t<» diseases of the

Loans to

;

York, N,

Columbian National

!

“There are 67,000 fewer horses or
Kansas farms than there were four
years ago, 16,000 more motor-cars and
motor-trucks, and 1,000 more tractior
engines,” writes Thaddeus S. Dayton,
All through the
in Harper’s Weekly.
west the faithful horse is being superseded in this way.
He is vanishing al
the rate of about six per cent, a year,
The Western farmer first bought s
motor-car partly for the pleasure of himself and his family, partly for convenience in getting in to market, and partij
to save his horses.
Being a practica
man fertile in expedients and with mors
or
less knowledge of machinery, he
to make use o1
found it

Profitable

THE

it

The Motor-Truck and the Farmer.

a

Company,

51 Chambers Street, New

i‘expensive.
today.

CA S TO R I A

You will receive prompt and careful attention.
You ought to i end “The Story of

woman ought to have
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
E. Pinkliam’s SO-page I
National Life Insurance Co.
The
Columbian
Text Book. 11 is not a book for
October 31, 1912.
as
Year
it
For
is
too
ending
distribution,
.general
J
It is free and only I
I ADMITTED ASSETS
obtainable by mail.
Write for
Ronds and Stocks, market value...$4,035,967 0C

Besides, if you will tax the cat
She ought to have a vote
The suffragette insists on that.
And though you gag a bit thereat.
She’ll cram it down your throat.

Carpenter, Brooks, Maine, j|

Potato Crop” written by an Aroostook County,
Maine, farmer. A copy is sent free on request.

FOR FLETCHER’S

ING SYSTEM.
that in

F.. A,

Every

Children Cry

.$159 81

occiotanoo

to

OR

Eydia

Tribune.

requirements known

Jackson & Hall, Belfast, Maine, I

Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Jo., (confidential) Lynn, Macs.

guest.
home.

Then you had better not forget
The cat is feminine—
And if you get her in a pet
She’ll find a way to hand you, yet,
Amenities feline!
G. B. M. in the New York

l.OEIPTS.

.f

<v<ino«niia

—

g books has
--lees.
The titles are
i.<-t ion of interest to
■

If you will make your

Out of the vast volume of experience
which they have to draw from, it is more
than possible that they possess the very
knowledge needed in your case. Nothing is asked in return except your good
will, and their advice has helped thousands. Surely any woman, rich or poor,
should be glad to take advantage of this

122

which we
■ned.

v- ::-,rr

E. Frank Coe Fertilizers have been on the market for
fifty-five years. During all this time they have maintained the highest standard of excellence. Today they combine
tne highest teachings of agricultural science with the results ot
long practical experience. Is it not to your personal profit to
avail yourself of these advantages when these really superior
goods are offered you at prices no higher than are commonly
charged for fertilizers of the ordinary sort?
over

icine Co., Lynn,
Mass.
Your letter
will be opened, read
and answered by a
woman and held in
strict confidence. A woman can freely
talk of her private illness to a woman ;
thus has been established a confidential
correspondence which has extended over
many years and which has never been
broken. Never have they published a
testimonial or used a letter without the
written consent of the writer, arid never
has the Company allowed these confidential letters to get out of their possession, as the hundreds of thousands
of them in their files will attest

Massachusetts solons who
Propose to tax the cat
Have bit off more than they can chew—
They’ll raise a pretty how-d’ye-do,
Be very sure of that.

Obeying nobody’s behest,
Contentedly she takes her

of

1

This splendidly equipped factory is devoted exclusively to
the preparation of fertilizers especially ad. pted to Maine Soils
and Maine Crops.

Women suffering from any form of
are invited to communicate
promptly with the
woman’s private
correspondence department of the Lydia E. Pinkham Med-

Those

A cat is just an honored
Who makes herself at

large addition to the Coe-Mortimer factory
Belfast, Maine, has just been completed.
A

femaie ills

1

use

FERTILIZERS

Suggestions.

■»

And Jack he settled down in Maine,
Hoed corn, raised chickens and reaped grain;
He’d travelled round the world to find
A place just suited to his mind,
And found it after years of doubt—
The town from which he started out.
"The way to get on fast,” says he,
“Is just to stay right where you be.”
—Sam Walter Foss.

Company

E. FRANK

Thousands Have Been Helped
By Common Sense

Jack landed confident and proud.
But soon was missing in the crowd;
He mingltd in the general swim,
And Gladstone never called or. him,
And still the Queen she sat alone,
Nor asked him up to share her throne:
He ming.ed in the million rout
And fat refused to sift, him out.
Jack vanished; but the rolling world
Upon its axis still was whirled;
Tiie symptoms of the universe
Were not much better nor much worse;
And when friend Jack appeared again
‘Twas six months later down in Maine.

in the United States.

$200.00.)

at

TO SICK WOMEN

a hard, premature, quick frost.
Jack said, “This country is a failure,
1 ship, next Monday, for Australia,”
He found Australia was too new,
Its risks too great, its gains too few.
He said, “No longer I’ll stay curled
In this back entry of the world;
And this time I propose to go
To where my goods will have a show;
There is a city of some size
Wherein a soul of enterprise
Can heap up piles of gold and gain,
And find a chance to use his brain.
Arid reach great affluence and renown”—
And so Jack sailed to London town.

By

largest seed potato growers

open to the entire

Hitt ADVICE

lost

self-rpspecting cat will pay.
“Well,” you reply, “the owner may.”
But who pray, “owns” a cat.

books.
rury..

to

To California he escapes,
And settles down to raising grapes.

No

copies weekly.
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wonderful remedy than that of undertaking to be one thing 1
M. ybe your rheuma- before a man's face and another behind
his back.
We should live, act and say
tic pains come from stomach, liver and kidney
nothing to the injury of anyone. It is
Vose. Northport
C
Electric Bitters will give you not
troubles.
only best as a matter of principle,
Wood, West Belfast.
j
prompt relief. 50c and $1.00. R commended but it is the path of peace and honor. In
i phema Robbins has
all
,-chool library.which
j
druggists.
by
regard to duty, let me, in conclusion of
such favor that we
this hasty letter, inform you that
nearly
anent branch of the
j a hundred years ago there was a day of
BORDER STATE BALLADS.
; remarkable
still
gloom and darkness
HOME LIBRARIES.
[The bluff and kindly poet, whose “House | known as the dark day, a day when the
in
the i light of the sun was
1,313
by the Si ie of the Road” is a classic
slowly extinguished,
101
| land, has here set forth a character—a wander- ; as if by an eclipse. The legislature of
96
ing Maineite—than whom there are none more Connecticut was in
session, and as its
40
frequently met with nor better known. Some members saw the
unexpected and unacare finding out, after a trial of the rest of the
countable
darkness
!
coming on they snar1,850
world, that Maine fi's them best after all. Sam
It
Walter F«.ss. who died about a year ago. was ed in the general awe and terror.
lorn in Candia, New Hampshire, in 1*58, aid was supposed by many that the last day,
r for the year is
n.
had been for the most part resident of the Iiay
the day of judgment, had come.
SomeHe was a
number of volumes State and librarian at Somerville
one, in the consternation of the hour,
of Brown University, and published ! moved an
graduate
Then there
adjournment.
11 so 1.214 have been
of vrr.se
books
emitted, “Back Country arose an old Puritan
legislator, Daven2 volumes on the
from
Wild
Meadows,”
Poems,” “Whiffs
of
and
said
that if the
Stamford,
“Dreams in Homespun,” and “Songs of War ] port
i last day has come he desired to be found
and Peace.’’1
1 ASS IF I ED.
at his place doing his duty, and theredawson’s pilgrimage.
182
fore moved that candles be brought in,
69
so that the house could proceed with us
Jack Dawson lived way down in Maine,
;nd periodHoed corn, raised chlckehs and reaped grain. ; duty.
80
There was quietness in that man s
But said that Maine was noi designed
10
For men of mastery and mind;
soul, the quietness of heavenly wisdom
7
And said no man of any soul
and inflexible willingness to obey present
61
Should vegetate in such a hole;
duty.
“Vermont’s the State,” said he, “I want,
27
|
Duty, then, is the sublimest word in
And Pil raise butter in Vermont
44
our language. Do your
duly in all things
59
At
Jack
butter,
took
a
like
the old Puritan.
then,
turn,
1
You cannot do
52
P.ut found it hard t > work the churn.
more.
You
should
never
wish to do less.
39
“The air here in Vermont.” says he.
Never let me and your mother wear one
54
“Is much too rarified for me;
gray hair for any lack of duty on your
No man of enterprise and dash,
i
701
Your affectionate father,
part,
Who hankers after fame and cash,
G. W. Custis Lee.
R. E. Lee.
Will browse around this barren peak
V.‘CESSIONS.
;
How simple, true and honest R. E.
And grind his nose down to a beak;
••
r, Fund.
469
These hills may soak in snow and sleet—
Lee appears in this letter; what a noble
is Fund.. 53
I’ll go to Kansas and raise wheat.”
and conscientious character stands re- 1
Malt- Stipend. 95
vealed in the tenderness of his devoted
35
Jack found the weevils in his wheat
5
societies.
Would neither parley nor retreat;
paternal solicitude and the grandeur of
meat. 19
Then said that Kansas was a place
I his terse maxims.
Maine. 13
Unsuited to the human race;
.vidua's. 2
But 'twas a most delightful State
but

IRRAEIES.

!*

__,

a friend asks a faver
you should grant
it, if it is reasonable; if not, tell him
plainly why you cannot. You will wrong
THE CAUSE OF RHEUMATISM
him and wrong yourself by
equivocation
Stomach trouble, lazy liver and deranged of any kind. Never do a
wrong thing to
! kidneys are the cause of rheumatism. Get make a friend or
keep one; the man who
|
your stomach, liver, kidneys and bowels in requires you to do so is dearly purchased
at
a sacrifice.
condition
by taking Electric Bitters,
| healthy
Deal kindly, but firmly, wiih your
and you will not be troubled with the pains of
classmates. You will find it the policy
rheumatism. Charles B. Allen, a school prinwhich wears best.
Above all. do not
cipal of Sylvania, Ga., who suffered indescrib- pear to other what you are not. If apyou
able torture from rheumatism,liver and stomach have
fault
to
find with anyone, tell
any
trouble and diseased kidneys, writes:
“All him, not others, of what you
complain;
remedies failed until I used Electric Bitters, there is no more dangerous experiment

2,282

on

occasion,

it- fill* rrrnnfnd

AT

If

Annie Leonora Barr, Librarian.

.17,475
2,987

period-

lolrn

Respectfully submitted,

CLASSIFIED.

1. und

Best State Exhibit of Potatoes

of March 26th, 27th and 28th.
Your letters breathe a true spirit of frankness
They have given myself and your mother
great pleasure. You must study to be
frank with the world; frankness is the
child of honesty and courage. Say what
you mean to do on every
and

..

vears.

FOR

Arlington House, April 5, 1852.
My Dear bon —I am just in the act of
leaving home for New Mexico. My old
regiment has been ordered to that distant region and I must hasten to see that
they are properly taken care of. I have
but little to add in reply to your letters

to

ouree,

pP*

($750.00 STERLING SILVER CUP)

|

THE NEAL

INSTITUTE,

147 Pleasant Ave., Portland, Maine.
Telephone 4216.

FOR SALE
;

!

NOTICE OF SALE

!

to a license from the Honorable
Judge of Probate for the County of Waldo, 1 shall sell at public auction, on the seventh
day of A >ril, A. D. 1913, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon, on the premises, all the right, title
j and
interest which Catherine Mayo, late of
J
Monroe, in said County, deceased, had in and

PURSUANT

;
!

to the following described real estate, viz:
A
I certain lot or parcel of land, with the buildings
J thereon, situated in said Monroe, bounded and
described as follows, to wit: Beginning at the
j north line of the highway leading from Monroe
Village to Jackson and at the southeast corner
j of land conveyed by Greenleaf C. Nealley to
j Charles Sargent; thence northerly at about
| right angles from the road on the east line of
said land conveyed to said Sargent sixteen and
one-half rods to a a stake and stones; thence
easterly parallel with said highway sixteen and
one-half rods to a stake and stones; thence
southerly parallel with the west line sixteen
; and one-half rods to the north line of said
highway to a stake and stones; thence westarly by said highway to the lirst mentioned
j bounds, containing one acre and one hundred
J and twelve rods, more or less.
Dated this fourth day of March. A. D. 1913.

]

|

OVERLAND 1910 TOURING CAR In gooi I
condition with new

top.

Price reasonable

ORRIN J
lltf

DICKEY,
Bellast, Maine.

io

myron f. Parker.

SEARSPORT.
Mr.

Makes Nome

John B. Black celebrated his 83rd birthMarch 17th.

Maine, March 11, 1826, the son of Rev. and
Mrs. Hugh Carley. This Baptist minister later
brought his family to a permanent home in
Prospect, where the subject of this obituary
grew to maturity, spending in his young man-

Baking Easy

day Monday,

Springs with

Miss Eudavilia Cleaves left last week for
Boston for spring styles in millinery.

Mrs. Lincoln A. Colcord and daughter, Miss
Joanna C. Colcord, arrived Saturday from New
York.

Henry W. Davis and family of Prospect have
moved into one of E. A. Buker’s tenement.? on
Elm street.
The rain and foggy weather for the past
week has ruined the sledding and the snow is
nearly all gone.

Mr. and Mrs. Percy M. Dodge are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a daughter,
born March 12th.
Mrs. F. A. Nye is closing out her millinery
business in the Leach biock on Main street on
account of ill health.

POWDER

Clifford N. Staples, the Stockton meat man,
is on the route again with a full supply of
fresh meats of all kinds.

Absolutely Pure
Tho

Michael Ward, who has been confined to the
house the past eleven weeks w ith rheumatism,

improving

is

very

only baking powder

slowly.

made from Royal Grape

Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Porter returned last
week from Worcester, Mass., where they had
been spending the winter.

Cream of Tartar

noalum.no lime phosphate

Eugene N. Shute,

who is employed in the
store of Cobb, Bates & Yerxa, in Boston, is
a
few
at
spending
days home.

lesson.
filled was I. wiiir His great purr bn of
the people
thd~nv>:
pose !'■
niovtd l.;,
not. at a!
He s;»v the hollow
tni eker\
rv
d know that those who
f fH:*
listen for piaise sail-:- oi.ly t*.. ii own vanity. Ted \ ? in* j ••opl< tni.iht cast before Hint
their gn’mer.L-. lut tomorrow they would
turn against
Hun.
A mo ;,<1 thought is t! e
final triumph of righteousness.
In some way
and at some t me right wid always receive its
reward. Je.-us was despised and rejected, yet
“His »ewaid was with H;m and his work hefore Iiin»Just beyond Calvary lay the
Kingdom. Greet this King of Kings with
true homage and today
He will enter into
your hea-ts. “Who is this King of Glory?
The l ord of hosts. He is the King of Glory.”

Lillian Burch id’ Biddeford Pool arrived
ihe guest of her son, Prof

Mrs.

Saturday and is
Joseph E. Burch,

on

■■

..

Waier street.

Miss Lucy A. Sargent is closing out her
fancy goods in the Leach store on

stock of
M.,;,

will

(V...

fmm hnci..,«>c

Mrs. H. M. Hailey, who has been confined to
the house for several weeks with the grip, is
improving and is able to be about the house.
F’ive wood-sawing machines are in operation
in the village at the present time. The price
this winter is 80 cents per cord for three cuts.
Dr. A. A. Jackson of Everett, Mass., arrived
on business connected w ith the buddat Pleasant Point the coming

Saturday

;

nal care and maternal solicitude and devotion in
their happy home,Mrs. Carley was “one of Heaven’s natural mothers,” as her husband once
remarked to the writer of this tribute to a
noble-hearted, intelligent, quiet n. n, who always met the world squarely and dealt honest1}' by his fellow men ! Sympathy is extended
to the widow, the adopted son, the two sisters.
Mrs. Lemuel Ames and Miss Anna Parley of
i’rospect; the two brothers, Mr. Daniel Carley
of Prospect and Mr. Alvin Carley of Bucksport, and to several nieces, Mrs. Leroy Nicker-

spring,

STOCKTON

Edmun Enohas a German trout in his aquarium in the window at hin cafe, “Shore Acres,'’
on Main street, which is a great attraction tor
the youngsters.

1

grip.

prevailing

colds.

atives in Belfast.

J. Walsh of Newark, N. J., traffic manager of the A. A. C. Co., was in town Thursday
on business and while here was the guest of
Supt. and Mrs. H. G. Curtis.
W

J. L. Hamilton and family have moved into
Hamilton house, the latter havBoston, where he has secured
steady employment as a house carpenter.
the Lawrence
ing moved to

large

amount

Arthur Foote of Ea&t Boston took
Thursday 's Boston steamer for home, after attending the funeral of her father, the late Mr.
Crawford F. Treat, West Main street, Tuesday
Mrs.

yard.

afternoon.

lire alarm Tuesday at 7 10 a
m. was
a slight blaze at, the residence of
on
Main
street.
W
ilson
C.
Nichols
A
Mrs.
mattress in an unoccupied room caught fire
from seme cause unknow n. Only the mattress

Mr. and Mrs. Warren M. Treat f Chelsea,
Mass., called here by the decease of Mr. T.’s
father, Mr. Crawford F. Treat, West Main

The

caused by

was

there

left last Thursday afternoon

street,

going by Boston

damaged.

for hi

n.p.

steamer.

Mrs.

Simeon B. Merrithew, Church street,
suffered a most painful attack of grip, combined with pleurisy, last wcik, Lut is more
comfortable at this wiling, Monday, although
still confined to liie house.

H. G. Curtis, superintendent of the A.
A C. C*>. at Mack’s Pont, shipped Monday,
over :• e B. & A. railroad, 3,44& barrels of fertilizer to points in northern Maine
Capt.
C urt.s now h;u 100 men in his employ and business is very brisk.

Cap'

J. A. Flanders, East Main street, left
Monday tor Boston, en route to YVestdale,
Mass., to visit her motlm. Other Massachusetts cities will be vi:-ited. and. possibly New
\ orb, bt loro her retu? u o block
u.
Mrs.

Th« remains of Capt* Lincoln A. Colcord, w ho
die d ■■'. heart failure on board his steamer, th<
Kansan of the American-Hawaii an line, while
in port at
Bremenhaven, Germany, have
arnved in New York and are expected on the
boat from Huston Thursday accompanied by
The funeral wiii
sun, Lincoln A. Colcord.
lake place at 11 a. n
'J hursday, at the Sweetfiur hiiniPKioi.
hv Mr am) Mrs Lincoin A. Colcord.

Mr. and

making quite

are
in

he

ev.

nsive

Maple street,

interior

a

I (orations

their residence, which when completed
a

great

especially

..

Mrs. Charles Lu.er}

improvem-

about

nt

.ining

in

tl:

room, k

coi v<

ichtu,

v\

ill

mences,
etc.

The response, -four |
pie, to th “Singing
School” suggestion, has hetn sufficiently enthusiastic to war: at vhe announcement of the
meeting oi the ci...-s m Iliciil.on. hail on Tuesday evening, Man- 25th. For details see toils
later in post office.
<

Obituary. Chailes F. Park died at the
Sailor’s Snug Harbor, '-Jew Brighton, N. Y.,
March 11th. aged 68 yea is. He was the son of
the late Cap'.. Janies 1\. ai d Nancy (Curti:-)
Park, aiid was born in Prospect, now .-oarsHe began to follow' the sea
port, in 1S44.
when a boy, as steward.
Retiring from the
sea h
worked :n the clothing store of Henry
Paine & Co. of Poston for several years.
During his seafaring career he sailed in trie
coastwise trade with his i.nele, the late Capt.
J. G Park for several y>-ars and with Caps..
Nathan P. Carver and «\.pt. Be? j. Pendleton
in ships and lurks engaged in tin- foreign
trade always in the cap. :ity of steward. The
rein; ins wer
interred
the beautiful cemHe is surtery at the Sailor’s Snip! Harbor
vived by one brother, William E. Park, by
one sister, Mrs. Georg
a cher, both of Nash
N
ua,
H.. and by me half-sister. Mrs.
Grace *i entworth of Cearsport.Thomas
H. Dermv. a f> rmer well-known farmer of
for
40
in Upton,
Searsp
years, died
Mass. Macn 14 h, it lie home of his son,.
3 rank P. Uecrnw, where re was accustomed to
e winters, after an illness of about one
pass
no m
w in
paialysis. He was born in Freed< n
Mr ii.e, and married Dorothy Libby in
lb Ti
I fi-y were parents of eight children, all
ol wh rn are living: Waiter E. of Stockton
Springs, Joseph of Brooks, Thomas L. of Belfast, Frank P. of Upton. Mass.. Misses Dorothy
M. and A::ubah of Upton, Mass
Mrs. Myra E.
Hanson o* Sandypoint and Mrs. Sarah E. Stapies of Philadelphia. Tie remains arrived
Monday rum Upton and the funeral services ;
were he d at the M. E. church. Rev. J. A.
Weed and Rev. C. H. McElhiney officiating. 1
The ren ains were placed in the receiving
tomb in Elmwood cemetery until spring. The
bearers were Capt. D. C. Nickels, E. C. Pike,
A. L. Sweetser and E. A. Buker.

The Ladies’Aid Society will be entertained
ihi
Thursday, atternoon, socially, by Mrs.
Aiiiiit K
Hairnnan, East Alain street. All
aro <:•'jc\iilv invited, to he participants in the
aru pla> ii.g and social chatting of the houis,
0.- trie genial hostess.
<

Mr.
Aivak

Crawford A. Treat, son of Mr. and Mrs.
C. iitat, Chu ch stieet, called from

olby College to attend the burial services
ms grandfather, the late
Air. Craw fold
Treat, retuined

lo

his studies

Alaich 12th,

for
F.
be-

welcome

See
j
j

mill

tax

the

aggregate attendance of

he

..'..montorv cnV.u.U

monstrance to

r«

Ii
cur

wuc

satisfactory

a

the

are

consideration by the
indorse the

voted to

pie.

After

a

set

jre?er.ted

H. York read a paper entitled “The value of
sophomore at his college.
birds to our farmers” and Arthur Smith, MasMrs. Harry YV. Griffin of Alat tapoieet, Mass.,
ter of Penobscot Pomona, favored the grange
arrived last Thursday to surprise her parents, j with a humorous
declamation, and being encorCapt. and Mrs Frank A. Patterson, East Main ed responded with one of Holman Day’s
street, by a visit. Welcome to btcckiuii, is poems.
A topic. The grange and its possigladly extended to “Genie Alay” by her num- bilities. (1) As a eo-opeiative agency, was
in
ing a

f|
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FROM 49c. TO $6.00

Dresses, Kimonas, Aprons, etc.
A very high grade of goods at the lowest

M. H.

HILTON,

tools.

ng

Man

on

the \\ hite Slave Tiaffii

of M.

Defeats
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Colby won first and second places m
jump, first and third in the low

neet.

broad

urdles, second and third in the 25 yard dash
i>d tied for second place in shot put. Maine
Aleanix won 17 of
/on all three relay races.

( Jolby’s
1 eet.

uints.

Shepard

put the sh«

t

40 2-l(

Poor’s Mills.
There will be a drama,
Uncle Rube,” at the hall, Tuesday evening,
f larch 25th.
Admission 10 cents; supper 10
L-nt«.

All

are

invited

If

Th

returns

and

Hors s,
attl &
hoys are kef.-*. HHfiiPi
health by
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Get Prat is I ■•lit-shartng’
Booklet
1313 Ai“an*w; FREE

L. T. SHALES & KON

stormy, the

i

lakes the place of
.Ik at S>.ss han half
the cost and c.ilws do ju.-t as wcl: or l etter
on it.
U:;sy to it- simply make it into a
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Clothing

skim milk if you
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most any ki
show it to you.
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have it.

^52
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100 Gallons of Gruel
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list now, and

for $3.50.
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FULLY EQJV, 73 WHOLE WJILK.

I Alt N
In Deer Isle, February 1M, to M r.
and Mrs. Mathew H. Eaton,
-p.
GkiN’DLE. In Penobscot, March 13, to Mr.
Mrs. Maurice I*'. Grindle, a <i -tighter.
Hall.
In Belfast, March 11. to Mr
Mrs. Clarence E. Hall, a daughter, Carol ii..
Electa.
Henry. In Swanville, March 15, to Mr. ’’
Mrs Henry, a son.
Mayo. In Castine, Ftb’uary L“J, to Mr.
Mrs. Roy W. Mayo, a daughter.
Snowman. In Orland, March 8, to Mr.
Airs. Eben L. Snowman, a daughter.
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THE PERFECT MILK SUBSTITUTE
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have
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if you have a piece
send us a descrii

Conditioner*?

stor-k condition**!
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HOll.N

Okono, March 15th. University of Maine
‘lie third dual indoor meet with Colhy
omght, 3b to 31, tin- last event deciding the
ho

Healthy Stock
(pg )
the
f&SB-

aiwnvs

Colby.

iron

c

!<m

Si 300.

prices.

Vs

girl.”
U.

1

I

good high land

anxious to go l\

Xorthport

■

I ig trade

80 acre farm in

Next Door to National Bank.

Forrest C Pendleton, a native of Noithport
it’(i a nephew of llep. Forrest Currier of Cam
trade <f th<
leu, discussed the white si.
Jnitcd States, in a recent issue of the Karsai
Jity Post. Mr. Perdieton is or e of the sp« cia
igents of the bureau ot ii.ve.stiga'ion of th<
lepartment of justice of he national governnent, and the government officers have organzed a National association at the suggestior
>f Inspector Finch of lC.ltimore, a speeia
tommissioner for Lh' suppresio of w hite slavt
rafiic.This organization is to aid girls who w ish
;o reform.
Mr. Pendleton says in the Post
‘If the wage for women and girls is made a
omfortable living and these organizations arc
ormed all over the country, l see a a uch
(l ighter moral future for the America; work-

J

acre

75 acre farm in I :m

I

\

At'-,

farm, 3 1
Nice buildings, larg
A bargain at $320

NEW YORK NECKWEAR from 15c. to $5.00.
MIDDY and RUSSIAN FI CUES, wilh coined patent
leather belts to be worn with Ihem, for young ladies, 98c
KID GLOVES in Tan. Grey, Black and White, only $1.00.
Iso Children’s Kiel Gloves.
HANDKERCHIEFS, Jcweliy, Mesh Fags, Corsets, Fcose

in

an

I JJj

HOME OF WAISTS & LADIES’ TOGGERY

careful

interesting program,
every men.ter called upon responding to his
A declamation l.y Norman
assigned part.
Wilson and a recitation by Georgia Duncan
were followed by a vocal solo by Christina
| Bean and a declamation by Noah Wilson. G.
turer

sea

a

one.

every

AT THE

....

1.,

Quite a portion of the afternoon
devoted to the discussion of these
was
subjects, all agreeing that the time could
not be spent more profitably.
The busisession was ihcn closed and the Leeness

FT

Paris

a

strong this

EASTER OPENING

Star

forth

I 0

be

to

ON

bill.

this

pert, saucy and jaunty, with

thought in

menibers, the grange
measures

f|

Spring Shapes will please you as they

to be very

seem

“WHITE SUMMER
in both.
shoes
very
tasty
give you
Of course we carry all the easy and ever
but EASTER don’t seem to be just the I
of them and m ;y jvve speak of it in our i
THE DINSWIORE GRADE 3 of Rubh,
off many a cold, and wear well.

o

1

invite you to their Spring Show of

Their small

senators

{e«

Suede Shoes

j

I

-—MILLINERYSaturday, March 22, 1913.

new

to

9

E. K. BRIER & CO.
Cordially

craft, embody it g many features of the two bdls which were before the
Legislature earlier ii the ectsioi .and introducing new clauses which make the bill more
This bill is

Style White Skirts and Dainty
Colored Seersucker Mght l obes.
Late

our

5

|

recording to
j upils in ti e

alo. vn'.u.l

■-=:

I

ai.ti representatives against any part
f tlie Mate school
fund being used for the pan dual schools.
Worthy Master Chmei ts read « xtracts from
the ni w load bill presented by Senator Conant
for etisidnatkn in tl.e Strait, Match 7lh.
a

Nubuck Pumps
Brown Suede Button Shoes
White Canvas Button Boots
Black Suede Pumps
White Nubuck Button Boo*s
Etc., Etc.

I
>

Business was resumed and communications
read in lepard to the distribution of
the State school fund and ti e Murphy bill,
which asks for a portioi ol the State school
furd for parochial schools. A fur a comprehensive discussion of these subjects,the grange
voted to tr.de i-e the resolution favoring the
the

"White

SUMMER WAISTS

^ promises

given by Nettie Cole, with a rebetialf of Pomona by Susie VMiite.

ment of

!V! !

j

were

apportior

and

|

was

sponse in

line of

our

-a-

GRANGE.

visitors from Eastern

were

prevailing throughout

of
logs at their mill on Opeecht-e stream and with
a crew of five men are manufacturing them
into lumber of all sizes for their customers
and on their own account for their lumber
a

I

DAINTY SPRING

1

M. A. Cook has received a very advantageous oti'er to locate in a larger town and will
dispose of his lar^e stock ol goods here at low
prices and move from here early in the spring.
have

and

|

U

and UP-TO-DATE MUSLIN UNDERWEAR

Mrs. William Morrison, Church street, is Grange, Hampden,
Rising Star, Newburg.
confined to the house at this date, Monday, by A report of the Lecturer’s conference at Ausickness
Miss Banna May Smith is assisting j
gusta was given by the Lecturer, Clara York.
her for a few weeks.
Worthy Master Clements gave an excellent re- |
Miss Elizabeth Nickels of Searsport called |
port of the Pomona Master’s conference in
upon relatives in our village, March 12th,
Waterville. Aft« r conferring the degree of |
having driven over in celebration of the glorious
Femora in full form a recess was taken for I
“too fine to remain in-doors?”
dii.ner and a march was led by the assistant
MissVivian Titcomb.Sylvan street, entertainstewards to the dining hall, where all gathered a company of four young lady friends over
last Saturday night and Sunday in celebration
ed arcurd bountifully spread tables to partake
of her seventeenth birthday anniversary.
of ihe feast prepared and served by members
Miss Maud Merrithew, daughter of Mr. and of the host grange. A social hour followed,
Mrs. Simeon B Merrithew, Church street, has after which the
grange was re-assembled in
been quite sick the past week from one of the :
the fifth dtgiee and a pleasing address of
tedious colds
the town.

Dorchester, Mass., Thursday.

Trundy & Son

Also just received

and

Mrs. H. W. Kneeland and daughter Phyllis,
who have been the guests of Mrs. F. A. Curtis
on Park street, returned to
their home in

A. E.

POMCNA

WALDO

|

NECKWEAR and HOSIERY

I

“The night will pass, the darkling shades
To dawn give place;
And I shall see my ow:n again,
Beyond this world of grief and pain,—
See face to face.”

SPRINGS.

p

NEW EASTER GLOVES,

Mrs. Faustina (Davis) Berry, School street,
left last Thursday for Boston, Providence, F*t
Nearly 100 members of North Waldo PomoI., and New York, to be absent some weeks.
j na Grange assembled in the hall of Sunrise
Misses Vivian .Titcomb, Sylvan sheet, and Grange, Winterport, March 12th, for the reg- J
Mary Murray, Sandypoint road, airiv^ ! home, ular monthly meeting Worthy Master C. C.
March 11th, from visits in Burnham, I'ili&hvld Clements
presided and every officer was presand Belfast.
ent
Althc ugh this meetirg was held at the j
Mrs. Walker, mother of Mrs. John W. Ward- extreme eastern lin.it of the
county, six
well, Church street, with whom she makes her
home, has been spending two weeks with rei- ; granges were represented in this jurisdiction j

Stephen Card has been confined to his home
for several weeks by illness, and several members of the family have also been afflicted by
the

2

Mrs. William H. Kelly of Brewer and
Mrs. Lowell of Bueksport. with others unknown
Vo the writer.
Age had weaken- I
ed, mentally and physically, Mr. Carley; his,
devoted companion tenderly watching and
nursing him in his lorg decline, realizing the
loneliness for her when his released spirit
should have soared to eternal rest in “heaven
our home.”
God is Love !

NORTH

Gapt. Henry G. Curtis, superintendent of
the A. A. C. plant at Mack’s Point, was confined to his home several days last week with
attack of

|

j

!
J

Comes a little early this year—but as we were fioUr
for just this event more than Six Months ago, We
prepared—and never before quite so fully- to show n
the ADVANCE STYLES and SHAPES tor
sprip
—and Summer as well. A glance at our windows
|n| show you many of the different styles in

I

Springs,

ing of his cottage

an

jfEASTER'

hood much time in what is now Stockton
his sister and husband, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Harris, when home from his sea
which
voyages,
engaged his time and fancy at
an early age. In this calling he became a most
capable, proficient 1st officer, sailing all over
the commercial world in that position. When
the Civil war needed the patriotic services of
the young men of the U.S.A. he volunteered in
the naval branch of Uncle Sam’s defense, serving a three years’ term of enlistment with firm
“devotion to the Union, God and Freedom!’’
After his return to Stockton, in September,
1865, he married Miss Kate Gilman, oldest
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gilman,
Croes street, and after a few years they moved
West to Tolono, 111., where he took up railroad business, and was soon appointed agent
for the road, which was doing a flourishing
He
l>ii iness in that rapidly increasing town.
became a well known and prominent citizen of
his adopted city, serving as postmaster for
several years and holding other important
offices. He never visited his native State
aftersettling inlllinois.but his wife spent a summer with her mother and family and was accompanied by their adopted son.n youth of ten summers.
No children blessed this very congenial
union, but this orphan boy found fullest pater-

Charles Hamilton is confined to his home
with a severe attack of tonsilitis.

\
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Used in this country for over 30 years by
thousands of the best farmers and dairy-
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1 KM

ight... Charles Mitchell's buildings were
Gkay-Campbell. In Vinalhaven, Marc! 6,
1 urned last Monday. Trie fire caught around
Charles Sumntr Gray, of Vinalhaven anti M
t he chimney.
was saved inside,
Everything
erous friends
her native town.
1
an
able
manner
in
discussed
Elizabeth A. Campbell, of Brooksville.
y W. S. Litile(2) As a social and educational center. a nd one barn that was not joined to the other
Mr. and Mrs Herbert Mixer, Sylvan street, field.
* uildings. The Mead >-f the Tide fire company,
reached hone March 11th Item Penobscot, This part was presented by Raymond ('ole in a
I»l» I)
viih the neighbors, diil g od work in saving
As an influence
where they were calieu by trie serious illness | well-chosen argument. (3)
* lie barn, for the wind was blowing a g'ale..
of
the
A.
on
the
T.
day,by
questions
Nickerson,
of Mr. Mixer's aged mo;tier, who died March !
<- apt. O. A. Wade went to Hartford last week
Cook. In Billings, Mont., Reginald Co
12th. 1 heir homecoming was hastened by the who very comprehensively stated ome ot the
1 L ) take
charge of his barge... Willie Carter’s s«»n of Mr. and Mrs. William L. Cook, forme
ways in which the grange has been of benefit
j vtry severe cold contracted by Airs. Herbert | in
a mi is getting along finely-Arthur Higgins’
stand
it
has
taken
for
the
the
of
Re!
Belfast aged V years.
right
Mixer, which induced an attack of distressing j
ttle son Clayton fell and sprained his arm
In Bangor, March 14. Maria
(’OLSON
asthma
We are glad to report our neighbor marks by Arthur Smith on the question as a
*
ist Saturday.
He
was
attended
I)r.
T.
N.
and
the
of
by
1
on
widow
ui Benjamin Colson, aged 84 yea;
whole,
necessity
as gaining somewhat.
teaching more * earson.
ethical knowledge in the public schools,followmonth, 20 days.
the
service
for
the Belfast Com- ed, also remarks by Mrs. Smith and Raymond
Owing to
I Cunningham. In Surry March 4, Josiah
mandery, Knights Templar, being arranged to Goodell of Eastern Star Grange. The choir of 1
aged 72 years, 8 months.
be held in the Univeisaiist Church next Sun- Sunrise Grange rendered fine music
I
or >atdns j Cunningham,
uvertnrow
Dickey. In Tyngsboro, Mass., March 4,
through- ine
in
the
the
out the session.
After a rising vote of thank*
day afternoon,
customary meeting
Ceorge G. Dickey, formerly of Brooks, aged 64
Stockton Umversalist church will be omitted, to the host grange the meeting was closed
years.
and the Easter service will be given the ntxt
wilh the usual ceremonies. The next meeting
Decrow. In Upton Mass., March 14, Thomas
Sunday. Some have thought this arrange- will be with Northern Light Grange, Winter- \WILL BE THE SUBJECT OF AN ADDRESS II. Decrow, aged 77 years.
ment excellent, because of the great amount
Gray. In Belfast, March 16, David H. Gray,
port, the grange having voted to change the
of sickness at present in the village.
place of meeting, April 9th, from Morning
aged 76 years, 9 months and 27 days.
AT G. A. R. HALL,
Congregational Church Notes, March I
Hamor. In Cranberry Isles, March 3, Capt.
Light Grange, Monroe, to Northern Light. It
The illness of Miss Ethel Colcord in the hosis hoped that State Lecturer McKeen will be a
R. Hamor, aged 80 years.
16th, Palm Sunday, Mr. McElhiney spoke iin- I
George
into typhoid
pital in Portland has
March 23d, at 3 p. m.
of Pomona on that day.
Leach. In Orland, March, 4, Charles N.
guest
pressively upon the lessons of Palm Sunday, fever; and, although developed
her
sick,
very
seriously
Isa.
62
and
as
Matt. 21:1-9
reading
Leach, aged 62 years.
scripture nurse reports her “doing as well as can be exHAYDEN SAMSON of New York will delesson and Matt. 21, 9 as text. Always has the
Littlehale. In East Union, February 27,
liver his instructive lecture on “The Overpected.” Her sisters. Misses Lizzie B. and
Jane (Robinson) Littlehale, aged 90 years, 2
crowning of a monarch been a time of rejoic- !
of
Satan’s
at
3
throw
p. m.t
Empire’March 23d,
Evelyn L. Colcord, are at this writing, Moncelebrated
with
and
9 days.
ing,
pomp
splendor.(^aesar day, in Portland. Fullest sympathy is extendin the G. A. R. Hall. Seats free. No collection. months,
entered Rome in a chariot drawn by snow i
Littlefield. In Bath, March 16, John H.
white horses, at the head of a triumphal proLittlelield of Penobscot, aged 71 years, 11
brothers by hosts of Stockton friends.
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Empire

Last week brought Stockton the following
weather; Sunday, mild, quiet snowstorm; Monday, warm, lovely day with water dripping
from ull southern exj osures; Tuesday, damp
snowfall in the morning, clear in evening;
Wednesday, lovely, almost summer-like day;
Thursday, foggy and mild; Friday, dark day,
misty rain—very spring-like in atmosphere
and appearance;Saturday, still mild with thick
fog, rain in evening.

Kingdom. What wj.s iiis reception? Jesus
mounted upon a humble beast of burden was I
riding slowly toward Jerusalem to attend the
Feast >f the Passover.
With Him traveled
the disciples, dusty and weary.
Inside the
of
the
the
gates
city
restless, waiting multitude had already gathered
Suddenly someone in the ever growing thror g caught sight
of the .ittle approaching band and recognizing
From Cape Jellison piers the following shipit ran forward with a glad cry. All eyes were
turned roward the entrance, and with sudden ping report was telephoned Monday afternoon;
March 12th, sch. Mabel C. Snow sailed with
the
multitude
to
welcome
the
impulse
surged
Man who had given s-iglit to the blind, made edgings for Stoninglon. March 14th, steamer
the lame to walk, healed lepers, and raised Millinocket arrived with a general cargo from
the dead.
Some snatched off their loose New York. March 16th, steamer Millinocket
mantles, carpeting the road. Others broke sailed with a cargo of paper and potatoes for
long palm branches and waving them as they New York. March 17lh, sch. Caroline Kreischer
marched, cried saying, “Hosanna to the Son sailed with edgings for Stonington.
Last Saturday, Mr. E. H. Denslow, long an
of David: Blessed is he that cometh in the I
name of the Lord; Hosanna in the highest
invalid, passed away from a complication of
On they came toward the temple; the whole \ diseases, added to the infirmities of advanced
1
city was moved, saying, “Who is this?” For age. He bad for many years owned and occuthe only time in His life Jesus was receiv- pied the large place formerly the property of
ing public honor. At that moment had He the late Capt. Andrew Dickey at Lowder
bo willed, the multitude would have made Him 1 Brook, which he called “Lingraden-on-Penobking. But His kingdom was not of this world j scot." The funeral took place Monday afterand calmly he rode on through the avenue of i noon, Rev. Arthur A. Blair, Universalist, ofwaving palms, unmoved by this sudden popu- ficiating. The interment; by his request, was
larity. As quickly as it had gathered the in the Cape Jellison cemetery. Mr. Denslow,
crowd melted away, leaving only a few chil- in active years, was a broker on Wall street.
dren, who with ardor uncooled by the sneers of New York, coming here first in search of a
the Pharisees still chanted, “Hosanna.” As satisfactory summer home. For many seasons
always Jesus had been misunderstood. But he spent only the warm weather at his place;
had those who at one moment paid Him tribute, but as increasing years lessened business inand at the next deserted in disappointment, terests he made a permanent home at his
known of the glories of the kingdom that He beautifully located estate on Fort Point Cove.
would soon enter; of the royal robes and Sympathy is extended to his daughter, Mrs.
scepter that awaited Him; of the legions of Favre, who with her husband, is in Europe.

j

Hia train, they
would have realized the fulfillment of the
and
meek
scriptures. “Riding
lowly” the
King had come, and Jerusalem had known
Him not. The manner in which Jesus accepted this day of popularity has for us s
up

Obituary. News of the death of Mr. Mark
of Tolono, 111., who passed “over the
river" Feb. 24, 1913, after a long wearing illness, has recently been received by relatives
in Maine. The deceased was born in Waldo,

Carley

_

AT A BARGAIN.
FRANK P. BLODGETT HOUSE
THE lot
Cedar street. Enquire of

Post-mortem
Qj j
examinations often show g
that tuberculosis had been i
arrested by strengthening t|
the lungs before the germs
every

day.

gained mastery.

Palmer

|

body.

It repairs watte makes
rich, active blood and supplies
energy to the starving cells. It’s
timely use enables the body to
resist tuberculosis.
—

For stubborn colds and
bronchitis nothing compares
with Scott's Emulsion.
Refuse substitutes
SCOTT’S.
Scott a Burnt.

—

insist on

Btoomftdd. N. J. li-67

After

trying to enjoy lite for years with
good stomach he gets wise

PALMER

EELFAST

Mr. Samson is a Bible scholar of international reputation and his lecture will doubtless
An extract from a
be greatly appreciated.
newspaper report says: '*A large number en-

hearing the subject,
‘The Overthrow of Satan's Empire' from a
Bible standpoint discussed by Mr Samson. He
handles the subject in a thorough manner.
Harmonizing reason and the Bible, and backing up all his statements with liberal scriptural
quotations."
There will be no admission fee charged and
The public is cordially
no collection taken.

joved

the

privilege

of

invited to hear this lecture.
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The entire stock
MOODY must he
cost.

Sale will

CURRENT.
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so*
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Portland Maine,

and continue until th

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
PRODUCE MARKET.

1

Fancy

BROS.,

39 Portland Pier,

PRODUCER.

RALPH HA

j
j

I2.00al5.00
Apples, per bbl, 75al.0‘) flay,
7 Hides,
10
dried, per lb.,
12
Beans, pea,
2-85a3.00T.iamb,
Y.
60a70
Beans,
E., 2.50a2.75}Lamb Skins,
71
2Sa30 Mutton,
Butter,
32 lb.,
48
Beef, sides,
j
Ga^Oats,
fcl
45
Beel, forequarters,
Potatoes,
1
60 Round Hog,
10
Barley, bu,
24 Straw,
9.00
Cheese,
20 Turkey,
26a28
Chicken,
2
Calf Skins,
18Tallow,
20 Veal,
10al2
Duck.
21
26
Wool, unwashed,
Eggs,
16 Wood, hard,
4.00a4.5C
The
Fowl,
18 Wood, soft,
3.00 ;
Geese,
Oil.

Blended
Rheumatic

a

no

|at

Motors

1913 Models. Two and four cycle types, 1
2, 3 and 4 cylinders. 25 styles t-> make your
selection from. Don’t buy a gasoline engine
until you see our large 1913 catalogue showing
the new models. Catalogue Free.
4m7

MAN GETS A
NEW STOMACH

You can strengthen your j
resistance power by taking
Scoff’» Emulsion. It contains available energy in con- g
centrated form, which quickly ■
nourishes all the organs of the fi

Fixtures

DUNTON & MORSE.

2m8

wife of Rulus Reynolds, aged 80 years.
Swazey. In Pittsfield, March 10, John N.
Swazey, formerly of Bucksport, aged 45 years.

;

AND

on

McCrillis. In Exeter, March 17, Aurinda
B.f widow oi the late George D. McCrillis of
Belfast, aged 81 years.
Mears. In New Haven, Conn., March 14,
Emily E widow of the late Joseph Mears of
Morrill, aged 84 years, 10 months and 18 days.
Mixer. In Penobscot, March 12, Mrs. Lucy
M. Mixer, aged 80 years and 2 months.
Park. In the Sailor's Snug Harbor, New
Brighton, N. Y.. March 11, Charles II. Park
of Searsport, aged 68 years.
Reynolds. In Burnham, March 7, Saily,

......

MAINE.

FOR SALE

months.

cession and followed by a train of slaves.
Admiration, l ut no love, attended him. Seventy-

angels that would make

Distributors,
BELFAST,

“I was bothered for years with stomach
trouble and gastritis. Food laid like lead in
my stomach and fermented, forming gas. This
caused a pressure on my heart, so that I
choked and gasped for breath. I thought my
time had come. MI-O-NA cured me after 1
had doctored without success.”—Wm.V. Mathews, Bloomington, lnd.
Call it Gastritis, Catarrh of the Stomach,
Indigestion or Dyspepsia; it matters not. MIO-NA Stcmach Tablets will drive out all the

misery and give you practically a new, clean,
willing-to-work stomach or A. A. Howes & Co.
will refund the price.
That’s honorable, isn’t it? So if you want
to get rid of your sour, gassy, heavy, stupid,
irresponsible stomach get a 60-cent box today.

J

RETAIL

PRICE.

Beef, Corned,

RETAIL MARKET.

17,Lime,
Butter Salt, 141b., 18a22!Oat Meal,
67
Onions,
Com,
62 Oil, kerosene,
Cracked Cora,
62 Pollock,
Corn Meal,
24 Pork,
Cheese,
1.75 Plaster,
Cotton Seed,
Codfish, dry,
lOlRye Meal,
16j Shorts,
Cranberries,
Clover Seed,
28,Sugar,
6.00a7.26iSalt, T. I.,
Flour,
4.50'Sweet Potatoes,
H. G. Seed,
14] Wheat Meal,
Lard,

1.10
6

8
12al3

original ot the t
The original for'

chased and the oil is t»

Blended Rheumatit

7
14

1.1S

34

WM. 0. POOR 4 >"N

1.45

BELFAST

64a6
40

44

Try

it.

Prices:

11

15. 25 an
123
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